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The objectives of this study are to revise and reformulate a
previous simulation model of the Calapooia River and proposed
Holley Dam project and to critically investigate the anadromous
fish enhancement function of the project.
The Corps of Engineers proposes a 145, 000 acre-foot reservoir for the Calapooia River at Holley, Oregon.
97, 000 acre-foot reservoir was proposed.

Previously, a

The larger project's

justification is based mainly on anadromous fish enhancement.
Investigation revealed that there is a great deal of uncertainty and
lack of information about:

(1) temperature requirements of

anadromous fish in the Calapooia River and whether they can be
met, (2) the affects of high streamflow discharges on spawning,
incubation, and rearing of anadromous fish in the Calapooia River,

(3) the affects of variability in food supply due to fluctuations in
the level of the water in the reservoir, and (4) the survival rates
of salmon eggs to fry, fry to smolts, and ocean survival.
A simulation model in DYNAMO computer language is formulated and includes the following components:

(1) hydrology gener-

ator, (2) reservoir regulation and flood control procedures, (3)
freshwater life cycle of Spring Chinook and Fall Chinook Salmon,
(4) supply of recreation user days, (5) supply of resident fishing
angler days, and (6) supply of irrigation water.

The model calcu-

lates the daily, monthly, and yearly variability of various physical,
economic, and intangible outcomes.
The simulation of floods and their regulation corresponds to
historical data and regulation hypothesized by the Corps of Engineers.
The dynamic nature of the Spring and Fall Chinook Salmon populations
are modeled and computer results indicate that the likelihood of
conservation and enhancement is not great enough to justify the
145, 000 acre-foot reservoir.
Due to the fluctuations in the reservoir level which accompany
flood control regulation and reflect the variability in the hydrology,
the recreational use and resident fishing angler use is highly
variable and the average use is unlikely to reach the.estimated
supply potential.

The reservoir, as simulated by the model, has

sufficient capacity to supply water for the proposed irrigation

project.

However, it appears that uncertainty remains concerning

the dollar benefits that are obtainable from irrigating soils along
the Calapooia River.
Further study is necessary to determine whether the 97, 000
acre-foot reservoir is a feasible alternative to the proposed
145, 000 acre-foot reservoir.

The computer model is general

in formulation and can be utilized to provide information to decision
makers in determining the feasibility of further dam and reservoir
construction.
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A SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE HOLLEY DAM AND
RESERVOIR PROJECT WITH EMPHASIS ON
ANADROMOUS FISH ENHANCEMENT
I

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the high speed digital computer the
modeling and simulation of complex physical, biological, economic,
and social systems are economically feasible and potentially productive as a research method.

In the design and planning of water re-

source use systems, and especially in the planning of dams and
reservoirs, the impact of computer simulation has been mainly in
the research area rather than at the operational level of policy and
decision making.

Following the monumental work of Maas, et al. ,

(1962) a number of large scale simulations of river basins were
carried out as research exercises.

Hamilton, et^al. , (1964) pre-

pared a computer simulation model of the Susquehanna River Basin
in 1964 and published further results for the Susquehanna and
Delaware River systems in 1969 under the general heading of
regional analysis.

Rivers as insignificant as the Calapooia in

Oregon also receive research attention.

The Halter and Miller

(1966) study of the Galapooia River was followed by another by
Kerri (1969) of Sacramento State College.
basis of this study as well.

The Calapooia is the

The U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers has been influenced by
this intellectual stimulation and attempts have been made to operationalize certain aspects of computer simulation in their river
basin planning efforts.

Beard (1965) of the Corps of Engineers

has developed a number of streamflow simulators.

The Corps of

Engineers in Portland, Oregon, have computer programs that simulate thermal conditions of reservoirs and of streamflows downstream from dams.

Apparently the Corps of Engineers is begin-

ning to see computer simulation as an economical alternative to the
makeshift paper and pencil simulations they are performing in their
river basin planning work.
River basin planning as conducted by the Corps of Engineers
and other public agencies is much less influenced by the systems
analysis approach.

A broad definition of the term system is any

entity with parts or components in interaction.

The systems anal-

ysis approach provides a comprehensive view of river basin planning and promotes the isolation and formulation into a mathematical
model of those components of a river basin system and their interactions which contribute to the attainment of multiple objectives.
Building a computer simulation model of a river basin system
forces the planner to bring together relevant information about the
components of the system and their interactions.

The model pro-

vides the means for identifying conflicting information and for

resolving information inconsistencies that may arise in putting
together the model.

Because of lack of public interest or Con-

gressional authorization, the public agencies concerned with river
basin planning are not being moved to adopt the systems analysis
approach.

In the course of this study it was found that the following

agencies are involved in providing information or planning of the
Holley Dam project on the Calapooia River:

(1) U. S. Department

of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, (2) U. S. Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, (3) Environmental Protection Agency (formerly U. S. Department of the Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control administration), (4) Oregon
Game Commission, (5) Oregon Fish Commission, and (6) U. S.
Army, Corps of Engineers.

While the Corps of Engineers has the

major responsibility of putting together the final plan of project
development, they are not building comprehensive models of their
plans which could be simulated and tested for inconsistencies.
Thus, while there has been token recognition of computer simulation there has not been a change in planning philosophy in the
direction of systems analysis.

It is the intent of this study to give

further intellectual incentive.to the public agencies responsible for
comprehensive systems planning to adopt a systems analysis approach.

Problem Definition

In 1950 Congress authorized construction of a reservoir on
the Calapooia River and associated channel improvements downstream from the reservoir.

The reservoir, which would be located

in the Western Cascade foothills at Holley, Oregon, was to be
97, 000 acre-feet in capacity.

The purposes of the reservoir were

to control floods, conserve water to be used for irrigation, and to
increase low-water flows for navigation on the Willamette River.
The channel improvements while providing flood control and drainage benefits, would have provided the additional channel capacity
necessary for postflood evacuation of water stored in Holley Reservoir.

Detailed planning on both the reservoir and channel improve-

ments was initiated in 1957.

Planning was discontinued in 1958

because it was found that the legally required local cash contribution was not available for the channel improvements necessary for
reservoir flood control operation.

In 1959 the Senate Committee on

Public Works adopted a resolution requesting a review study of
Calapooia River by the Corps of Engineers.

That study which in-

cludes consideration of both the channel problem and potential to
serve additional project purposes was initiated in fiscal year 1962.
The preliminary findings by the Corps of Engineers' district
office in Portland include an enlarged reservoir provision to

145, 000 acre-feet and the additional water use functions of recreation, municipal and industrial water supply, and fish enhancement.
In addition to these new project functions the new project size would
provide the originally attributed benefits from irrigation, flood
control, drainage, some fish enhancement, water quality, and
navigation.

Before completion of the Corps of Engineers' restudy

Halter and Miller (1966) employed the Calapooia River basin in
their testing of the applicability of simulation in evaluating water
resource development projects.

Their tests included several man-

agement policies affected upon a computer simulation model of the
basin.

The model was designed with 67, 000 and 97, 000 acre-feet

project sizes and various channel size combinations.
The proposed problem for this study arises out of the Corps
of Engineers' restudy and preliminary conclusions for increased
project size and limited channel improvement downstream from
the dam.

Some channel improvements are planned as an integral

part of the reservoir development.

However, planned improvements

for the channel are much less extensive than those authorized in
1950.
In the initial stages of the research of this study, discussions
with personnel from the various agencies mentioned above revealed
a great deal of uncertainty about the interactions between the water
use functions and about specifying critical parameters as they

relate to the planning of the Calapooia River project.
As an aid in conceptualizing the problem, and identifying components of the Calapooia River basin system which are more
critical to model than others, the choice between the originally
proposed 97, 000 acre-foot reservoir and the 145, 000 acre-foot
reservoir is formalized as a decision-making problem under uncertainty (Halter and Dean, 1971).

The two sizes of reservoirs

are the possible actions and the states of nature are made up of
various combinations of circumstances or conditions which might
favor or inhibit the realization of the benefits from the four main
functions of the reservoir.

The four main functions are flood con-

trol, anadromous fish enhancement, supplying recreation, and supplying water for irrigation.

Lesser benefits are expected from

water supplied for municipal and industrial use, and for navigation
on the Willamette River.

Because these two functions do not inter-

act to a great degree with the other components of-the project they
are not given further consideration in this thesis, nor are they considered in calculating the payoff table.

The payoff table for the

various combinations of states and the two actions are presented
in Table 1.1.

The payoffs are net of total cost and are expressed

as annual net benefits.
The payoff to state of nature 9

and the 97, 000 acre-foot

reservoir, action a , is 509 thousand dollars.

For the same

Table 1.1.

Payoff table for eight states of nature and two actions,
Holley Dam project.

State of
nature

Definition

97, 000 acrefoot reservoir
(000)

145, 000 acrefoot reservoir
(000)

Favorable to flood control,
fish, recreation and irrigation

$509

$837

Favorable to flood control,
fish, irrigation, unfavorable
to recreation

329

418

Favorable to flood control,
irrigation, recreation, unfavorable to fish

509

188

Favorable to flood control,
fish, recreation, unfavorable
to irrigation

400

777

Favorable to flood control,
fish, unfavorable to irrigation and recreation

220

358

Favorable to flood control,
recreation, unfavorable to
fish and irrigation

400

128

Favorable to flood control,
irrigation, unfavorable to
fish and recreation

329

•231

Favorable to flood control,
unfavorable to fish, recreation, and irrigation

220

-291

Expected value

364.5

273. 0

state, the payoff to the 145, 000 acre-foot reservoir, action a ,
is 837 thousand dollars.-

State of nature 0

is such that the

environment created by the presence of the proposed structures
is favorable to anadromous fish, recreation, irrigation and flood
control.

State of nature 0^ is such that the environment created
2

by the structures is favorable to fish, irrigation, and flood control,
but is unfavorable to recreation.

It is assumed sufficiently un-

favorable to recreation that all the benefits to recreation are lost,
but yet the costs of providing the recreational facilities were incurred.

This unfavorable condition may bedue to lack of demand

or due to the environment created by the dam, e.g., the growth of
unsightly algae or excessive turbidity.
State of nature 0

3

is such that conditions are favorable to

flood control, recreation, and irrigation, but unfavorable to fish
enhancement.

This unfavorable condition could be due to the in-

ability of getting the reservoir-reared fish through the dam in
order for them to migrate to the ocean.

Such a condition was the

-• The total annual gross benefits as calculated by the Corps of
Engineers for (0 , a ) is $1,895,000. The amortized cost
of the full project is $1, 386, 000 per year. Thus, the net
benefit is $1, 895, 000 - $1, 386, 000 = $509, 000. For (0^ a )
the total annual gross benefit is $2, 734, 000 and the amortized
cost is $1, 897, 000 per year. The net benefit is $2, 734, 000 $1, 897, 000= $837, 000.

9

case at Cougar Dam on the McKenzie River.

Also, temperature

conditions or other environmental conditions downstream from the
dam may be unfavorable to migrating fish and inhibit spawning and
incubation of eggs.

Such conditions have occurred at Pelton Dam

on the Deschutes River.
Conditions defined by state of nature 9. are unfavorable to
4
irrigation but favorable to the other functions.

As was the case of

Fern Ridge Reservoir at Eugene, Oregon, the anticipated demand
for irrigation did not materialize.

States of nature 9

through 9

are unfavorable to two functions and favorable to two functions.
State of nature 9

8

is favorable to flood control only.

Since the

main purpose of the dam is flood control, the assumption is made
that there will always be rain along the Calapooia and hence conditions will always be favorable for flood control.

Thus, no state of

nature was conceptualized with unfavorable;conditions for flood
control.

However, this does not imply that the regulation of the

dam may cause larger floods than occur naturally.
If the decision maker(s), in this case perhaps the U. S.
Congress, were faced with making the decision between the two
sizes of reservoirs and not knowing that any one of the eight states
had a greater probability of occurring than any other, he (they)
might assign equal probabilities to each state and choose the action
with the highest expected value.

With equal probabilities attached

10
to each state, the highest expected value is 364. 5 thousand dollars
for the 97, 000 acre-foot reservoir.

Since the Corps of Engineers

is recommending the 145, 000 acre-foot reservoir, their probability distribution over the eight states of nature must be different
than the uniform distribution assumption.
Not knowing what the Corps of Engineers' probability distribution is, one might ask: What is the minimum probability that
could be assigned to any state in order that a

is the preferred action?

The technique of deriving these minimum probabilities is given by
Halter and Dean (1971).

Calculations are performed by a FORTRAN

computer program (Avey, 1970).

Firstly, notice that a

is the

preferred action if one knew for certain that any one of the states
of nature 0 , 0 , 0 , or 0

would occur.

Secondly, if one knew for

certain that the states of nature 0. 0., 0„ or ©„ would occur, a,
3
6
7
8
1
is the preferred action.

The minimum probabilities for the four

states of nature which would leave a

the preferred action are:

P(0 ) = .630631
P(0 ) = .862866
P(04) = .537803
P(0C) = .802292.
5
The minimum probabilities for the four states that would leave a
the preferred action are:

11
P(93) = .537803
P(9 ) = ,.580894
P(0 ) = .402348
P(90) = .424550.
o
These minimum probabilities are interpreted as follows: If the
probability of state of nature 9

is equal to or greater than

. 630631 with the remaining probability of 1. 0-. 630631 on any
other state or combination of states then a
action.

If the probability of 9

remains the preferred

is less than .630631, then a

is the

preferred action.
Two observations, which aid in identifying the problem investigated by this study, can be made from the minimum probabilities.

Firstly, the set of minimum probabilities that leave a

the

preferred action are greater in magnitude than those that leave a
the preferred action.

The smallest probability is for 9 . which is

larger than the largest of the set of minimum probabilities that
leave a

the preferred action.

Secondly, the four states of nature

associated with a as the preferred action involve having favorable
conditions for anadromous fish enhancement.
9,, 9>, 9

The other four states,

and 9 , involve conditions unfavorable to anadromous

fish enhancement.

The problem investigated by the study reported

in this thesis is whether the probabilities of states 9 , 9 , 9
are less than approximately .6.

and 9

The emphasis of the study is upon

12

anadromous fish since the four states of nature associated with
the preferred 145, 000 acre-foot reservoir must all be favorable
to fish enhancement.

Objectives of Thesis

In order to bring together knowledge and information that
contributes to the understanding of the problem as stated above,
a systems analysis approach is taken in this study.

The specific

objectives of this thesis are:
1.

To revise and reformulate the DYNAMO computer

simulation model of the Calapooia River, and proposed Holley Dam,
as originally formulated by*Halter and Miller (1966) and Kerri
(1969).
2.

To critically investigate the anadromous fish enhance-

ment function of the proposed Holley Dam project in conjunction
and interaction with the other functions of the project.
The revisions of the computer simulation model involving
the hydrology of the Calapooia River are presented in Chapter II.
The reformulations of the computer simulation model with emphasis upon anadromous fisji are discussed it* Chapter III.

The

results from a number of computer runs are given in Chapter IV.
The fifth chapter summarizes the study and presents the conclusions.
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II.

HISTORICAL AND SIMULATED HYDROLOGY
OF THE CALAPOOIA RIVER

This chapter contains a description of the hydrology generator used in the simulation model along with the historical data upon
which the parameters of the generator are based, and some of the
results from preliminary computer runs of the generator.

The

hydrology generator is one of the main components of the simulation
model and forms the basis for building the other components.

With-

out an accurate generator of the hydrology of the Calapooia River,
there would be little need to attempt to model the various water
use functions connected with the Holley Dam project.

Closely allied

to the hydrology generator is the simulation of the reservoir and
channel regulation.

It is the regulation of the flows that give rise

to the proposed benefits of the Holley Dam project.

Since flood

control is the main project benefit and because it is a direct function of the hydrology generator, a description of the reservoir and
channel regulation procedure is also given in this chapter.

A

discussion of flood benefits and how they are calculated in the
simulation model are presented at the end of the chapter.

The

other water use functions are discussed in the next chapter.

14

Historical Data
The historical data available for constructing and validating
the hydrology generator are from measurements of daily stream
flows taken at Holley (the dam site) and at Albany (the outlet of
the river into the Willamette River). The periods of record used
in this study are from 1936 to 1965 for Holley and from 1941 to
1965 for Albany. The historical data are described by monthly
means, medians, standard deviations, and exceedence functions.
The mean annual runoff at Holley dam site for the period
1936-1965 is 450 c»f. s., or 325, 700 acre-feet. —

Extremes were

13 c. f. s., which occurred in September 1940, and 12, 600 c. f. s.,
which occurred in December 1964, and is the largest observed
flood of record on the Calapooia River.

That flood peak discharge

is believed to have been exceeded by the unmeasured floods of
1861 and 1890. From limited hydrometeorological information
the December 1861 flood was estimated to have a peak discharge
of 15, 000 c. f. s. at Holley.

This magnitude of discharge is con2/
sidered the Intermediate Regional flood.- The mean annual

—

Cubic feet per second is abbreviated here by c. f. s.

2/ The Intermediate Regional flood is defined by the Corps of
—
Engineers as having on the average a recurrence of 1 in 100 years.

15
runoff at Albany for the period 1941 to 1965 is 929 c. f. s., or
673, 272 acre-feet.

Extremes were four c. f. s. which occurred in

October 1953, and 32, 700 c. f. s. , which occurred in December 1956.
That flood peak discharge is believed to have been exceeded only
by the unmeasured flood of 1861, which was estimated to have a
peak discharge of 48, 000 c. f. s. at Albany.
the Intermediate Regional flood at Albany.

This is considered
The natural peak dis-

charges of floods and historical estimates are presented in Table
2. 1.

Table 2. 1.

Maximum, peak discharges of floods of record and
historical estimates.

Station

Holley dam site
Shedd
Albany

Discharges for floods in cubic feet per second
1946

1956

1965

12,200
13,300
14, 500

10,700
b/
32, 700

12,600
b/
28, 400

189013,800
24,300
b/

1861-^
15,000
28,000
48, 000

a/
— Estimated from meager records of rainfall and river stages by
the Corps of Engineers.
b/
— Not available.
Source: U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1970.

The general frequency functions of the monthly mean-daily
flows on the Calapooia are skewed.

The median flow occurs to

the left of the mean so that in any month most of the flows are less
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than the average for the month.

The frequency of flows peak at

the median and then gradually tail off to the right giving the characteristic skewness to the frequency function.

The historical

means, standard deviations, and medians as calculated by Halter
and Miller in 1966 are shown in Table 2. 2 for Holley and
Table 2. 3 for Albany. Also shown in Tables 2. 2 and 2. 3 are
the most recent mean-daily flows as determined by the Corps of
Engineers.
Exceedence Functions
An exceedence function is a probability function that shows
the cumulative frequency of maximum or minimum annual discharges.
The exceedence curves for the Calapooia River are developed from
peak annual discharges of record and estimates of extreme events
such as the 1890 and 1861 floods.

When plotted on logarithmic

probability graph paper the log normally distributed flows produce
a straight line (Aitchison and Brown, 1957). Plotting the peak
annual flows provides a quick means for testing for the log normality of the distribution and also gives the recurrence interval or
probability of recurrence for a flow of given magnitude.

The maxi-

mum discharge exceedence frequency curves for the Holley gage and
Albany gage are presented in Figures 2. 1 and 2. 2, respectively.
Years of recurrence are read along the horizontal axes and
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Table 2. 2.

Month

Historical mean daily streamflows, Calapooia River,
Holley gage.
Halter-Miller study S./
Mean
St. dev.
Median
(c.f. s.) (c.f. s.)
(c.f. s.)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

851
896
740
592
368
203
77
41
43
174
559
847

Annual

450

886
730
509
395
764
168
40
14
38
375
761
1054

Corps of Engineers £,/
Mean
(c. f. s. )
848
892
737

570
700
585
500
300
165
69
38
34
80
317
600

586
378
195
76.8
41.5
43.2
162
576
887
450

a/
— These data are for the historical period October 1936 to
September I960, Halter and Miller (1966).
v> /
— Data for period 1936 to 1965, U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers
(1970).
discharges in c. f. s. are read along the vertical axes.

The proba-

bility of recurrence can be determined for a given magnitude of
discharge.

For example, the one in one-hundred-yeajrs flood at

the Holley gaging station, which has a probability of 1/100 or .01,
has a peak discharge of at least 16, 000 c.f. s.

Similarly, the

one in one-hundred-years flood at Albany on the Calapooia would
have a magnitude of at least 45, 000 c. f. s.

Since the 1861 and 1890
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Table 2. 3.

Month

Historical mean daily streamflows, Calapooia River,
Albany gage.
Halt.er-Miller study a/
Mean
St. dev.
(c.f.s.) (c.f.s.)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Annual

2230
2037
1473

1740
1220

942
531
247
87
41
44
262

822
440
262
51
16
11
24
537

1114
1974

1109
1578

Corps of Engineers b/

Median
(c.f.s.)
771
708
426
194
86
33
11
0
0
55
206
575

915

Mean
(c.f.s.)
2214
2049
1476
958
590
235
89

41.6
45.4
254.9
1166
2102
929

a/
— These data are for period October 1940 to September I960,
Halter and Miller (1966).
—

Data for period 1940 to 1965, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers,
1970.

floods are based upon meager data there is a degree of extrapolation of the historical record to include these extreme flows into
the development of the exceedence curves.
In a similar manner, minimum annual discharge exceedence
frequency curves have been developed for this study based upon
low flow data provided by the Corps of Engineers.

The probability

of recurrence of an annual minimum flow can be determined from
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this type of curve.

Annual minimum exceedence frequency curves

for the Holley and Albany gages on the Calapooia River are presented in Figures 2. 3 and 2. 4.

A minimum flow at Holley on the

Calapooia of about 15 c. f. s. or less has a probability of occurrence
of .01 or one in one-hundred-years.

The one in one-hundred-year

minimum flow at Albany on the Calapooia is 6 c. f. s. or less.
These curves were determined by plotting the data of record at
3-1/3 year intervals for Holley and 4" year intervals for Albany.
Because of the limited length of record these exceedence curves
may be biased just as the maximum exceedence curves may be
biased.
Hydrology Generator

In reviewing the Halter and Miller (1966) simulation model
of the Calapooia River it was found that their hydrology generator
did not simulate the straight line characteristic of the exceedence
functions.

Following the Halter and Miller study, Kerri (1969)

developed a hydrology generator for the Calapooia River based
upon methods developed by Beard (1965).

Beard developed the

general procedures and computer programs for daily streamflow
synthesis using the mean, standard deviation, and skewness for
each day from natural logarithms of the flows.

Kerri converted

Beard's procedures into the DYNAMO computer simulation
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Figure 2.3.

Minimum annual discharge exceedence, Calapooia River at Holley, Oregon.

Figure 2. 4.
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language (Forrester, 1961; Pugh, 1963; Pugh, 1971).
The hydrology generator is based upon the log-Pearson
Type III probability function (Beard, 1965).

Simulated flows in

cubic feet per second are calculated daily for Holley and Albany
by the following formula:
^.
- r ' KS
Ln Q = M + —
or:
Q = e

M + (KS/C)

,

where:
Q = value of streamflow in c. f. s.,
M = the mean of the logarithms of the daily flows,
S

= the standard deviation of the logarithms of the daily
flows,

K = the Pearson Type III deviate, and
C

= a constant which characterizes the stream.

The Pearson Type III deviate (K) assumes a value depending upon
daily skewness (g) and the logarithm of the daily streamflow transformed to a normal standard deviate.

The normal standard deviate

is calculated from a regression equation which relates flows of
one station to those of another.

The Holley gage daily normal

standard deviate is regressed against the previous day's normal
standard deviate at Holley.

The Albany gage daily normal standard

deviate is regressed against the previous day's normal standard
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deviate at Albany and with the current value of the normal standard
deviate at Holley.

The C value in the streamflow equation is a

constant depending on the stream and can be adjusted to reduce
variability in the extreme simulated flows.

The values of the

daily means, standard deviations, and skewness (g) are input data
to the computer program and are shown in table functions in the
DYNAMO computer program in Appendix A.

The value of K, the

Pearson Type III deviate, is calculated by the computer program.

Modifications to-the Kerri Generator

The hydrology generator used by Kerri (1969) was modified
slightly for use in this study.

The first change involved reducing

the 364 day year to 360 days to facilitate use of tabular data in the
DYNAMO format in simulating the water use algorithms.

A second

change involved changing the C values and introducing a constant
to bring about correspondence between the historical and simulated
exceedence functions.
In initial computer runs the streamflows that were simulated
were tested to determine whether the simulated distributions
approximated the historical distributions.

The criteria for these

tests were monthly means, and annual maximum and minimum
exceedence frequency curves plotted on log-probability graph paper.
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The monthly means for Holley and Albany, Oregon, based
on two computer runs of the hydrology generator are shown in
Table 2.4.

By comparing the simulated means with the historical

means of Tables 2. 2 and 2. 3, it can be seen that there is a close
correspondence.

The annual average simulated mean flow for

Run 1 and Run 2 exceeds the historical mean by 1. 5 and 6 percent,
respectively, for Holley.

The annual average simulated mean

flow for Run 1 and Run 2 exceeds the historical mean by 3. 8 and 8
percent, respectively, for Albany.
Table 2. 4.

Simulated mean monthly streamflows for Holley and
Albany, Oregon, on the Calapooia River.
Albany

Holley

Month

V

Run 1 -

Run 2 -

Run 1 -

Run 2

(c. f. s.)

(c. f. s.)

(c. f. s.)

(c.f. s.)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

822
911
743
590
396
197
78
44
45
143
594
922

860
906
739
571
376
198
73
41
46
165
643
1111

2231
2153
1615
1002
659
273
123
67
58
188
1131
2074

2341
2113
1589
937
584
273
111
58
50
213
1227
2556

Annual

457

477

965

1004

a/
- Simulation for 100-year period.
b/ Simulation for 50-year period.
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In an initial computer run for 100 years the annual minimum
exceedence frequency curve for the Albany gage from the simulated flows was higher than the historical relationship as depicted
in Figure 2.5.

The simulated low flows are about 15 c. f. s. higher

throughout the range of the exceedence curve.

This is believed to

be caused by an assumption built into Kerri's formulation concerning streamflow correlation between gages.

It was assumed

that if any day's simulated downstream flow was less than a previous
day's simulated upstream flow then the downstream flow for that
day was set equal to the upstream flow.

This, however, is not

realistic since it produced simulated low flows at Albany higher
than those at Holley.

The low flows typically occur in the drier

summer months when surface losses from evaporation, ground
seepage, and irrigation uses deplete the stream as it meanders
down towards Albany.

Therefore the Albany low flows, as de-

picted by the historical exceedence curves, are lower than at Holley.
Some adjustment was made in the C coefficient associated with
Albany low flows.

However, subsequent runs with lower or higher

C coefficients only changed the slope of the simulated exceedence
curve.

Finally, in order to lower the simulated Albany low flow

exceedence curve-a constant value of 15 c. f. s. was subtracted
•whenever a low flow was calculated in the computer program for
the Albany gage.

This constant was required to adjust the minimum
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exceedence curve at the Albany gage.

The final simulated

minimum annual discharge exceedence frequency curves for the
Holley and Albany gages are presented in Figures 2. 6 and 2. 7,
respectively.

The historical exceedence curve and the scatter

diagram of historical points are given in Figure 2. 7 so that a
better comparison can be made with the simulated scatter diagram.
The simulated Albany minimum annual discharge exceedence
frequency curve is based on 20 years of simulated values while
the Holley minimum annual discharge exceedence frequency curve
is based on 100 years of simulated values.
Some adjustment of the C coefficients determined by Kerri
for maximum flows was also required to obtain simulated flows
representative of the historical record.

The final C coefficients

are presented in Table 2. 5.
Table 2. 5.

Coefficients for the stream used in the hydrology
generator.

o
j
• u ITS i
Pearson
deviate
(K)

Negative (low flows)
Positive (high flows)
a/
—

Holley
,
(upstream)v

1.35
1.17(1.1) a/

,,Albany
(downstream)
1.45
1.22(1.2) a/

Coefficients determined for Calapooia River by Kerri,(1969)>
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Figure 2. 6.

Simulated minimum annual discharge exceedence, Calapooia River at
Holley, Oregon.
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The simulated maximum annual discharge exceedence frequency curves for the Holley and Albany gages are presented in
Figures 2.8 and 2.9, respectively.

Both curves are plotted over

the exceedence curves estimated by the Corps of Engineers.

The

simulated Intermediate Regional flood, which has an average recurrence of one in one-hundred-years at Holley on the Calapooia
River, is approximately 19, 300 c. f. s.

The simulated Intermediate

Regional flood at Albany on the Calapooia River is approximately
48, 000 c. f. s.
Reservoir and Channel Regulation

A major portion of the computer model involves operation of
the proposed reservoir and the resulting regulation of flows downstream.

The reservoir operation procedure as planned by the

Corps of Engineers is designed to have the reservoir level low
prior to the months of high precipitation and runoff.

The regula-

tion rule curve for the proposed Holley reservoir is shown in
Figure 2. 10.

Themonths of the year are read off the horizontal

axis and the volume of storage is read off the vertical axis.

The

conservation storage season is between February 1 and April 30
of each year.
rate.

During this period water is stored at a fairly rapid

The pool is maintained until September 1, then lowered

throughout a three-month period until November 30.

This lowering

Figure 2.8.
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Simulated maximum annual discharge exceedence, Calapooia River at
Holley, Oregon.
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of the pool is in anticipation of the major flood season which runs
from December 1 to January 31.

During the major flood season

the level, according to the rule curve, should be kept at minimum
flood control pool which is 55, 000 acre-feet in volume.

The flood

control storage space available amounts to 90, 000 acre-feet.
A flow diagram of the reservoir.and channel operation
algorithm is presented in Figure 2. 11.

The lines with arrows

indicate the general direction of influence of one variable upon
another in the algorithm.
In the computer model two equations compute the level of
the reservoir and channel.

Each day the reservoir and channel

levels change depending upon the magnitude of the inflow and outflow rates per day.

The main variables effecting the reservoir and

channel levels are the hydrology generators and reservoir releases.
Other variables affecting the reservoir and channel levels are
municipal and industrial water releases, channel outflows into the
Willamette River, evaporation, and irrigation return flows.
The initial step in reservoir operation is input of the upstream generated hydrology into the reservoir level equation.

In

the computer model the reservoir level equation is initialized at
the rule operation level for October 1.

Each day the actual

reservoir level is checked to determine1 whether the level is at
the desired rule.

The desired release to get to the rule level is
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determined by subtracting the desired reservoir level from the
value of the actual reservoir level.

The desired reservoir level

is determined by taking.a fraction of the reservoir capacity
(145, 000 A. F.) calculated from the rule curve.

If the actual

reservoir level is less than the desired level the rule level release is zero.

If the actual reservoir level is greater than the

desired level then the algorithm proceeds to determine the magnitude of the release.

In this case the objective of the algorithm

is mainly in getting the reservoir level down to the rule curve.
Firstly, in getting to the rule curve the daily safe channel
level is determined by subtracting a safety factor from the maximum channel capacity.

(The maximum release from the reservoir

is limited to 3500 c. f. s. because some reaches of the stream are
bankfull at this capacity. ) The space available in the channel is
determined by subtracting the actual channel level from the desired
daily safe channel.

If the desired channel level is greater or equal

to the actual channel level the rule release is a positive quantity,
otherwise it is zero.

If it is a positive quantity then the spillway

port system is checked to see if it is sufficient to handle the rule
release.

If the rule level release is larger than the spillway ports

the amount of the release becomes the total quantity the spillway
ports will handle.

Thirdly, the release, as determined to this point,

is then compared to the fish flow requirement downstream.

The
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maximum of these two quantities is taken since it was assumed
that at least the fish requirement should be met each day of the
simulation year.

Finally, if the channel is full and the reservoir

is full then the release is the upstream inflow into the reservoir
regardless of the release determined to this point.

If the channel

is full and the reservoir is not full then the release is 50 c. f. s.
which is the minimum flow requirement directly below the dam, as
determined by the Corps of Engineers for fish life in the vicinity
of the dam.

If the channel is not full and the reservoir is not full

then the final regulated release becomes the maximum as determined above.
The actual channel level is the sum of the regulated release,
the downstream hydrologic input, the irrigation return flow, the
outflow into the Willamette, and municipal and industrial releases.
The unregulated channel level is also computed and compared with
the regulated channel level to obtain the magnitude of floods.

This

procedure is discussed in the next section.

Simulated Floods and Flood Benefits

The main project purpose of the Holley Dam is in flood
regulation and damage prevention.

Potential floods are based upon

the maximum annual channel flow without regulation.

Actual floods

are based upon the maximum annual channel flow with regulation.
The computer model simulates the regulated and unregulated
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channel flows as described above.

To compare the regulated flows

with the unregulated flows, the maximum annual regulated flows
are plotted as an exceedence function for a 50-year simulation
period in Figure Z. 12.

The unregulated historical exceedence

curve is also shown in Figure 2. 12.

(The unregulated simulated

flows are shown in Figure 2. 9- ) -A- comparison of the simulated
regulated flows can also be made with the regulation exceedence
function as estimated by the Corps of Engineers by comparing
Figure 2. 12 with Figure 2. 2.

The close correspondence between

the simulated regulation and that estimated by the Corps of Engineers
should be noted as it provides the "best" test of the descriptive
and predictive validity of the simulation model.

Flood Benefit Calculation. In the simulation model any day's
downstream flow plus the previous days' upstream flow constitutes
the maximum flow that could occur at any time.

This unregulated

flow is put through a maximization function to find the annual maximum.

This flow which could occur in absence of the reservoir is

the basis for estimation of the flood damages that could occur
in the Calapooia reach of the Willamette system.

Only the largest

annual flood is used in calculating flood damages since most of
the damage would occur during the largest flow.

The peak flow is

converted to stage height in feet at Shedd, Oregon.

The Corps of
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Engineers uses Shedd as the point for estimating flood damages
on the Calapooia.

The stage height is converted to dollar damages

according to the relationship as presented in Table 2. 6.

The

simulated annual maximum flood with reservoir regulation is also
converted to stage height in feet at Shedd,
of the dollar damages is calculated.

Oregon, and an estimate

To obtain the annual flood

benefits for the Calapooia River reach the flood damages prevented
are determined by subtracting the regulated flood dollar damages
from the unregulated flood dollar damages.

The benefits thus de-

rived are then discounted each year by the present value factor
and compounded by a growth factor for that year.and accumulated
over the simulation run. —
Since the Calapooia River is a tributary of the larger
Willamette River the Corps of Engineers estimates flood damage
contribution of the Calapooia to the flood potential of the Willamette
River.

It was found that floods of high magnitude flow and slight

probability of occurrence contribute to the flood damage prevention
estimated by the Corps of Engineers.

Themaximum potential benefits

3/ The present value of one dollar of benefits is calculated by
the following formula:

■where i = interest rate of 4. 875 percent and n = year.
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Table 2. 6.

Calapooia River reach, Albany mean daily and peak
flows, Shedd stage heights, and resulting damages.

Albany mean
daily flow
(c.f. s.)
5, 702
6, 168
7, 072
10, 280
14, 392
16, 448
20, 559
32,895
41,119
45, 231
49, 343
53, 454
61,678
65, 790
74, 014
86. 349

Albany peak
flow

Stage height
at Shedd

Damages a/

(c.f. s.)

(feet)

(dollars)

£, 000
7,500
8,600
12, 500
17, 500
20, 000
25, 000
40, 000
50, 000
55, 000
60, 000
65,000
75, 000
80, 000
90, 000
105,000

13.50
14.25
15.00
16.00
16.40
16.60
16.75
17.20
17.30
17.40
17.50
17.60
17.75
17.85
18.00
18.25

1, 000
2, 000
8, 000
23, 000
68, 000
159, 000
398,000
964, 000
1, 600, 000
2, 179, 000
2, 481, 000
3, 484, 000
4,618, 000
5, 302, 000
6. 397. 000

0

a/
"~ Based on Corps of Engineers'estimates in 1970 prices and
1980 development levels (year of project completion - 1980).

derivable from Holley reservoir on other reaches of the Willamette
River are presented in Table 2. 7.

The total annual undiscounted

benefits for the Willamette River are $248, 600.

Of this amount,

$168, 125 annually are benefits attributable to reduction of damages
from floods greater than the magnitude of the one in one-hundredyears Intermediate Regional flood.

In other words, approximately

68 percent of the annual benefits obtained on the Willamette River
by construction of Holley Dam are based on floods with probability
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Table 2. 7.

Expected flood benefits on the Willamette River
attributable to Holley reservoir by reach.4 a/

Reach of
Willamette
River

Annual dollar
benefits for
floods of up to
1 in 100 years
magnitude

Annual dollar
Annual dollar
benefits for
benefits attributable
floods of up to
to floods larger than
1 in 10, 000
1 in 100 years
years magnitude magnitude

Albany
Salem
Grand Island
Newberg
Oregon City
Portland

31,955
24, 389
7,994
6,914
3, 147
6. 076

48,870
54, 757
29, 790
7,935
29, 502
77. 746

16,915
30, 368
21,796
1, 021
26, 355
71.670

Total

80,475

248. 600

168.125

a/
—

Calculated from data provided by Corps of Engineers.

of less than . 01 of occurrence.
The annual dollar benefits are the differences between the
expected damages without regulation and with regulation.

The

expected damages are calculated from the frequency of exceedence
curves and the estimated damage amounts associated with the
various magnitudes of peak flows.

These are adjusted for 1970

price level and stage of economic development to first year of
reservoir operations, 1980.
The flood of one-in-10, 000-year magnitude is called the
standard project flood by the Corps of Engineers.

The regulation

of this size of a flood, 30, 800 c. f. s. at Holley, is estimated by
the Corps of Engineers under two assumptions:

(1) the reservoir
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is at minimum flood pool level, 55, 000 acre-feet, when the flood
occurs, and (2) special reservoir regulatio4 curves are used for
routing.
In the hydrology generktor used in the simulation model a
one-in-10, 000-year flood has a probability of occurring of . 0001,
while a one in one-hundred-year flood has a probability of occurring
of . 01.

In a 100-year run of the simulation model the one in one-

hundred-year flood will occur at least once.

Since the probability

of a one in one-hundred-year flood is 100 times the probability of
a one-in-10, 000-year flood, one would not expect the one-in-10, 000year flood to occur in a 100-year simulation run; however, since
its probability is still positive it could occur, just as an actual onein-10, 000-year flood could occur during the expected 100-year life
of the Holley Dam.

However, if it did occur during the life of the

project there is no reason for expecting it to occur when the reservoir level is at the minimum flood control pool.

If it occurred

when the reservoir level is not at the minimum flood pool then the
damages prevented by Holley Dam on the Willamette River would
not be as great as if the flood had occurred when the reservoir level
is at minimum flood pool.

Thus, the benefits attributable to floods

larger than one in one-hundred-year magnitude, as given in
Table 2. 7, need to be adjusted for the possibility that the large
flood magnitudes may occur at times when the reservoir is not
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at the "best" level for flood control.

The Corps of Engineers has

no way to tell at what reservoir level the large flood will occur.
However, in the simulation model the reservoir level is calculated
daily and can be compared with the desired minimum flood pool.
One can tell on a daily basis the extent to which the remaining
flood storage could contain a flow larger than the one in one-hundredyear flood should it occur at that level of the reservoir.

In order

to account for the possible lack of storage space for the large
flood and thus the possibility of losing some of the potential flood
benefits due to large floods, the simulation model finds the minimum ratio of:
desired rule level
desired rule level + (actual level - desired rule level)
each day during the flood season.

This minimum ratio for the year

is then applied to the dollar benefits attributable to floods larger
than one in one-hundred-years.

This calculation is performed each

year of the simulation; the benefits are then discounted each year
by the present value factor and compounded by a normal growth
factor for that year and accumulated over the simulation run.
Reservoir and Channel Costs

A summary of the costs of construction of Holley Dam and
annual operation, maintenance, and repair costs are presented in
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Table 2.8.

Costs of the temperature control facilities for down-

stream fish enhancement are included in the section on anadromous
fish in the next chapter.

The total capital construction cost, ex-

cluding temperature control, is $24, 378, 500.

The annual operation,

maintenance, and repair costs are $179, 160.

Capital costs of

downstream channel improvement (Table 2. 9) are $3, 012, 000, and
the annual operation, maintenance, and repair costs are $23, 991.
In the simulation model provision is made for calculating
the present value of annual operation, maintenance, and repair
costs annually, accumulating for the length of the simulation, and
averaging for the period.

At the end of the period of simulation

the total operation, maintenance, and repair costs are summed
across flood control, anadromous fish, recreation, irrigation, and
resident trout fishing.

Then the amortized capital costs are added

to provide the total average annual cost, exclusive of interest during
construction.

The costs associated with the other functions are

discussed in the appropriate sections in the next chapter.
mary of all the costs is given in Chapter V.

A sum-
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Table 2.8.

Reservoir and dam capital costs and annual operation,
maintenance, and repair costs.

Item
Capital construction Dam
Embankment
Spillway
Outlet works
Other costs a/

Cost

$ 7,
1,
2,
12,

538,
529,
446,
844,

000
300
400
800

$24, 378, 500 b/
Operation, maintenance, and
repair (annual)

$179, 160

a/
— Other costs include: lands and damages, relocations, reservoir
clearing, roads and bridges, buildings, grounds, utilities, permanent operating equipment, construction facilities, engineering,
design, supervision, and administration.
—

Total includes capital costs for irrigation storage.

Source: U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1970.

Table 2. 9 Channel improvement capital costs and annual
operation, maintenance, and repair costs.
Item
Capital construction Downstream channel
improvement

Cost

$3, 012, 000

Operation, maintenance, and
repair (annual)

Source: U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1970.

23, 991
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III SIMULATION OF THE OTHER USES OF HOLLEY
RESERVOIR WATER

The previous chapter described the hydrology and flood
regulation and its simulation for the proposed Holley Dam.

This

chapter describes the other water use functions of the project and
how they are handled in the simulation model.

The bases for

benefit calculations are given and the Corps of Engineers' cost
estimates of providing the various uses are briefly outlined.
The water use functions include: anadromous fisheries, recreation,
resident trout fishing, and irrigation.

The functions are discussed

in order according to the magnitude of the benefits as estimated
by the Corps of Engineers.

Anadromous Fisheries

The anadromous fish utilizing the Willamette River system
for annual migration and spawning are Spring Chinook Salmon,
Fall Chinook Salmon, Silver Salmon (Coho), and Winter Steeihead.
These species of fish are similar, in that they all spawn in fresh
water streams, migrate out to sea sometime during their life
cycles, and escape being caught as adults to return to their
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spawning area to produce offspring and then die.-

The distin-

guishing characteristic of these species is their instinctive behavior in returning to the fresh water tributary from which they
were hatched and partially reared.
The fish conservation and enhancement measures incorporated into the Holley reservoir project plan include: collecting,
holding, hauling, artificial spawning and hatching facilities, downstream fish passage through the dam at Holley, facilities for fish
passage at a flow control structure downstream from the dam at
the head of Sodom Ditch, augmentation of low summer flows, and
■water temperature control.

The number of anadromous fish by

species believed to utilize (or could utilize) the Calapooia River
and the number anticipated with project fish mitigation and enhancement are presented by reach of the river in Table 3. 1.

The term

fish mitigation refers to an attempt to alleviate the obstruction
(in this case a dam) to the natural migration of anadromous fish
to their natural spawning beds in the headwaters of the stream.
Project fish enhancement includes introduction ol greater numbers
of spawners or new species of spawners into the immediate project

—

The escapement refers to those fish which escape commercial
or sport harvest. A small percentage of Winter Steelhead
migrate more than once.

Table 3. 1.

Species and numbers of spawning anadromous fish without the project and with project
fish mitigation and enhancement.

Reach or section
of project area

Downstream reach
below Holley Dam
Dam site or
reservoir
Upstream reach
above Holley
Reservoir

Anadromous species

Estimated spawners Estimated spawners
without project fish with the project and
mitigation or enrecommendations
hancement

Fall Chinook Salmon
Spring Chinook Salmon
Winter Steelhead Trout

Spring Chinook
Fall Chinook Salmon
Spring Chinook Salmon
Winter Steelhead Trout
Silver (Coho) Salmon

Increase in
spawners with
project and
recommendations

1, 000
0
0

, 900
450
700

900 a/
450 a/
700 a/

0

6, 250

6, 250 a/

I, 200
300
1, 400
600

1, 200
300
1, 400
600

h/
b/
c/
b/

0
0
0
0

a/ Enhancement meanff increases in spawners or introduction of species.
—
b/
— Mitigation means maintenance of spawners.
c/
—

Hatched and reared in the hatchery.

Source: U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 1971.
Un
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affected area.

In the downstream reach of the Calapooia River

the estimated potential number of Fall Chinook Salmon present
2/
without the project is 1, 000 spawners.- With Holley reservoir
900 additional Fall Chinook Salmon spawners are an enhancement
feature of the project.

Also, downstream an additional 450 Spring

Chinook Salmon spawners and 700 Winter Steelhead spawners are
to be introduced into the Calapooia River.

Presently there are no

spawners of these two species utilizing the downstream reach.
A reservoir Spring Chinook Salmon rearing enhancement program
is to produce 6, 250 returning spawners to the dam site annually.
Mitigation of 1, 200 (potential) Fall Chinook Salmon, 300 Spring
Chinook Salmon, and 600 Silver Salmon now utilizing the upstream
spawning beds is proposed as a conservation measure.

Winter

Steelhead numbering 1, 400 spawners now using the upstream reach
of Calapooia River will not be passed above the project.

Evidence

to date indicates that passage of steelhead above a reservoir is not
an adequate mitigation measure for these fish.

Thus the returning

steelhead will be caught and hauled to the Santiam Salmon Hatchery
■where they will be artifically spawned, hatched, and reared,

2/
— The Fall Chinook Salmon are potential until such time as the
fish passage at Willamette Falls is completed.
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whereupon the smolts will be returned to the river below the
dam.
Costs of fish mitigation and enhancement procedures for the
Holley Dam project are shown in Table 3. 2.

The total capital costs

are $865, 000 and the annual operation, maintenance, and repair
costs are $49, 000.

The largest two capital cost items are:

(1) the temperature control structure for the downstream anadromous fishery, and (2) the facilities for mitigating salmon above
the dam and rearing of Steelhead in the hatchery.
Benefits from fish enhancement are based upon the number
of spawners (escapement) returning to the project site.

There are

no benefits for mitigation of fish since this is a conservation
measure and is not a project function.

Enhancement benefits for

commercial and sport value of the three species are shown in
Table 3. 3.

It is interesting to note the close correspondence be-

tween the figures provided by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife for sport value and those determined in a study of the
value of the salmon-steelhead sport fishery of Oregon conducted
by Singh (1964) of Oregon State University.

Singh estimated

that the total yearly durable and current expenditures (including
licenses) of salmon-steelhead anglers was $18, 001, 500 in 1962.
The anglers caught 412, 800 fish in 1962 giving a value expressed
in expenditure terms of $43.61 per fish.

The Bureau of Sport

Table 3. 2.

Fish mitigation and enhancement, capital and annual operation, maintenance and repair
costs.

Reach or section
of project
Downstream

Cost category
Capital cost for dam outlet flow temperature control
structure
$200, 000
Evaluation study of effects of Holley Dam on
temperature control enhancement

Reservoir

Cost

Capital costs for adult collecting, hauling,
artificial spawning and hatching facilities

80, 000
130, 000

Annual operation, maintenance and
repair costs
Upstream

Capital costs for adult collecting, hauling,
spawning and hatching facilities to mitigate
salmon and rear steelhead a/

20, 000

405, 000

Annual operation, maintenance and
repair b/

26, 000

Evaluation study of effects of Holley Dam on
mitigation

20, 000

Capital costs for non-game fish eradication

30, 000

Annual operation, maintenance and
repair
Total

3, 000
$865, 000

$49, 000

Continued

Table 3. 2 Fish mitigation and enhancement, capital and annual operation, maintenance and repair
costs--Continued.

a/
—

b/
—

Includes costs of hatchery and rearing pond expansion of the Santiam Salmon Hatchery at
Foster, Oregon.
Includes an estimated $10, 000 annual cost to collect, hold, and haul Spring Chinook, Fall
Chinook and Coho Salmon to upstream spawning areas.

Source: U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 1971.
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Table 3. 3.

Sport and commercial value per returning spawning
salmon for Holley project.

_, .
.
Salmon species

Commercial
,
value

Spring Chinook
Fall Chinook
Winter Steelhead

,
0
Sport
value

$25.39
42.84
.25

$63.99
45.00
7.99

„
,
Total value
$89.38
89.84
8. 24

Source: U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife, 1971.

Fisheries and Wildlife estimates the total sport value of the three
species of anadromous fish associated with the Holley project to
be $451, 147 and the total catch to be 10, 400 fish giving an annual
benefit of $43. 38 per fish.

Fresh Water Life Cycle of Anadromous Fish

The freshwater life cycle of anadromous fish utilizing the
Willamette River and its tributaries consists of the following five
phases:
1.

Adult migration upstream to freshwater spawning beds

2.

Spawning

3.

Incubation and hatching of fry

4.

Rearing of fry

5.

Migration downstream of fry or smolts to saltwater
environment.

Following the downstream migration the various species of
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salmon and steelhead grow in the ocean for anywhere from 2 to 4
years.

The age of returning adult salmon is approximately three

years.

Winter Steelhead return either as 4 or 5 year old fish.

A calendar of the freshwater life cycle of the four anadromous
species of fish utilizing the Calapooia River is presented in
Figure 3. 1.

In all cases except for Fall Chinook Salmon the five

period freshwater cycle is greater than one year.

The various

stages of the freshwater life cycle are shown from migration of
adults to upstream spawning beds to migration downstream of fry
or smolts to the saltwater environment.

The ranges in temperature

of downstream water for survival at each stage of the life cycle
are also shown to the right of each of the five periods of the fresh3/
water life cycle in Figure 3. 1. —
The discussion in the section below illustrates for Spring
Chinook Salmon how to read the figure for all species.

Spring Chinook Salmon

The freshwater life cycle of Spring Chinook Salmon in the
Calapooia River begins with migration of adult fish upstream from

3/ These temperature ranges were obtained from discussions
~
with the Oregon Fish Commission, Department of Fish and
Wildlife at Oregon State University, and Marine Fisheries
Services.
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the beginning of February through July,
migration during August.

There is a slowdown of

The temperature required in the

Calapooia River for migration of Spring Chinook Salmon is between
50

and 55 F,

—

Spawning of Spring Chinook occurs in September

and October and the temperature required for spawning is between
45

and 55 F.

Hatching and emergence occurs from the beginning

of December through March and the temperature required is between 45

and 55 F.

from 6 to 15 months.

Spring Chinook rear in the stream anywhere
The downstream migration occurs heaviest

after one year of rearing in the stream.
during the rearing period is 50 -65 F,

The required temperature
The migration downstream

occurs in the last three months of the rearing period.

The greatest

migration downstream of young Spring Chinook occurs from the
beginning of September to the end of November.
The freshwater life cycle of the Spring Chinook reservoir
rearing program is also shown in Figure 3. 1.

The adult Spring

Chinook which will be in the reservoir rearing program are caught
during their migration in May, June, and July.

The same migration

4/ Fishes are cold blooded animals (poikilothermic), and their
body temperatures are determined by the environmental temperature. Metabolism takes place within a narrow range of
temperatures to which the animal is tolerant. Activity of
poikilothermic animals increases as temperature rises (within
narrow limits); as the temperature falls they become sluggish
and lethargic.
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temperature is required for these Spring Chinook adult spawners
as for the natural spawners of this species downstream from the
reservoir.

The reservoir rearing adult Spring Chinook will be

caught and artificially spawned in the hatchery beginning in
August and going through October.

Hatching of the eggs will occur

from the beginning of October through March.

It is assumed that

optimum water temperatures will be provided in the artificial
spawning and hatching phases to provide fry for the reservoir
rearing program.

The young Spring Chinook fry will be raised

in the reservoir from approximately mid-April through February.
Release of these fish through a specially designed structure in
Holley Dam will occur from the beginning of October through
February.

The adult fish escapement will return to the dam to

be collected and artificially spawned at an average of three years
of age.
Flow and Temperature Requirements Below Holley
Reservoir
The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife has determined
minimum hydrologic flows to be released from Holley Reservoir
which are required for downstream fish enhancement.

The

minimum flows as estimated by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife are presented in Table 3. 4.
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Table 3. 4.

Required minimum flows downstream from Holley
Reservoir.

Month

Flow
(c. f. s. )

Janua ry
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

130
130
130
130
130
160
160
160
130
130
150
130

These minimum flow requirements are built into the reservoir regulation and release procedure of the simulation model as outlined
in the previous chapter.
In conjunction with the minimum flow requirement below
Holley Reservoir, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife has
estimated the required temperature of flow releases.

According to

their estimates, temperatures of released water downstream from
Holley Reservoir should be less than 55 F from September 15 to
June 30 and less than 60 F from July 1 to September 14.

No

estimate of the minimum allowable temperature required has been
made.
The temperature range required throughout the year for
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downstream waters released from Holley Reservoir was determined
by placing the temperature requirements for the spawning and incubation phases of the life cycle in Figure 3. 1 on the calendar of
Figure 3. 2.

The bottom graph shows a 45

range is required throughout the year.
ment of 45

to 55 F temperature

The temperature require-

to 55 F was obtained by taking into consideration the

requirements for the three anadromous fish species using the
spawning beds below Holley Dam (Spring Chinook, Fall Chinook,
Winter Steelhead).

For example, in March and April the water

temperature downstream from Holley Dam must be between 45
o
and 55 F for Winter Steelhead to spawn.

Any deviation from this

range of temperature is not conducive to spawning.

Although the

previous year's Winter Steelhead, which are smolts when this
year's adults are spawning, require only a range in temperature
between 50

and 65 F, the spawning fish are the limiting factor

and set the limits on temperature.
for the other species.

Similar arguments can be made

The one obvious pattern in Figure 3. 1 is

that throughout the 12months of the year, 1 of the 3 species of
anadromous fish utilize the Calapooia River for spawning and/or
incubation.

The temperatures required for these two activities

are in the range of 45

to 55 F.

Temperatures out of this range

will either inhibit egg incubation or emergence, or be conducive
to disease infestation.
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The temperature of water released from Holley Reservoir as
calculated by a Corps of Engineers' computer model, and based on
1958 weather data at Eugene and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife estimates of desired temperatures, are shown in the upper
portion of Figure 3. 2.

From the Corps of Engineers' computed

outflow temperatures, for this one set of conditions, it can be seen
that from the beginning of June until the beginning of October the
water is well above the desired temperature as indicated by the
graph in the lower portion of Figure 3. 2.

Also from January

through March and various periods from the 15th of October through
December the flow temperatures are below the minimum requirements for spawning and hatching as indicated in the graph in the
lower portion of Figure 3. 2.

It is apparent that the required

temperature as determined by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife did not take into consideration the possibility of spawning
and hatching of the three species of fish occurring during the entire
year.

The required maximum pattern as provided by the Bureau

of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife is conducive to Spring Chinook but
not necessarily to Fall Chinookand Winter Steelhead.

The lack of

a systems approach to determining water temperature requirements
could lead to such mistaken setting of requirements.

65 -

Required maximum temperature as determined
by Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

55 -45 -

-Corps of Engineers estimate of
temperature of releases with
multiple port system.

35

65

\Vvl Hatching

Range required as
determined in this study.

//A Spawning
Spavming and hatching

Jan.
Feb.
March April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Figure 3. 2. Downstream temperature requirements, and predictions as determined by
the Corps of Engineers.

Dec.
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Simulated Temperature of Releases Downstream From the Dam

The Environmental Protection Agency (formerly the Federal
Water Quality Administration) (1969) has determined temperatures
of released water at various reaches of the Calapooia River downstream from Holley Dam.

Their simulations based on an average

hydrologic year (1958) indicate that water temperatures remain
below the required temperature (upper portion of Figure 3. 2) for
only five miles below Holley Dam, then increase as the water
progresses towards Brownsville.

The predicted temperature at

Brownsville, which is still within the potential spawning area was
calculated as being above 67 F.

If the calculations of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency are correct, then the setting of the required temperature of releases by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife has not taken account of the heating factor as the water
flows downstream from the dam.
It would be desirable to incorporate into the simulation model
of this study the reservoir and downstream temperature aspects of
anadromous fish enhancement.

This requires building a simulation

of the thermal conditions in the reservoir and downstream as a
function of atmospheric conditions and reservoir regulation.
the Corps of Engineers have computer programs to simulate

While
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reservoir thermal conditions and downstream conditions, it was
beyond the scope of this study to rewrite and incorporate these
programs into the DYNAMO model.

In addition, because of the

conflict between what this study determines as the temperature
requirements for downstream fish and what the Corps of Engineers
is using for temperature requirements, it was felt that modeling
efforts should be directed toward other aspects of the downstream
fishery which the Corps of Engineers had not considered.

Thus,

in the next section a simulator of the downstream Fall Chinook
Salmon population is discussed which considers stream conditions
other than temperature.

Downs tream Fall Chinook Model
It has been estin^ated by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife that there is a potential for return of 1, 000 spawners of
the Fall Chinook Salmon species to the Calapooia downstream
spawning beds annually.

As a fish conservation measure the

project plan proposes that this fish run be maintained.

In addi-

tion, 900 Fall Chinook spawners will be introduced into the downstream spawning areas as a fish enhancement purpose, for a total
population of 1, 900 Fall Chinook.

Since Fall Chinook make up the

largest number of downstream anadromous fish, this study concentrates on modeling this species.

This section gives the details
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of the Fall Chinook simulation model which could be modified to
model the Spring Chinook and Winter Steelhead populations if such
modeling were considered a worthwhile addition to the findings of
this study concerning the feasibility of a downstream anadromous
fishery.
In order to study the effects of Holley Dam on the downstream
salmon populations several factors were isolated and their impacts
quantified.

One of the main factors that appears to be critical in

the case of the Calapooia River is the possibility of high stream
flows over the spawning beds during spawning and incubation.
According to the Corps of Engineers (and substantiated by the
simulation results), with full flood control at Holley frequent overbank flows can still be anticipated due to the flatness of the land and
the amount of runoff from the drainage area downstream from the
reservoir.
High discharges during incubation of eggs appear to have some
adverse effect on subsequent Pink Salmon catches on the Fraser
River System in Canada, presumably as a result of streambed
erosion and displacement of eggs during extreme flows (Vernon,-'
1962; NcNeil, 1969)-

This consideration was deemed neces-sary

in studying the effects of Holley Dam on downstream salmon.
Studies indicate (Wickett, 1962) that freshwater factors
imposing variations on salmon stocks are: discharge at the time
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spawners are migrating upstream, at the time when eggs are in
the early stage of incubation, extreme discharge during the period
that the eggs and alevins are in the gravel, and temperature.
Wickett also suggests that the reproduction potential or maximum
fry output of Pink Salmon populations is largely set by the permeability of stream gravel.

His studies indicate that permeability

of the spawning beds after a flood is markedly reduced and in many
cases scouring and loss of stream bed gravel occurs.

These studies

5/
were conducted on rivers which had no dams built on them. —
Wickett also indicates that other environmental factors induce random stresses and fluctuations which normally prevent the
spawning potential from being reached.

Frequent flooding, as

that which may be encountered on the Calapooia River, may also
cause extreme silt movement and deposition.

The agricultural

lands which are expected to become irrigable from water from
Holley Reservoir could also contribute to silting and sedimentation
in the Calapooia River by drainage.
Another study by Koski (1966) indicates that the amount of
fine sediments in the redd (spawning nest) had the highest correlation

5/
—

The major source for downstream spawning bed gravel on the
Calapooia River is above the reservoir site. When the dam is
built the supply of gravel for downstream spawning beds will be
cut off and in the event of loss by extreme flows these beds
could not be replenished naturally.
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with survival to emergence of all factors examined on three Oregon
coastal streams. As the percentage of fine sediments (bottom
material, <3. 327 mm) in the redds increased, the success of
Coho (Silver Salmon) survival to emergence decreased.

To the

author's knowledge little consideration, if any has been given to
the various factors mentioned above influencing salmon population
survival in the Calapooia River when Holley Dam is built.However, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife is asking for
$100, 000 to study the impact of the dam on salmon after the dam
is built (see Table 3. 2).
In order to realistically represent the dynamics of the Fall
Chinook spawners in the simulation model several survival relationships are introduced.

These are:

(1) normal survival of

eggs to fry as a function of density of spawners, (2) survival of
eggs to fry as a function of extreme streamflow conditions, and
(3) survival of fry to returnees.

Normal Survival Rates
A normal survival rate of eggs to fry is used as a function
of spawner density.

—

The functional relationship of number of

In conversations with fisheries biologists during the course of
this study, the influence of factors adversely affecting salmon
productivity were not refuted for any of the species anticipated
in the Calapooia River.
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spawners per square yard of gravel to percent survival of eggs to
fry for Fall Chinook as used in the simulator is shown in Figure 3. 3.

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

Spawners per square yard of gravel

Figure 3. 3. . Normal Fall Chinook egg to fry
survival rate.

The relationship follows that suggested by Vernon (1962) in his
studies of Pink Salmon egg to fry survival and confirmed by fish
biologists with Oregon State University and the Oregon Fish Commission.

The first year of the simulation the initial number of

Fall Chinook spawners returning to the Calapooia is assumed to
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to be equal to 1, 900.

This optimal number of spawners corre-

sponds to the optimal density of one spawner per square yard.
The number of one spawner per square yard for Fall Chinook
was provided by the Oregon Game Commission.

The number of

spawners initially is multiplied by 2, 500 eggs deposited per
spawner giving the total number of eggs deposited.

The density

as determined by the number of initial spawners (1, 900) provides
the independent variable on the horizontal axis in Figure 3. 3.
Since one spawner per square yard lies in the range .5 to 1.8 the
survival rate is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution between . 55 and .80.

The random number generated is the percent

survival of eggs to fry.

If, in a subsequent simulation year the

density of spawners lies outside of the range .5 to. 1. 8 spawners
per square yard (950 to 3, 420 spawners), a different uniform range
of survival rates is assumed.

For example, if the number of

spawners returning in a simulation year is less than .5 spawners
per square yard then the survival rate is uniformly distributed
between . 60 to . 75.

In this low density range a greater number of

eggs and emerging fry are subject to predation.

If a greater

number of spawners than 1. 8 per square yard of gravel return
then crowding conditions lower survival to between . 70 and . 05.
The lower survival rates result from spawners digging up of
salmon eggs previously deposited during the same spawning period.
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After the normal egg to fry survival rate is multiplied by
the number of eggs deposited, an extreme survival rate due to
flooding is determined in the simulation model.

Survival Rates Under Extreme Conditions

While fish biologists agree with the hypothesis that survival
rates of eggs to fry are adversely affected by extreme flow conditions, it is difficult to get them to quantify the relationship for
the Calapooia River.

However, after showing them several runs

with the model under various assumed parameters they agreed
that the relationship of flood discharges to rates of survival of eggs
to fry shown in Figure 3.4 is reasonable.

The smallest channel

capacity below Holley Dam on the Calapooia River is approximately
3, 500 c. f. s.

Any discharges from Holley Dam or from runoff

below the dam causing overbank flooding are considered to have
an extreme affect on survival of the eggs in the gravel or survival
of fry.

Each year of the simulation whenever a flood situation, as

indicated by the channel level, is encountered in a critical time
period an extreme survival rate was applied to the total number of
eggs deposited.

The first 180 days of each simulation year is

considered the critical period of egg incubation when extreme
conditions could occur for all species of anadromous fish in the
Calapooia River.

If the channel level is just greater than 3, 500 c. f. s.
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Figure 3.4.

Fall Chinook egg to fry survival rate
under extreme conditions.

the extreme survival rate is uniformly distributed between zero
and one.

At 17, 500 c. f. s. the extreme survival rate is zero.

Any discharge between 3, 500 and 17, 500 c. f. s. has an upper value
interpolated from the line in Figure 3. 4 and a lower value of zero.

Survival of Fry to Returnees
The number of fry migrating to the ocean is obtained after
multiplying the above two survival rates times the number of eggs
deposited.

The potential number of spawners (returnees) is

determined by multiplying the number of fry by a survival rate
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that takes into consideration the downstream migration mortalities,
oceanic life cycle mortalities, and adult upstream migration mortalities.
The fry to returnee survival rate was provided by the Oregon
Fish Commission and is based upon the Columbia River Hatchery
Evaluation Program studies.

The fry to returnee survival rate

was determined to be uniformly distributed between 0 and . 133
percent.

A uniform distribution is employed since no other statis-

tical distribution is known for this survival rate.

The uniform

distribution assumption seemed to be a fair assumption since the
historical distribution of hatchery produced fry returning as adults
has considerable variation and no apparent peak,

The coefficient

of variation of thfe historical survival percentage of fry to returnees
is calculated as 74 percent.

The Oregon Fish Commission's data

on percentage of fry released to returning adults is presented in
Table 3. 5.
The resulting number of potential spawners is delayed by a
25th order delay function which spreads the returning numbers
over a period of several years since all surviving fry do not
return exactly three years later.

The majority of Fall Chinook

spawners return three years a.fter emergence.
delay is therefore set equal to three.

The length of the

The returning number of

spavmers determines the number of eggs deposited in the next
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Table 3.5.

Historical Columbia River Hatchery produced Fall
Chinook Salmon percentage survival of fry to
returnees.
Percent survival of fry
to returnees

Year

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

0.129
0.125
0.024
0.133
0.043

year of the simulation and is the independent variable in the
spawning normal survival density function.
To obtain the benefits for Fall Chinook, 1, 000 is subtracted
from the number of returnees to represent the conservation
number, and $87.84 is applied to the remainder to represent the
enhancement benefits of the Holley project.

Reservoir Spring Chinook Salmon Rearing
Model
Six thousand two hundred and fifty adult Spring Chinook
Salmon spawners are expected to return to Holley Dam each year
for collection, hauling, and artificial spawning.and hatching.at
the Santiam Salmon Hatchery.

The fry will be reared in Holley

reservoir and released starting six months later through a
structure in the dam to migrate downstream and out to sea.

In

order to realistically simulate this population of Spring Chinook
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several factors affecting the number of returnees are considered.
These include:

(1) the stocking rate of fry, (2) the survival rate

in the reservoir, and (3) the survival of smolts to adults after
release from the reservoir.

The Oregon Fish Commission pro-

vided numerical estimates of these factors.

Their information

was based on records of a reservoir rearing program at Green
Peter Dam on the Santiam River in Oregon.
The optimum stocking rate of fry varies greatly from
reservoir to reservoir.

Generally, if the surface area is less

than desired when the fry are ready to be released the stocking
rate is proportionately less.

The Oregon Fish Commission in-

dicated that the methods for determining stocking levels are
imprecise.

Since only one reservoir reared generation of Spring

Chinook has returned to Green Peter Dam since the reservoir
rearing program began, the stocking and survival rates are estimates based on limited experience.

The stocking rate as estimated

by the Oregon Fish Commission is 1, 500 fry per acre surface area.
Based on the information provided, the stocking rate function was
developed for the simulation model and is shown in Figure 3. 5.
The optimum stocking rate of 1, 500 fry per acre surface area is
associated with 2, 400 acres of surface area which is the surface
area when the reservoir is operated in mid-April according to the
rule curve operation.

The lowest stocking rate of 891 fry per acre
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of surface area occurs if the reservoir is at the minimum conservation pool of 51, 000 acre-feet which has a surface area of
1, 425 acres.

The density or stocking function reflects food avail-

ability at various pool surface areas.

The Department of Fish and

Wildlife, Oregon State University, indicated that exposure of beach
during variations in pool level reduces plankton production which
is the source of food for reservoir fish.

The fish density and

competition for food are thus reflected in the stocking function.
The Oregon Fish Commission also indicated that the magnitude of
the predator population in a reservoir is unknown.

They also
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indicated that excessive pool drawdown for other purposes (flood
control) could necessitate releasing some fry before they reach
smolt stage and thus decreasing the probability of survival.
In the simulation model each year's simulated mid-April
reservoir level determines the stocking rate of Holley Reservoir
with Spring Chinook fry.

The total number of fry released is then

determined by multiplying reservoir surface area by the stocking
rate.

The survival rates of fry to smolts are assumed uniformly

distributed since no statistical distribution is available.

This

seemed to be a fair assumption since Oregon Fish Commission
personnel indicated that the survival rate is highly variable from
year to year with the range of rates being equally likely.

The

survival of smolts to returning spawners is also assumed uniformly distributed.

In the simulation model both survival rates

are drawn each year from uniform random numbers with the ranges
presented in Table 3.6. The rates are applied to the total number
of fry released in the reservoir and the result becomes the argument in a delay function.

The delay function causes the greatest

number of surviving adults to return at three years of age.

Some

Spring Chinook return at earlier and later ages, however, and the
delay function spreads the potential returning escapement according
to the order of the delay.

The adult spawners returning are valued

at $89- 39 and the benefits are discounted and accumulated over the
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Table 3. 6.

Survival rates for Spring Chinook Salmon reared in
a reservoir.
Rate

Range

Survival of reservoir released fryto smolts

0-22%

Survival of smolts to returning
fish (spawners)

0- 1.8%

project life to represent the enhancement benefit of the reservoir
program.

Recreation
Reservoir recreation areas will be developed at Holley to
accommodate activities such as swimming, water skiing, boating,
fishing, picnicking, hiking, and overnight camping.

The recrea-

tional potential of any man-made reservoir is influenced by the
fluctuations in the level of the pool which result from the use of
storage to serve other project functions.

Shoreline characteristics

vary with reservoir drawdown and have a marked effect on the
potential for recreation.

Research has been conducted to determine

the effect of reservoir operation on recreation benefits.

The

California Department of Parks and Recreation made a study
of Folsom Lake near Sacramento, California, to determine how
pool fluctuations affect attendance for recreation (Kerri, 1969).
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It was found that a significant relationship existed between attendance and reservoir operation for the recreational season.
relationship is shown in Figure 3.6.

The

Many other factors such as

distance from population centers, water quality, climate, and
other environmental influences also affect the attendance at a
. 7/
given reservoir.To reflect the possible influence of weather on attendance
for this study the recreational period was restricted to a period
of about four months.

The weather at the Holley Dam site area

is normally not conducive for recreational attendance throughout
two-thirds of the year.

An indication of this is seen in the average

rainfall in Table 3. 7.

The rainfall in the Holley area averages

54. 8 inches annually.

The period conducive to recreation includes

the low rainfall months of June, July, August, and September, and
covers the traditional recreational and vacation period from
Memorial Day to Labor Day.

For the recreational activities

anticipated this appears to be a reasonable assumption.
In the simulation model the estimated yearly attendance was
spread over the potential user period of June, July, August, and

7/
— In the simulation model the supply of recreation days is a
function of the operation of the reservoir. No attempt is made
to simulate all the determinants of demand for recreation.
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Table 3. 7.

Average precipitation by months for Holley,
Oregon (dam site).

,,
Month

Precipitation
;
in inches

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

8.6
6. 5
5.8
3.5
2.8
2.3
.5
.7
1. 7
5.6
8. 0
8. 8

Total annual average

54. 8

Source: U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1970.

most of September.

The yearly attendance is expected to grow

over the project life from initially 113, 000 user days annually to
645, 000 user days annually.

The projected annual recreational

attendance is presented in Table 3.8.

Table 3. 8.

Annual recreation user days with the project.

Initial
General recreation 113,000

20th year

50th year

100th year

290,000

450,000

645,000

Source: U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1970.
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A growth component is incorporated into the model to represent the change in number of user days per year under optimum
conditions.

However, to represent less than optimum conditions

the number of users in any one day of the recreational period is
a function of the length of beach or exposed ground.

For each

drop of one foot in pool level the beach is lengthened by a calculated
factor.

Since the user days presented in Table 3. 8 are those

expected under optimum conditions any daily deviation in pool
level alters the optimum daily attendance.

The relationship used

in the simulation model of user days to length of beach is shown
in Figure 3. 7.

A slope relationship is calculated in the computer

program so that each day's change (fall) from maximum pool level
at full pool (145, 000 acre-feet) causes an amount of beach to be
exposed (run).

The amount of beach exposed is then converted to

attendance (user days) for that day.

The benefits are calculated

by multiplying one dollar per user day times the number of days.
These are accumulated over the recreation period, discounted,
and accumulated over the life of the project.
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Figure 3. 7.

Relationship between recreation user days
and length of beach for various time periods.

Capital construction costs and operation, maintenance, and
8/
repair costs for recreation facilities are presented in Table 3. 9.—

8/
- Recreational facilities include: picnic and camping units,
sanitary facilities, potable water, tables, stoves, parking
spaces, boat docks, boat launching ramps, and hiking
trails.
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Table 3. 9.

Recreation facilities construction and operation,
maintenance, and repair costs.

Capital construction a/
Initial
Year 10
Year 30
Year 50
Year 70

Cost
$830,000
615, 000
650,000
700, 000
700, 000

Total

$2, 666, 000 b/

Annual operation, maintenance and
repair

$88, 100

—

Includes interest during construction.

—

The present worth of capital costs is $1, 456, 800.
Reservoir Resident Trout Fishery

Holley Reservoir is expected to provide trout fishing
throughout the year.

The Corps of Engineers includes resident

trout fishing user day estiinates and benefits into their recreation
function.

In this study the resident fishing functions are treated

separately and benefits are determined separately to facilitate
analysis of individual project functions.

Two principal resident

fishing areas are incorporated into the Holley Reservoir plan of
development.

Holley Reservoir is expected to provide 77, 000

angler days anntially over the project life under optimal conditions.
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It would seem reasonable to assume that fishermen attendance at
Holley Reservoir would be low in terms of angler days when the
pool level is low and exposes undesirable beach and mud flats.
This period of low pool is the major flood season of December to
February.

Other parts of the year are undesirable for fishermen

use because of intense rainfall in the area of the dam. As in the
recreation function the reservoir operation, reflecting the weather
factor, is introduced.

Thus, the number of angler days is a direct

function of the length of beach which is a consequence of reservoir
operation. 9/ In the simulation model the reservoir fishing angler
days determined each day of the simulation are a function of the
length of beach calculation made for recreation attendance.

The

relationship of reservoir fishing angler days to length of beach is
presented in Figure 3.8.
The length of the beach at the highest point on the rule curve
is approximately 400 feet.

Any length of beach less than 400 feet

9/ The Corps of Engineers' estimates of resident fishing angler
■*■
days are based upon attendance at similar reservoirs in
the Western Cascade foothills. To the author's knowledge,
account has not been taken in planning this project of the
competitive nature of reservoirs which are in close proximity.
One reservoir's attendance records are not a desirable method
for estimation of attendance at a proposed project in the same
area because of the competitive nature of such projects.
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angler days to length of beach.

indicates flooding and a pool higher than the maximum allowable
pool under normal conditions.

At this extreme condition the

angler days per day are zero when no beach is exposed.
feet, the angler days per day are 214.

At 400

At the other extreme, the

angler days per day are calculated from a straight line with a slope
of -. 0275 angler days per added foot of beach to obtain a low of
five angler days at the minimum conservation pool.

At this point

the exposed beach is on the average about 8, 000 feet.

The exposure

of undesirable beach and the extreme distance to the water's edge
is assumed to limit access to the water by fishermen.

In the

simulation program, each year, reservoir fishing angler days
are accumulated and evaluated at $2 per angler day.
The costs for constructing facilities to maintain the trout
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fishery and the annual operation, maintenance and repair costs of
such facilities are presented in Table 3. 10.

The construction costs

for the trout facilities are $35, 000 and annual operation, maintenance, and repair is $5, 000.
Table 3. 10.

Capital construction costs and operation, maintenance,
and repair costs for trout facilities, a/

Item

Cost

Capital construction
Annual operation, maintenance and
repair

.

$35, 000
5, 000

a/
— An estimated 5, 000 lbs. of rainbow trout would be required
annually to maintain the reservoir trout fishery. This amounts
to .065 lbs. each year per angler assuming the planted fish
are all caught. The number of fish per pound planted varies
from 60 to 70.
Downstream Resident Trout Fishery
The driftboat fishery expected to develop downstream from
Holley Reservoir will be mainly for trout fishing.—

However,

at certain times of the year driftboats may be used to fish for
anadromous fish in their migrations upstream.

Limited boat

launching access to the river would be available at Holley Dam and

—

According to the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife there
would be no increase in upstream trout fishing due to the
project, therefore, no upstream trout fishing benefit functions
are included in the simulation model.
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various bridges downstream.

A ramp is located at the river

mouth in the City of Albany's Bryant Park which could be used
as the end point of a downstream drift.
In the simulation model an attempt is made to relate downstream resident game fish angler days to streamflow conditions.
It is assumed that under either flooding conditions or low channel
conditions the driftboat fishing angler days decline from their
optimum amount of approximately 20 angler days per day.

The

relationship used in the simulation of downstream resident game
fishing angler days to the channel level at Albany is shown in
Figure 3. 9-

The point on the Calapooia River (Albany) for which

the channel level is computed is considered to give a good indication of driftboat use as it relates to streamflow conditions.

Each

day in the simulation model the downstream angler days are determined depending upon the channel flow conditions.
is empty the angler days are zero.

When the channel

When the channel is flowing

at the average daily rate of 625 c. f. s. (1/8 of full channel at Albany)
the angler days are 10 per day.

The maximum angler days of 20

per day are reached when the channel at Albany is 25 percent of
capacity.

This figure is based on the author's experience for

acceptable streamflow conditions for driftboat fishing.

However,

further study of other streams in the area could provide another
estimate of streamflow conditions which are conducive to
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Figure 3.9.

driftboat fishing.
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3750
Channel level (c.f.s.)
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Relationship of downstream resident
game fish angler days per day to channel
level at Albany.
From this optimum utilization the downstream

angler day's function lias an approximate slope of -. 005 user days
per additional cubic foot per second of streamflow.
days is zero at bankfull of 5, 000 c. f. s.

The angler

Each year in the simula-

tion, total downstream angler days are valued at $3 per angler day,
discounted and accumulated over the length of the simulation run.
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Irrigation

The Corps of Engineers provided estimates from the Bureau
of Reclamation that there are 8, 700 irrigable acres in the
Brownsville area that can be supplied with water from Holley
Reservoir,. The irrigated area comprises what was originally
designated construction stage one in the Calapooia Division which
will eventually encompass 33, 400 acres.

The area in the first

stage lies along both sides of the Calapooia River from the Holley
Dam site westward approximately 12 miles to Interstate 5.

The

proposed plan to supply full service to the 8, 700 acre area begins
with the release of irrigation water from Holley Reservoir into the
stream channel below the dam.

Two pumping plants downstream

will transmit the releases into pipeline distribution systems to at
least one point on the border of each farm operating unit.

A

drainage system would also be constructed as part of the irrigation
project works.
The acreage to be irrigated consists of class 1 lands,
excellent quality for irrigation; class 2 lands, good quality but
with a minor deficiency which will affect their productivity; and
class 3 lands, most of which will require an extensive surface
drainage system to insure successful irrigated agriculture.
intended crops for these lands are shown in Table 3. 11.

The
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Table 3. 11.

Proposed cropping pattern for 8, 700. acre irrigation
project on the Calapooia River near Brownsville.

_
Crop

Percent of total
acreage

Pasture and hay
Grain
Specialty crops
Orchard
Grass seed
Waste and farm ditches
Source:

62
8
4
2
18
6

U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 1970a.

The maximum annual net irrigation benefits are listed in Table 3. 12.
The estimated annual net benefit per acre is $69. 06.

The esti-

mated net benefits for livestock va r yf r om $50. 44 to $57. 12.
per acre; dairy cattle from $100. 14 to $113. 70 per acre; and
specialty crops from $62.84 to $72.70 per acre.

The total capital

costs and annual costs for the distribution and drainage systems are
listed in Table 3. 12.

The total costs of construction are $11. 347

million, and the annual operations and maintenance costs are
$85, 000.
In 1966 when Halter and Miller constructed the first simulation model of the Calapooia River, irrigation and drainage were
two important functions of Holley Dam project.

The Bureau of

Reclamation estimated that 53, 400 acres would be irrigated from
the 97, 000 acre-foot reservoir.

The annual net benefit was
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Table 3. 12.

Irrigation costs and maximum use benefits,
Calapooia River, 1970 dollars.

Investment and operation, maintenance, and repair costs
Storage construction cost a/
Storage operation, maintenance and
repair cost (annual)
Distribution and drainage construction
cost a/
Distribution and drainage operation,
maintenance, and repair cost (annual)
Total construction costs
Total operation, maintenance, and
repair costs (annual)

$1, 226, 000. 00
7, 000. 00
10, 121, 000. 00
78, 000. 00
11, 347, 000. 00
85, 000. 00

Annua} maximum net benefits
Irrigation capability (acres)
Annual net benefits, dollars per acre
Total annual net benefits

8, 700. 00
69. 06
$601, 000. 00

a/
— Includes interest during construction.
Source: U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1970, and U. S.
Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 1970b.

estimated at $10. 35 per acre giving a total annual benefit of
$552, 690.

There have been no spectacular events or are any

foreseen today in the agricultural economy of Oregon or of the
United States that would indicate that the net returns per acre
of irrigated land would change from $10. 35 to $69. 06 from 1966
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to 1990.—"

The Bureau of Reclamation says it has prepared

individual farm budgets that show these high returns to irrigated
lands.

It is not the purpose of this study to discredit the investi-

gation of the Bureau of Reclamation or Corps of Engineers, but
rather to construct a simulation model capable of evaluating the
several functions of the project in various combinations and at
different levels of use.

Thus, the simulation model is flexible

in that any returns per acre can be inserted and the total benefits
of irrigation derived for the operation of the reservoir.
In preparing other estimates of the net benefits per acre,
studies conducted by Oregon State University were utilized.

In

a study conducted by Middlemiss (1965) estimates of net returns
for livestock were made for utilizing Willamette Valley floor
lands for beef production.

Estimated returns to management per

cow or per feeder for selected production systems are shown in
Table 3. 13.

There are three production systems that provide

positive returns of $5. 68, $16.41, and $13. 60 per feeder.

These

systems involve buying feeders, pasturing them, and full feeding
before slaughter.

—

Indications are that by 1975 grass seedmay become a
smaller proportion of agricultural income than is currently
the case.
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Table 3. 13.

Returns to management per cow or per feeder for
selected production systems in the Willamette
Valley, 1965.

Type of system
Cow-calf system
Calves sold at weaning

Returns to management a/

$-46.03

Cow-yearling system
Yearlings sold off grass

•50.47

Cow-yearling system
Yearlings fed for slaughter

•26.69

Feeders purchased in fall
Wintered, sold off grass

•22.82

Feeders purchased in fall,
Wintered, pastured, fed for slaughter

5.68

Late fall purchased feeders.
Wintered, pastured, fed 120 days for
slaughter

-5.77

Feeders purchased in spring
Sold off grass

-14.21

Feeders purchased in spring
Pastured, fed for slaughter

16.41

Feeders purchased in fall
Fall fed on roughage and finished
Feeders purchased in fall
Full fed on roughage
a/

-.14
13.60

Prices for livestock based on 1958-64mid-month Portland
market prices. The returns to management do not include
cost of water to the producer.

Source: Middlemiss, 1966.
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In another study conducted by Conklin and Bradshaw (1971)
the cost and return figures from the Middlemiss study were updated to average 1959 to 1970 price conditions rather than for the
less favorable period of 1958 to 1964 used in the previous study.
The only changes in the results are that one additional system shows
positive returns and one additional shows negative returns.

The

positive returns are for the system in which feeders are purchased
in fall, full fed on roughage and finished.
was almost a break-even proposition.

This system previously

The returns to the fall pur-

chased feeders and full fed on roughage system show negative returns.
The three systems showing positive returns still involve
feeder operations which require from 80, 000 to 130, 000 dollars
worth of capital items to become operational.

Associated with

each system is a high degree of price risk both for feeders and
for fat stock.

Irrigation Water Need

The simulation model can incorporate any schedule of
monthly irrigation needs and if shortages occur can allocate
the available irrigation water over the remaining irrigation days.
The monthly irrigation need for the proposed 8, 700 acres and
the return flows are shown in Table 3. 14.
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Table 3. 14.

Monthly distribution of irrigation diversions and
return flows.
Irrigation diversions in acre-feet
Near
Near
Return flow below
Crawfordsville Brownsville
Brownsville

Month

MayJune
July
August
September
Total

440
1, 250
1, 350
1, 120
580
4, 740

Less: return flow from
Crawfordsville Diversions
Net requirement

4, 740

Total net requirement

1,
4,
4,
3,
2,

660
400
740
930
030

280
660
930
990
710

16, 660

3, 570

1, 020
15, 640
20, 380

Source: U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1970.
The total irrigation requirement for the 8, 700 acre area
amounts to 21, 400 acre-feet; however, 1, 020 of the acre-feet
required at Crawfordsville will be return flow into the channel
12/
and will reduce the amount required at Brownsville.— The
final return flow to the channel varies from a low of 12 percent
12/
— The amount of acreage under irrigation in the development was
estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation to reach full development 10 years after project construction. Therefore, in the
model a growth component was incorporated to simulate the
first 10 years of project life.
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of diversions in June to a high of 29 percent of diversions in
September.
Irrigation shortages occur when there is not enough water
available to meet the need.

In the simulation model the water

available is a function of the reservoir level at the time of water
need.

When the water is not available to meet the need, shortages

occur and the irrigation benefits decrease.

In the simulation

model the irrigation benefits are a linear function of the percentage
of irrigation target met, i. e., if 20 percent of the target is met
then 20 percent of the benefit is obtained, and so forth.

The amount

of water available for irrigation at any time is determined as that
water in the reservoir which can safely be used without endangering
the temperature control function of reservoir storage.

The success

of maintaining optimum temperatures in the reservoir and of released water for downstream fish depends upon how adequately the
temperature control pool can be maintained.

The largest irrigation

need per day is determined in the simulation model.

If a shortage

is encountered the available water is prorated for release over a
30 day period.

Summa ry

In Chapter II the details of the hydrology generator were
presented.

It was shown how the daily streamflows at Holley and
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at Albany are generated in the model.

The regulation according to

the rule curve was shown to give rise to flood regulation.

The

operation of the reservoir also determines the level of the reservoir
and the streamflow conditions downstream from the dam.

In this

chapter it has been shown how these two variables affect conditions
determining the feasibility and extent of anadromous fish life, the
supply of recreational user days, the supply of angler days, and
the supply of irrigation water.

The complete model was tested

and run on an IBM 360 model 85 computer at McDonnell Automation
in St. Louis, Missouri, via telephone transmission through the
IBM 1130 computer at Cornell, Rowland, Hayes, and Merryfield,
Inc., in Corvallis, Oregon.

The results of a number of computer

runs are given in the next chapter.
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IV

RESULTS OF SIMULATION ANALYSIS

The purpose of this study is to show how the various components of the Holley Reservoir project interact.

A computer sim-

ulation model was formulated to simulate the interactions among
the four main functions of the project.

To realistically analyze

the results of the simulation the various outcomes and/or quantities resulting from the initial runs of the computer model are
presented in this chapter.

In order to add up the outcomes across

functions, in light of a lack of an interpersonally valid common
denominator, the various quantities are converted to dollars.
Estimates of annual discounted average dollar benefits per year
are presented and compared with Corps of Engineers' estimates.
The initial runs of the total model were confined to 50 years in
length and therefore the dollar benefits are averaged over 50
1/
years. —
The outcomes from the model for flood control, drainage,
reservoir regulation, reservoir reared salmon, downstream Fall
Chinook Salmon, recreation, resident trout fishing, and irrigation
are presented in this chapter.

—

Kerri (1969) concluded from analyses of 200 years of. simulation
runs with the earlier models that similar results could be obtained from 50 year runs in terms of the expected annual net
benefits.
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Flood Control
As discussed in Chapter II and shown in Figure 2. 12, the
flood control or simulated regulation function of Holley Dam produces a maximum annual discharge exceedence frequency curve at
Albany below the historical exceedence relationship..

The vertical

distance between any two points on the regulated and unregulated
exceedence curves is the average reduction in flooding for a
given recurrence interval.

The horizontal distance between any

two points on the unregulated and regulated exceedence curves is
the reduction in average years of recurrence for a given flow.
In order to make the reduction in frequency of a given flow
more explicit frequency histograms of unregulated and regulated
stage heights at Shedd, Oregon, were graphed.

The frequency

histograms of the unregulated and regulated flood stage heights
are presented in Figures 4. 1 and 4. 2, respectively^

The stage

heights, in feet at Shedd, are shown as class boundaries along the
horizontal axes of the histograms.

The probability of occurrence

of stage heights within the class intervals are shown on the vertical
axes of the histograms.

It is interesting to note that the probabil-

ities of occurrence of stage heights greater than 16.. 1.9 feet have
been reduced based on simulated regulation of the Calapooia River.
There has therefore been a reduction in the probability of
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occurrence of floods having stage heights greater than L6. 19 feet.
However, the probabilities of occurrence of the stage height class
of 13.69 to 14. 19 feet -were increased based on the simulated regulation.

These stage heights are associated with flows of non-

flood proportion.

Stage height frequency histograms can provide

useful information for decision makers and particularly for farmers
in the Calapooia flood plain in planning location of structures and
new enterprises.

Decision makers must keep in mind that while

the dam provides some insurance against large floods,, there is
still the probability of stage heights occurring that may inflict damages to crops and structures.
The average annual dollar flood benefits for the Calapooia
and Willamette Rivers are presented in Table 4. L-

The flood

benefits obtained for the Calapooia River are based on simulated
regulated and unregulated peak flows.

The present value of flood

benefits based upon the simulated flows for the Calapooia River are
$17, 508 per year.

The annual flood benefits for reaches of the

Willamette River are based on dollar values provided by the Corps
of Engineers (see discussion of Table 2. 7, Chapter II) which were
discounted, changed to stage of development by a 3.6 percent
growth factor, and averaged in this study.

The average annual

discounted dollar benefits attributable to Holley Dam are $5 7, 753
if Willamette River benefits are based upon floods up to and
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Table 4. 1.

Calapooia
simulated

Average annual discounted flood control benefits on
a/
the Calapooia and Willamette Rivers for Holley Dam
Willamette
up to 1-in-100
years flood

(dollars)

(dollars)

17, 508

57, 753

a/

b/
—

Total
Holley Dam
flood benefits

Willamette
from l-in-100
to l-in-10, 000
years flood
(dollars)

(dollars)

55, 790-/

131, 051

Based on discounting at 4-7/8 percent interest and an annual
growth of 3. 6 percent.
The ratio of desired rule curve level to the maximum reservoir
level was applied (see Chapter II).

including the one in one-hundred-year flood.

The average annual

discounted dollar benefits attributable to Holley Dam are $55, 790
if floods from the one in one-hundred-year flood up to and including
the one in 10, 000-year flood are included for the Willamette River
reaches.

The total of the three categories is $131, 051 per year.

The average annual total flood benefits as e.stimated by the
Corps of Engineers are $1, 606, 000 per year.

The discrepancy be-

tween the results of this study and those of the Corps of Engineers
can only be accounted for by two considerations.

Firstly, the Corps

of Engineers has added into their benefit estimate,, dollar damages
prevented by regulation of floods greater than the one in. one-hundredyear flood in the Calapooia reach.

Secondly, this study has reduced

dollar damages due to the floods greater than the one in one-hundred
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year flood along Willamette River reaches by the ratio of the desired rule curve reservoir level to the maximum reservoir level
during the flood season as discussed in Chapter II.

Drainage Effects
When Halter and Miller studied the Holley Dam project in
1966 one of the largest benefits was from improved drainage due
to channel enlargement.

The Corps of Engineers eliminated this

function when local cash participation was not guaranteed.

To

investigate the consequences of the proposed 145, 000 acre-foot
reservoir and 5, 000 c. f. s. channel on drainage along the Calapooia,
the average level of regulated and unregulated flows in the channel
over the period April through September are accumulated in the
simulation model.

The maximum average regulated and unregulated

channel levels are plotted as exceedence curves in Figure 4. 3.

The

regulated average channel level exceedence curve lies below but
approaches the unregulated average channel level at higher channel
levels with lower recurrence intervals.

The distance between the

two exceedence functions is the average lowering of the channel
from unregulation to regulation.

This indicates, based on the

simulated average channel levels, that some drainage benefits
may be obtainable below regulated channel levels of about 1, 500 c. f. s.
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April through Stpember was assumed to be the critical drainage
period for irrigable soils in the Calapooia River basin.

This period

begins one month before irrigation starts and extends throughout
the irrigation period.

When the full development of the 33, 400

irrigable acres is finished the drainage provided by the 5, 000 c. f. s.
channel may not be adequate to handle the return flow.

Further study

would be required to determine if the reduction in the regulated
channel level as indicated in Figure 4. 3 is sufficient to solve the
drainage problem of the soils along the Calapooia River.

Reservoir Level Effects
Another outcome that is readily obtained from the simulation
model is the minimum reservoir levels that occur each month.
While this outcome has no direct consequences, the variability in
the reservoir level does help to explain the variability in recreation
benefits and in the reservoir fish benefits.

The means and standard

deviations of theminimum reservoir levels for a 50 year simulation run, by months, are given in Table 4. 2.
variation by months are also given.

The coefficients of

The minimum reservoir means

by months are plotted in Figure 4. 4 and the lowest sequence of
monthly minimum reservoir levels found in the simulated results
is also shown.

These can be compared with the desired rule curve

levels which are also given in Figure 4. 4.
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Table 4. 2.

Means, standard deviations, and coefficients of
variation by months for simulated minimum
reservoir levels, a/
Mean

Month

(acre feet)
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Standard deviation
(acre feet)
32, 497
33, 120
19,667
9, 708
7,842
8, 526
9,563
9,828
9,495
3, 097
4, 740
11,908

72, 309
73, 244
88,609
109, 783
130, 225
130, 632
119, 230
107, 119
98,866
81, 902
58,658
57, 346

Coefficient
of variation
(percent)
44. 94
45.22
22. 20
8.84
6.02
6.52
8.02
9.17
9.60
3.78
8. 08
20. 77

a/
— Simulation for a 50 year period.

During the recreation period of June to September the standard
deviation of the simulated minimum reservoir levels as a percentage
of the mean varies from 6. 52 percent to 9. 60 percent as shown by
the coefficient of variation.

Since the minimum reservoir level is

important in determining the user days of recreation the variability
of minimum pool levels is associated with the variability in
recreation benefits.

Reservoir fishing occurs year round and the

variability of the minimum pool level is greater than for the shorter
recreation period.

The coefficient of variation ranges from 3. 78

percent in October to 44. 94 percent in January.

Thus, the

no
variability in angler days, affected by minimum pool levels, is
expected to be large.

Anadromous Fish
Reservoir Spring Chinook Salmon

The results of simulating the reservoir rea-red Spring Chinook
populations in Holley Reservoir are presented in Figures 4. 5 and
4.6.

The graphs show spawning escapement by years.

These are

the spawners returning to Holley Dam each year of a 50 year simulation run starting in year three with a first order delay and a
third order delay for spawners, respectively.

There is greater

variability in the number of returning spawners with the third order
delay.

There is no estimate available of the' coefficient of varia-

tion for reservoir reared Spring Chinook since there is only one
year of data available from Green Peter Dam for this species.
Data from the hatchery program on the Columbia River indicates
that the coefficient of variation for the number of returning Spring
2/
Chinook is 89 percent.— The coefficients of variation associated
with the first order and third order delays from the simulated data

2/ The coefficient of variation calculated from data obtained from
—
the Oregon Fish Commission is for the Marion Forks and
Willamette hatcheries for the brood years 1956 to 1967.
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are 32 and 46 percent, respectively.

The higher coefficient of

variation for the data from the Columbia River program in comparison to the simulated, indicates that a higher order delay
should be used in the model.

Results from the Fall Chinook

Salmon simulation in the next section show the effect of using the
higher order delay.
The average number of spawners returning each year and
the average value of escapements for the two types of delays are
presented in Table 4. 3.
Table 4. 3.

The average annual escapement of

Average annual escapements and valuation of reservoir
reared Spring Chinook Salmon at Holley Dam.

Source

Average returning
spawners

Average annual a/
discounted value
(dollars)

First order delay in
returning spawners

3, 728

98, 328

Third order delay in
returning spawners

3, 852

129, 312

a/ Based on present value for 4-7/8 percent interest and a value of
—
$89. 39 per escapement.
reservoir reared Spring Chinook based on the simulation model
with a first order delay in spawners returning is 3, 728~

Valued

at $89. 39 and discounted at 4-7/8 percent interest, this gives an
average annual benefit of $98, 328.

With the third order delay the

average annual escapement is 3, 852 spawners and the discounted
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value per year is $129, 312.

The average escapements and average

dollar benefits obtained from the simulation results are well below
those estimated by the Corps of Engineers which are based on
recomraendations of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
The Corps of Engineers has estimated that the benefits from the
hypothesized 6, 250 spawners returning to Holley Dam annually are
valued at $530, 724.

This study has taken into account the possibility

of the reservoir level (and food supply) being other thaun at optimum
conditions for stocking of Spring Chinook fry.

Also, the estimates

based on this simulation have taken into account the stochastic
nature of salmon survival rates and employed relationships and
meager records which were evidently not available to the Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife nor to the Corps of Engineers.
Downstream Fall Chinook Salmon

The results from the simulation of the downstream Fall
Chinook population are presented as yearly escapements.

The

number of escapements did not justify calculation of average annual
benefits.

An indication of the variable nature of migrating escape-

ments of Fall Chinook is given in this section for some initial 50
year runs of the simulation model.

The coefficient of variation

of escapement of 74 percent, provided by the Oregon Fish Commission, was set as a minimum target variation in tuning the model
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of returning spawners (see Table 3.5).

Since the model is for

natural spawning rather than for hatchery conditions a. higher
coefficient of variation was sought.

Results of simulating 47 years

of returning Fall Chinook spawners are presented in Figures 4. 7
and 4.8.

The difference in the two simulated runs is the difference

in the hydrologic flows used.

Comparison of the two figures shows

how sensitive the simulated population of Fall Chinook are to extreme flooding conditions.

The spawning escapement shown in

Figure 4. 7 is the result of the simulation model with 26 percent
of the simulated years containing extreme flooding conditions
(greater than 3, 500 c..f.. a.) downstream for the period October
through March.

This set of flooding conditions and the survival

rates discussed in Chapter III produce a coefficient o£ variation of
83 percent.

The mean annual escapement is 1, 071 spawners.

The

graph of Figure 4.8 shows the escapement for a simulated hydrologic
period with 46 percent of the years containing extreme flooding
conditions.

The coefficient of variation for this set of conditions

is 127 percent and the mean annual escapement is 364 spawners.
The disappearance of the population is probably of greater
significance than the average number of spawners returning over
the life of the project.

It is apparent from Figures 4» 7 and 4. 8 that

the Fall Chinook fishery is affected severely by the extreme condition survival rates incorporated into the simulation model.
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In the long run (about 35 to 40 years), as indicated by the simulation
model, the Fall Chinook population of the Calapooia River could
stabilize near zero spawners.

Based on the simulation results

there is serious doubt whether the potential Fall Chinook population
of the Calapooia River can be maintained.

The proposed project

is intended to maintain 1, 000 spawners as a conservation measure
and 900 spawners as an enhancement function.

Since the Fall

Chinook population is likely to disappear entirely there would be a
mitigation loss and little grounds for making a benefit calculation
for fish enhancement.

Recreation

The recreation potential of Holley Reservoir is a function of
reservoir operation in the simulation model.

Shoreline conditions

and their influence on recreation attendance are incorporated in the
simulation model as discussed in Chapter III.

The effect of weather

on recreation was incorporated indirectly into the simulation model.
The annual user day estimates of the Corps of Engineers are
concentrated into a 110 day period of weather conditions conducive
to recreational activity in the simulation model.

A graph of the

annual attendance for recreational purposes based on an initial
simulation run is presented in Figure 4. 9.

The average annual

attendance and dollar benefits from this study and Corps of
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Engineers' estimates are shown in Table 4.4.

The average annual

attendance based on the simulation model is 57, 710 user days.
3/ In
The average annual discounted benefits are $18, 249. ~
5 of the 50 simulation years the total yearly recreation attendance
was approximately zero as shown in Figure 4. 9-

Table 4. 4.

In these years

Simulated recreation attendance and benefits and
Corps of Engineers' estimates for Holley Reservoir.

Source

Annual recreation
(user days)

Simulation (50 years)
Corps of Engineers' estimates

Benefits
(dollars)

57,710

18,249 a/

708, 300

419, 000 b/

a/
— Based on $1. 00 per user day, eash year's benefits discounted
and averaged.
—

Includes reservoir
trout fishing angler days. The simulated
reser
reservoir fishing benefits are given in Table 4. 5.

the reservoir level was low and unsuited for recreational use.

A

constant pool elevation would provide optimum recreational use
of the reservoir; however, other water uses require releases which

3/ Since the simulation is only for 50 years the full recreation
—
growth potential is not realized.
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result in pool drawdown and considerable variation in recreation
attendance from, year to year as bhown by the simulation results
of this study.

Low reservoir levels are also a result of low

inflows.

Resident Game Fishing
The resident trout game fishing anticipated in Holley Reservoir on any day of the simulation is a function of the length of
beach.

The simulated pattern of reservoir trout fishing is pre-

sented in Figure 4. 10.

Several of the low yearly angler day values

occur in the same simulation years that low recreational attendance
occurs.

However, there is not a close correspondence of the two

because reservoir fishing angler days occur year round.

The

average annual reservoir trout fishing as determined in the simulation is 45, 071 angler days as shown in Table 4.5.

The average

annual discounted benefits for simulated reservoir trout fishing
are $33, 778.
The downstream trout fishing angler days per year are shown
in Figure 4. 11.

The average annual downstream trout fishing is

2, 838 angler days as determined in the simulation.

The simulation

results and Corps of Engineers' estimates of average annual angler
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angler days and benefits are presented in Table 4. 5.

The average

annual discounted benefits for simulated downstream trout fishing
are $3, 192.

Table 4. 5.

Average annual resident game fishing angler days and
benefits for Holley Rese-rvbii;.

Source

Average annual
angler days

Simulation (reservoir)

45, 071

Corps of Engineers
(reservoir)

77, 000

Simulation (downstream)

2, 838

Corps of Engineers
(downstream)

6, 800

a/

Average annual
benefits
(dollars)
33, 778
154, 000 a/
3, 192

20, 400 a/

Corps of Engineers' benefits shown here are undiscounted.
Reservoir fishing angler days are valued at $2 per angler day
and downstream angler days are valued at $3 per angler day.

Irrigation

The water requirements from Holley Reservoir for irrigation
are determined daily in the simulation model.

If on any day there

is a shortage the amount available for irrigation is prorated as
described in Chapter III.

No shortages occurred in initial

simulation runs and all the irrigation benefits are obtained.

The

average annual benefits as determined in the simulation and those
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estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation are presented in Table 4. 6.
The average annual discounted benefits for irrigation from Holley
Reservoir are $173, 845 for distribution and storage.
The average annual benefits for irrigation storage in Holley
reservoir are $17, 008.

The Bureau of Reclamation's estimates of

irrigation benefits are not discounted to present value and are
therefore not comparable to those obtained in the simulation.

Table 4. 6.

Average annual benefits for irrigation from Holley
Reservoir.

Source

Benefits
(dollars)

Simulation
Distribution and storage
Storage

173, 845
17, 008

Bureau of Reclamation
Distribution and storage
Storage

429, 000 a/
60, 000 a/

a/
— Irrigation benefits estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation are
adjusted for worth at time of construction but are not discounted
to present value over the project life.
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V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this study are to isolate and investigate
the relationships of the four main water use functions of the
proposed. 145, 000 acre-foot reservoir at Holley, and to incorporate these functions into a revised computer model of the project.
Based on studies of Halter and Miller (1966) and Kerri (1969)5 a
simulation model, in the DYNAMO computer language, is formulated to determine the relationship and interaction of system variables.
In order to isolate the problem, decision-making theory
under uncertainty is employed.

The results of the decision-making

approach are isolation of the four states of nature which become
the critical factors in the decision problem (size of the reservoir).
The minimum probabilities for occurrence of these states which
maintain the preferred action as optimal are calculated in
Chapter I.

The main problem of this study is to gain prior in-

formation which could provide an indication of the probabilities
fo*-the four critical states of nature.

Since the four states of

nature all involve favorable conditions for anadromous fish enhancement the emphasis of the study is placed in finding information which could provide evidence as to the success of Holley
Reservoirin providing an environment conducive to fish enhancement.
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Summary of Simulation Model

In Chapters II and III details of the DYNAMO simulation model
are presented.

The model includes a hydrology generator, a

reservoir regulation algorithm, and water use components of the
four main functions including flood control, fish populations,
recreation, and irrigation.

The hydrology generator is a modi-

fication of the generator formulated by Kerri (1969).

It is based

upon a log-Pearson Type III probability distribution of daily streamflows at Holley and.at Albany, Oregon.

The modifications include:

(1) changing the length of the simulation year from 364 to 360 days
to facilitate programming, and (2) adjusting stream coefficients
to obtain a closer correspondence between the simulated exceedence
curves and those developed from historical data.

A number of

computer runs of the hydrology generator provides the basis for
comparison of the simulated monthly means and exceedence curves
of maximum and minimum annual flows with those of historical
record.

The simulated means and exceedence curves show a close

correspondence with those based on the historical period and provides strong evidence of the validity of the hydrology generator.
The reservoir regulation algorithm is based upon the Corps
of Engineers' rule curve regulation, design characteristics of
the dam and channel, and the flow requirement for fish enhancement
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and conservation.

The rule curve specifies the drawdown of the

reservoir to obtain flood control storage prior to the flood season
and the storing of water for the critical water use months following
the winter flood season.

Releases from the reservoir are restricted

by the port facilities and by the channel capacity and desired channel
level.

Releases are also related to the quantity of surplus water in

the reservoir and to the fish flow requirement downstream from
the dam site.

Validity of the reservoir regulation in the simulation

model is indicated by the close correspondence of the exceedence
curves of regulated maximum annual discharges of the simulated
results and those hypothesized by the Corps of Engineers (see
Figures 2. 2 and 2. 12).

The model calculates flood benefits based

on simulated regulated and unregulated annual flows.

Thus, flood

benefits are based on the size of the flood in the year of occurrence
rather than based upon the exceedence curves which is the procedure of the Corps of Engineers.

Extrapolation to the one-in-

10, 000-years flood is avoided since the longest run of the simulation model is for 100 years, the proposed life of the project.
The potential damage reduction by regulation of floods of magnitude
greater than one-in-one-hundred years along the Willamette River
reaches is accounted for but reduced by the possible lack of storage
in the reservoir at any given time.
The anadromous fish section of the model includes two parts:
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(1) reservoir rearing of Spring Chinook Salmon, and (2) downstream
spawning and rearing of Fall Chinook Salmon.

Modeling of the

reservoir rearing Spring Chinook program includes consideration
of stocking rates (food supply), survival rates of fry to smolts,
and survival rates of smolts to returning spawners.

In investi-

gating the factors affecting the downstream environment for
anadromous fish life the following considerations are critical:
(1) temperature, (2) streamflow, (3) food supply, (4) siltation,
(5) turbidity, and (6) extreme flow conditions.

Simulation of the

temperature of water releases from the reservoir is not part of
this model because research resources did not allow the collection
of extensive meteorological data which would be necessary to
simulate atmospheric conditions on a daily basis.

The Corps of

Engineers using 1958 meteorological data found that there would
be adequate water of the required temperature stored in the
reservoir.

However, this study casts great doubt upon the validity

of the downstream temperature requirement used in their thermal
simulation model.
Minimum streamflow requirements for fish below the dam
are included in the reservoir regulation section of the model.

To

make the other factors affecting downstream fish life more specific,
the Fall Chinook life cycle is simulated.

In this section of the

model consideration is given to the following factors affecting Fall
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Chinook populations:

(1) normal egg to fry survival rates, (2) egg

to fry survival rates under extreme flow conditions, and (3) fry to
returning spawner survival rates.
Two factors considered in the model affecting recreational
use of the reservoir are rainfall and reservoir pool level.

The

user days are concentrated into a 110 day period when rainfall
is low relative to the remainder of the year.

The attendance on

any day is a function of the length of beach which is a function of
reservoir level in the simulation model.

Therefore, the yearly

recreational use of the reservoir is as variable as the reservoir
level.
The irrigation section of the model determines water releases for irrigation on a daily basis.

Any time the total supply

of water for irrigation is less than the requirement, the amount
available is prorated over the remaining irrigation period.

Summary of Results

The emphasis of this study is in analyzing the 145, 000 acrefoot reservoir proposed for the Calapooia River at Holley.

There-

fore, the results are based on the systems simulation of this size
project rather than other reservoir sizes and combinations of
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project functions.-

The average annual benefits and costs based

on the simulation are presented in Table 5.1.

The total average

annual discounted benefits based on the simulation are $332, 590.
The total annual costs of the 145, 000 acre-foot project including
amortized construction costs, discounted operation, maintenance,
and repair costs, and interest during construction are $1, 745, 2Z5
when the operation, maintenance, and repair are discounted and
averaged for 50 years.

The total annual costs are $1, 685, 725

when the operation, maintenance and repair costs are discounted
and averaged for 100 years.
No attempt is made to calculate a benefit-cost ratio for the
Holley Reservoir project from the simulation results because such
a ratio does not express the uncertainty aspect of the problem
which is the emphasis of this study.

In the decision making under

uncertainty framework the probabilities of the states of nature and
the criteria of choice are of at least equal importance to the
numerical values in the payoff table, i. e. , benefits and costs.
The annual benefits calculated by the Corps of Engineers
are $2, 754, 000.

—

The difference in financial procedures used in

The simulation model is built to test the 97, 000 acre-foot
reservoir also, but resources did not permit running the
model with this alternative.
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Table 5. 1.

Costs and simulated benefits for Holley Reservoir
and Dam project.

Source

Benefit
(dollars)

Anadromous fish
Capital construction cost

129, 312

Resident trout
Capital construction cost

36, 970

Recreation
Capital construction cost

18, 249

Flood control
Capital construction cost

131, 051

Irrigation
Capital construction cost

17, 008

Cost
(dollars)

865, 000

35, 000

1, 456,800
23, 152, 500

1, 225, 000

Channel capital costs

3, 012, 000

Total capital cost

29, 747, 300

Annual operation, maintenance,
and repair costs

352, 251

Annual amortized construction cost a/

1, 467, 352

Discounted operation, maintenance
and repair b/

131, 138

Discounted operation, maintenance
and repair c/

71, 638

Total annual benefit d/

332, 590

Total annual cost e/

1, 745, 225

Total annual cost f/

1, 685, 725
Continued
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Table 5. 1.

a/
—

Costs and simulated benefits for Holley Reservoir
and Dam project--Continued.

Amortized at 4-7/8 percent interest for 100 years.

b/
— Based upon 50 year discounted average.
c/

-

Based upon 100 year discounted average.

-

Does not include municipal and industrial benefits or benefits
from navigation.

e/ Amortized construction, 50 year discounted operation, main—
const
tenance, and repair, and interest during construction.
f/
- Amortized construction, 100 year discounted operation,
operatic] maintenance, and repair, and interest during construction.
this study and those used by the Corps of Engineers account for
some of the difference in the dollar benefits obtained.

However,

a greater part of the discrepancy is due to the differences in
assumptions and basic parameter values in the simvilation model.
In the course of this study one of the financial procedural differences found involves calculation of irrigation benefits.

The Bureau

of Reclamation provided the Corps of Engineers with an estimate
of annual equivalent benefits to storage of $60, 000.

2/
—

This is

based upon a total benefit to the irrigation project of $601, 000
($429, 000 annual equivalent).

It appears that the Corps of

2/
— Annual equivalent means that the ten year growth period to
get to full irrigation development is accounted for in the
annual average.
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Engineers did not discount the $60, 000 to present value as in
this study.

The differences between the Corps of Engineers'

results and those of this study due to differences in assumptions
and parameter values are discussed in the next sections.

Anadromous Fish

The results of the anadromous fish population section of
the simulation model indicate that the proposed project could
create an environment which would be unconducive to maintaining
and enhancing these fish.

The results of the reservoir rearing

Spring Chinook Salmon and downstream Fall Chinook Salmon
sections of the model strongly indicate that the probability for
success of anadromous fish enhancement could be less than . 6
(see Chapter I).

This means that the proposed 145, 000 acre-foot

project may not be the preferred action based upon the simulation.
The anadromous fish sections of the simulation model give results
that show that the downstream Fall Chinook population may not be
maintained nor enhanced, and that there may be fewer numbers of
and considerable variation in the reservoir reared Spring Chinook
returning spawners.

The mean annual number of returnees of

Spring Chinook are well below those anticipated and estimated by
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
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Other Water Use Outcomes
The recreation user days per year obtained in the simulation
are eight percent of the number estimated to occur per year by
the Corps of Engineers.

This is due to the fluctuations in pool

level and consequently in the length of beach exposed.
The number of resident trout fishing angler days are lower
than those estimated by the Corps of Engineers expected to occur
at Holley Reservoir and downstream.

The pool drawdown require-

ments and fluctuations have a marked effect on use of the reservoir
for fishing.

The average angler days achieved in the simulation

for reservoir fishing Are 59 percent of the average angler days
estimated by the Corps of Engineers.

The downstream average

annual resident fishing angler days obtained in the simulation are 42
percent of the average estimated by the Corps of Engineers.
The irrigation requirement is met throughout the simulation
and no shortage is encountered.

However, a considerable differ-

ence exists between annual benefits obtained in this study and those
obtained by the Bureau of Reclamation.

Also, evidence presented

in this study shows that the Bureau of Reclamation's estimates of
returns per acre to irrigated lands are inconsistent with a recent
comprehensive study by Oregon Sfate University on returns to
various Willamette Valley irrigation enterprises.

The benefits
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obtained in this study for irrigation are based upon the Bureau of
Reclamation's estimates of returns to irrigated land.

Conclusions

In Chapter I, using a uniform probability distribution over
eight states of nature, reflecting various favorable and unfavorable
conditions, the preferred project for the Calapooia River is the
97, 000 acre-foot reservoir using maximum expected value as the
criterion of choice.

Further, it is shown that when the probability

of any of four states of nature involving favorable conditions for
anadromous fish enhancement is less than . 6 then the preferred
action is also the 97, 000 acre-foot project.

Inasmuch as the

Corps of Engineers is recommending a 145, 000 acre-foot reservoir it was the purpose of this study to investigate the feasibility
of capturing the benefits associated with fish life enhancement
with this size of project.

As the decision framework of Chapter I

implies, a great deal of uncertainty exists among the public agencies involved in planning the Holley Dam and Reservoir.

Evidence

accumulated and incorporated into a simulation model shows that
there is uncertainty not only associated with the anadromous fish
benefits, but also with other water use functions which interact
with the main purpose of the dam, i. e., flood control.

The results

show that when the dam is operated for flood control it is unlikely
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that all of the benefits as proposed by the Corps of Engineers can
be captured with the large reservoir.

Data and simulation

results shown in Chapters III and IV lead to the conclusion that
the likelihood of obtaining benefits from anadromous fish enhancement is small.

If a more definitive statement needs to be made,

the conclusion is that the subjective probability of any of the four
states of nature'favorable to anadromous fish conservation and
enhancement is less than .6.

Limitations and Further Research

Because research resources did not permit the 97, 000 acre
foot reservoir to be investigated, the conclusion does not imply
that the 97, 000 acre foot reservoir would be the preferred size.
However, the simulation model is general enough to test the
97, 000 acre foot reservoir as well as other sizes.

Further

computer runs need to be made to arrive at a more definitive
conclusion relative to reservoir size, as well as to determine
the feasibility of any reservoir on the Calapooia River.
The downstream temperature requirements are not programmed in the present model, but are a desirable component to
have in river basin systems analysis.

Therefore, the temperature

component should be researched, programmed, and incorporated
into the Calapooia River simulation model.
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The 5, 000 c. f, s. channel is the only size tested in the
present results.
simulation model.

Other channel sizes can also be tested by the
If it is the case that downstream anadromous

fish life cannot be maintained, then larger channel sizes, while
losing the fish enhancement benefits, could provide greater flood
control, drainage, and irrigation benefits that might offset the
loss of the fish features.

Some programming, and more computer

runs would be necessary to test this hypothesis.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the full computer simulation model
used in this study.
version 4.

The program is written in DYNAMO U,

The main headings denoted by note statements divide

the program into the main components.

Statements on note cards

that are indented define the variables in the equation immediately
below the definition.
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CflLA'OOIA RIVER CONTINUOUS HYDROLOGY

NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
L
M

HAYS COUNTER
■^Y.KrDAY.J+(0T)(OAIN.JK-DAOT.JK)
TflVr l
DAIN.<L=OAC

C
R
NOTr
MOTE
NOTE
I
M

nAC=i

p

'5EI.<L = SIC
STC=1

r

R
NOTE
NOTE
NOT"7
L
N
p

NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOT^
NOT17
R
NOTE
A
A
A
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
A
NOTE
• A
A
A
A
A
A
A
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X

0 10T . KL = P,IJLSE < 360 ,360 , 360)
S^ASTM COUNTER
SrA.<=SEA.J+(nT)(SEI.JK-SAO.JK)
SPA= 1
SAO.l<L = DIJL':;E(90,90,'3n)
YEAR-; COUMTER
YEARS.KrYraPS.J-MOT) (YRSIN.JK + 0)
YEAR;=I
YR!:;iM.KL = oULSE(l,36a,36 0)
UPPT-?FflM HYDROLOGY
RES-?VOIR IN AT' HOLLEY

P" SERVOIR INPU T - CFO
RIN.< L=(irRINl.K) ( 86(400)
or

. ARSON

III OI STRIBUTION FLOW - CFS

^RINl .<=t.'EXP(LG RIN.K)
LGRIN .K = «1RIN1.K + K R.K
KR.K = (KR1.K)(SRIN l.K)
or ARSON III DE VIATE DIVIDED BY STREAM COEFFICIENT
KR1.'< =CLIP(KR2.K, KR^.K.KRIN.K.G)
U STREAM COEFF ICIENTS
KR2.< =KPIM.K/1.17
KR?.:< rKRIN.K/1.35
UP STPEAM DAILY MEANS - LOG
MRIN1 .<=CLIP(ARM. K.AR^X .K,90,DAY • K)
ARMX. K=CLIP(BRM.K .PRIX. K,18C,DAY .<)
FJRMX. K=CLIP(CRH.K ,DRM.K ,270,DAY. K)
ARM.K = TAPIHL(ARHT, SFA.K, 1,90,1)
RRM.< =TAnHL(9R^T, SFA.K, 1,90,1)
CRM.K rTATHKCRM'T, SEA.K, 1,93,1)
ORM.< -TATHLtDRMT, SEA.K, 1,90,1)
AP"T =3.816/3.755 /3.718 /3.757/3. 793/3.8 0 3/3.8514/3.913/14.02 3/14.17 0/
/5.T'9/<4.526 /'..3314 /I4.197/14. 162/1.. 13 l/i.. 233/«.. 29 0/14.141414/14.98 7/
5.89 I /5.501/5.229 /5.038 /14.885/14. 801/i4.67 7/i4.7i40/i4. 86 0/14. 889/5. 06 5/
5.083 /5.009/14.9^9
/14.938/1.. 911./14.9 71/5. 0 3 8/5. 212/5. 38 3/5. 56 6/
5.915 /6.1491/6.2149 /6.051 /5.878/5. 65 0/5.57 9/5.6 72/6.15 9/6.952/7.149 2/
7.181 /6. 716/6.1489 /5.910 /5.927/6. 20 3/6.2 2 0/6.296/6.318/6.218/6.126/
6.0142 /6.0514/6.063 /6.09<4 /6.298/6. 99 2/6. 7 01/6. 5 014/6.313/6. 2 014/6. 0 98/
6.011 /6.n?2/6.039 /6.11.1 /6.1416/7. 022/7.710/7.1413/7.07 8/6.80 7/6.656/
6.147; /6.357/6.2844
GRMT =6.363/6.217 /6.162/6.1145/6. 99<4/6. C 145/6.0 91/6.140 14/6.9147/6. 70 0/
6.5i4l /6.352/6.167 /6.0147/5.992/5. 983/6.131/6.379/6.92 5/7.145 2/7.17 2/
6.907 /6.716/6.58i4 /6.399/6.263/6. 13 8/6.0 9 2/6.155/6.1"'3/6. 38 3/6.148 0/
6.361 /6,251/6.172 /6. 270/6.14514/7. 163/7.773/7.1468/7.15 9/6.97 7/6.77 5/
6.583 /6.356/6.311 /6.297/6.521/6. 92 2/6.769/6.51414/6.3614/6.27 9/6.176/
6.11'4 /6.062/6.162 /6.017/6.218/6. 214 0/6.17 7/6.131/6.314 5/6.57 8/6.50 5/
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X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
NOTF

a
A

a
A
A
A
A
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X

h.Ul /6 .2S5 /6.2 07 /6.1148/6.092/6. 044/6.0 2 8/6.0 53/6.12 9/6.35 8/6.72 4/
7.?7 /7 . T^3 /6.89<» /f . 761/6. 63<»/6. 496/6.7 79/6.265/6.19 0/6.20 5/6.18 2/
/6 .'«77 /b.^TU
OP" = 6
/6.3^9 /6.275/6.277/6. 35 4/6.62 0/6.854/6.69 0/6.55 5/6.44 6/
6.77 /6 .260 /e-.l^l /f.. 079/6. 0i»5/6. 0 65/6.2 2 3/6.437/6.35 0/6.249/6.121/
/5 . 3 86 /5.838 /?.3<»3/5.856/5. 899/5.97 2/5.985/6.0 4 4/5.959/5.89 8/
=5 .9.1 /5 .9 8<» /6.228 /6.i»96/6.30<»/6. 170/6.C75/5.970/5.898/5.821/5.792/
5 . A '♦ /5 .961 /5.865 /5.789/5.727/5. 662/5.5 8 9/5.555/5.5 0 7/5.45 7/5.42 3/
^.39 /5 . 37(* /5.3«»9 /5.361/5.420/5. 471/5.46 0/5.4 3 3/5.32 8/5.314/5.25 2/
5 .?? /5 .2^0 /5.(.21 /5.752/5.565/5. 423/5.323/5.231/5.140/5.056/4.938/
/i* .903 /5.328 /T.270/5.119/5. 0 2 3/4.95 3/4.892/4.8 4 3/4.779/4.73 4/
i».7l /it .811 /(♦.fl^S
7
= !♦ . 18 /t'.65? /<*. 615/14. 577/U. 553/4.5 2 9/4.4 89/4.47 3/4.43 9/4,4 0 8/
'♦.36 /(t .125 /'♦.709 /i*. 293/4. 255/<4. 238/4.191/4.167/4.13 4/4.111/4.099/
U .n6 /.i. .0^2 / u . 0 21 /«<.02a/'».035/4. 040/3.97 6/3.937/3.917/3.900/3.89 2/
>
3. M /■? .931 /3.8' 6 /3.358/3.859/3. 835/3.810/3.773/3.73 6/3.72 0/3.70 2/
/3 .6 75 /3.679 /7.639/3.626/3. 60 7/3.5 8 9/3.599/3.62 2/3.63 2/3.67 5/
3.f-i» /3 .70 j /7.659 /3.676/3.656/3. 6U2/3.597/3.649/3.70 9/3.623/3.60 0/
3.67 /? .670 /3.5P3 /7.569/3.542/3. 545/3.60 5/3.596/3.62 8/3.62 3/3.73 7/
3.B7 /3 .81*6 /3.769 /3.677/3.722/3. 72 0/3.65 6/3.6 84/3.612/3.591/3.66 8/
7.7i« /7 .72? /3.695
U ^T or JM DAILY STAND ARO OEVIA TTON - LOG
SRIM .K = CLI PCAKS. K,ARSX .<,90,OAY .K)
A^SX K = CLT0 (OPS.K .rpsx. K,180,DAY .K)
IP^X K = CLIP (CRS.K .TIRS.K ,270,DAY. K)
AP?. = T flnHL (AP^T, SFA.K, 1,90,1)
r
HPS. = T AnHL (BPST, S A.K, 1,90,1)
-T A 9 ML (CP.ST, SITA.K, 1,90,1)
= T A9HL (ORST, ^A.K, 1,90,1)
ARS *" • 680/ .595/. 5r>0/.5 40/.550/. 554/.595/.674/.814/.891/1.00 9/1.08
it/. 9 <♦/ .902 /.850/ .901/. 921/1.138 /1.236/1.327/I.326/1.271/1.209/1.1
^5/1 09 VI. 057/1. 089/1. 173/1.223 /I.328/1.09C/I.183/1.156/1.0 72/0.9
5 3/. 8W /.m* 0/.831 /.845/ .882/.902 /.921/.932/1.067/1.039/0.959/0.978
/.9« /. 915/ .961/1 .001/1 .045/0.95 9/1.013/0.984/1.015/.951/1.037/.91
1/1. 35 /l.l 57/1.1 08/.96 0/.357/.7 85/.733/.719/.724/.811/.921/.763/.
763/ 7J k/ .b $>7/.hU 5/.629 /.636/.73 6/.80 9/.899/1.00 3/1.127/1.07 0/.977
/.P6 /. 7t*b/ .75k/. 6°9/.6 76/.670
- • 85(</ .756/. 711/.7 42/.696/. 690/.712 /.772/ .907/. 838/.7 70/.673/
.600 .5 70/. 575/.6 07/.74 0/.842/.9 17/.902/ .781/. 742/.6 60/.60 9/.555/.
518/ (♦6 6/.6 32/.73 n/.8io /.764/.77 9/.657/. 562/.5 39/.55 1/.736 /.763/.7
'6/. 17 /.57 7/.1*95 /.497/ .482/.479 /.455/.5 36/.59 6/.750 /.684/ .615/.59
8/.5 7/ .570 /.<»97/ .467/. 446/.570/ .662/.61 9/.633 /.583/ .572/. 608/.560
/.55 /. ^70/ .'♦71/. 457/.4 51/.447/. 455/.514 /.550/ .6 36/. 797/.6 22/.609/
.608 .5 8(f/. 5i*i*/ .5 44/.52 2/.487/.4 99/.470/ .480/. 564/.6 50/.72 0
— • 629/ .567/. 5C9/.4 74/.495/. 518/.509 /.475/ .463/. 442/.4 40/.422/
.MIS .(< 06/. U2f>/.<t 27/.48 1/.610/.5 82/.527/ .475/. 469/.4 74/.43 9/o432/.
i» 39/ '♦2 3/.(i 31/.^3 5/.548 /.488/.44 5/.470/. 513/.6 56/.76 3/.656 /.577/.5
23 /.52 1/.505 /.4S8/ .561/.600 /.588/.5 70/.54 9/.535 /.511/ .504/.49
9/ .1.67 /. t*i*l/ .428/. 427/.497/ .534/.53 6/.463 /.398/ .375/. 365/.374
/.38 /. (.28/ .576/. 667/.5 97/.535/. 485/.439 /.408/ .389/. 378/.3 71/.378/
.5 «»'&/.

X
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
NOTP
A
A
A

DRS
.298
325/
B!/.
1/.3
/.<»5
.(♦98
U
GRIN
GRIM
ARGX

(♦sg/.f* 07/.37 7/.358/.3 38/.315/ .302/. 304/.5 58/.55 1

<*<*Q/ .396/. 366/.3 29/.318/. 324/.379 /.330/ .336/. 361/.3 31/.316/
.3 06/. 317/.3 24/.28 3/.270/.2 65/.260/ .264/. 252/.2 43/.23 8/.263/.
"♦3 0/.3 26/i28 5/.275 /.277/.23 5/.278/. 289/.2 98/.27 4/.300 /.308/.2
61 /.23 9/.227 /.219/ .222/.218 /.231/.2 17/.22 1/.220 /.237/ .26?/.31
1/ .(♦15 /.335/ .782/. 365/.310/ .332/.35 1/.272 /.360/ .569/. 403/.381

-■

•

/. <♦«♦<»/ .369/. 347/.3 12/.293/. 391/.448 /.472/ .'♦43/. 591/.7 19/o577/
.«• 17/. 603/.6 01/.50 0/.555/.4 89/.437/ .611/. 717/.6 07/.57 2
prjM DAILY
- LOG
.K = GP.T Nl.K/6
.K = CLI P(ARG. K,A<?GX.K,90,OAY .K)
< = CLIP (BRG.K ,nRGX.K,180,DAY .K)
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a
A
A
A
A

o.cr.x. < = CLID(CRr, .<,DRO.K,27 0,OAY.K)
A '^r,. '< -TAT HL ( A RG T f SEA. <, 1,90,1)
T'r,.< = TAqMU(BRGT,SFA.Kll,90,lJ
TRG.<-TATMLICRGT.SEA.K,1,90,1)
HRG. ■< = TA1HL(DPGT,SF4.K,1,90, 1)

T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

AP.Grri.f,j2/i.^5?/.qi7/.5 23/.^63/.5?7/.3 09/.335/.'+61/.556/.3 09/-.2
F. 7/. 5 ^;'/.'tis/.'♦"<?/.67f/.8<+8/l. 271/1.171/. 960/.3'+6/-.'>8,5/-. 513/-.'♦S
^/-.537/-.^7C/.£i2 2/1.019/1.2'»l/. 326/. 611/.'♦I 0/. 578/.'♦57/. 137/. 07 2/
-.i;M/-.lr>t/-.Of:>'./-,l,:;3/-.50a/-.2 0 6/-.166/-.3'43/-.<*2 7/=.66 9/-.79 7/
-.7 0:!/-.o~7/-.f->^6/-.81/-1.22 8/-.399/-1.3 32/-1.38 7/-2.17 8/-2.12 8/-l
. 21U/-1. 312./-1. 07l./-.(:.615/-.'t50/.17^/.027/.050/.202/.i»10/.298/.56'«/
. 37-!:'-.17-?/-.i*it6/T.<*<t5/-.292/-.2 9«./-.2U5/-.0 6<»/.2 95/.<«'.3/.28'«/.135
/-.'♦Tf,/-.219/-.16:5/-.a5 3/-,15 8/.2 03/.lll/-.lit3/-.2^8
?PGT=1.15i./.671/.39T/.3 5^/.3 0 2/.i»8 3/.551/.10 7/-.i»58/-.i»i»8/-.32a/. 2 3?/-. 39 7/. 0 37/. 3?'*/. '♦0 8/. 293/. 07 7/ . 086/-. 093/-. 210/-. 311/-. <t06/, f:51'-. 5(4?/-. 396/-. (.70/ -.082/. 611/. 537/. 233/. 065/-. 2 27/-. 325/-. 189
/-.!♦♦ 9/-. Q?«/-.517/-.63 0/-.8 26/-.792/-.662/-.077/-.0 25/.l<U/.«t8^/.
k 1"/-. 2 P 3/-. 3? 3/-. 269/-. 217/-.086/-. 079/-. 055/. 153/. 332/-. 10 <♦/.'♦sg
/.?8]/.111/.m/.20 7/-.612/-.393/-.<4 93/-.3 87/-.8 96/-.752/-.513/-,5
0 3/-. itl 3/ -.362/-. 2fc6 /-.<♦ ?'♦/-. 667/-. 3 77/ -.'♦'♦6/-. 2 82/-. 37 8/-. '♦90/-. 5
?3/-.26"«/-.'*'.9/-.25 0/.0
3^/.10 9/-.181/-.191/.349/-.526
CPGr:r-.i<a7/-.599/-.7c^/-.57 3/-.690/-.75C/-.607/-.890/-1.31i/-i.l3
9/-. 1 36/-1.261/-. 975/-. 72W-. 671/-. 738/-. 775/-. '♦23/-. '♦73/-. 569/-. 5
3 0/-. T»6/-.01!}/.13 8/.0 3 3/-.318/-.718/-l. 0 0 0/- . 92 <♦/« 2 27/-. U5b/ . 0 7 9/
. (.76/. 090/. 109/. 2<♦<♦/-. 0 26/-. 2 0 6/-. <♦!<♦/-. 3 06/-. 17 0/-. 261/-. 57W-. '♦2
l/-.'.17/-.3?8/-.3 36/-.2 97/-.2 51/-.25^/-.239/-.2 56/-.238/-.20 5/-.19
3/-.'>3»/-.19f:./.7i.l/.396/.05C/-.100/.289/.399/.29?/.'t79/.U13/,i<21/.
2 89/.?2?/.153/.l'<7/.028/-.092/-, 121/-. 0 8 9/-. 0 2 0/ . 12'+/ . 215/ . i.kS/: 0 0
i./-.?i.l/-.2 66/-.3 32/-.u51/-.i.l8/-.'.20/-.17^/-.239/2.'t10/1.562
nRGT = „598/.'.70/. 38(»/ . 3 68/ . 230/- . 0 73/ . 10 6/-. 168/ . 223/» 75^/ .'♦36/. 26
1/-. 166/. 061/.192/.<♦!?/. 160/.081/.0i»7/.066/.295/o093/.121/.138/.?8
(./l.')70/'.'.nO/1.173/.587/.289/.3 09/.^95/.0'.l/.163/.310/-.01U/.336/
.900/.'*5(*/.165/-.01"*/-.122/-.OSit/-.070/-.039/.110/-.0^0/.0 2i/-.003
/. OOi./. 603/. 9 70/. 37 0 /1.2 21/. 7'. 7/. 966/1. 2 S^/. 636/. 379/1.367/, 6 8^/l.
311 / 1. 01*7/?.. 311 /I. 813/1. 331/ 2. 0 0 9/1. '♦IS/1.52 8/. 8 93/1.011/1. 5^2/1.7
7 6/1. 988/1. 595/1. 96<+/l. 376/. 885/. 775/.933/2. fm/i. 777/1. <♦? 1/1. 356/
1,5 05/I. 580/2. 3 80/I. 995/1.67 5/1. t.62

NOTE
A
A
A
A
A
A
NOTE
A
A
A
A
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CONVERTS STAMOAPO NORMAL TO PEARSON III DEVIATE
r,RIN^.<rXRIN„K-GRIM2.K
GRIN't.KrtMGRINZ.'O (GRIN3.K)
GRIN5 .K= (GPTNt.O (G:'TNi..K) (GRIN^.K)
GRINi3.K = l/((3) (GRIH2,K) )
KRN.K=(GRTN6.K)(GRINS.K-l)
PKPN.K--2/GPIN1.K
PIARSON III HEVIATF
KRIW.K=SWITGH(XRIN,K,KRNl.K,GRrNl.K)
KRN2.KrKRN.K-PKRN.K
!<RN3.<=riIP(KP.N.i<,PKRN.K,KRN2.K, 0)
KRN(..<=rLIP(KRN.K,PKRN.i<,-KRN2.K,0)
KRN1.I< = CLIP(KRN7.K,KRN'..K,GRTN1.<,0)

NOTE
A
A
A
NOTE
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

STANOARD NORMAL DEVIATE
XRIN.K=(9?RIN.<)(YRIN.K)+(0RN?.K)(NOSTl.K)
ORMl.K=l-ORIM.K
0RM2.<=1.»S0RT(DRM1.K)
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS PREVIOUS UPSTREAM
B2RIN.K = CLIP(ARC'.K, AR9X . K, 90 , DAY . K)
ARPX.KrCLIPCRQ.K.BRSX.K.iaCDAY.K)
BPBX.i<=CLIP(CRB.<,DR9.K,27 0,DAY.K)
AR3.K=TA3HL(APQT,SEA.K,1,90,1)
3RP.'< = TABHL(BR9T,SFA.K,1,90,1)
CRn.,< = TAfiHL(CP3T,SFA.K,l,9 0,l)
DRP.K=TA9HL(0RBT,SEA.K,1,90,1)

VJS'iOii U)1H £.01 = >,,OdV
orxoa'tua'x'o bQ'X'O'a 0)cJl no=x •Xudb
OfAVO'OBT*^ 'XC aa'x'oa y)di no=x •XOfctf
"10 = X
(X'AVQ'Ob'X'XO iiV'X'Ca
iN3I0IdJ300 MI IVIJcbO 3 ksV d<3iS en
(T'Ob'T'X

11SGN
cn^s+x* Tunw
31ttIA3Q Ttf^aON OaVONVi S HCOM
3ais en
x^Toav + x'TToas+x'OTcav+^'ooav+x •9Di!tt+X •zob \; = x• iGnws
X,90i)fl+>,&0bV + >l,*7QbV + >,£0bV + >( •20i:V+X •TUii v=x• IGllhS
()3 SION = X,2 TOGMn
(O'T'X'S ijijNn)3 IdhB. s=x• eTOdv
<)3 SIGN = >'\ lOONfl
S^X* Tioa's
(0'1 l>'\ TOCNn)j
() 3bl0 NsX* txoun
(O'T'X'C T0ONI))3 lak« S^X" LTOdV
() 3SI0 N = X• btQNn
(O'T'X •bOONfl) 3ndw tiS = X •bOdV
() 3SIO NsX' fcOQNfl
(O'T'X •BOQNn) 3ndh vs=x •8Ud«
() JSIO N = X, zouNn
(C4T'X •zuONni 3Tdl> v/i;=x 0ZOdV
o jSIO N = X0 gCGMfi
(D'T'X •gccNn) 31dw Vi> = > •godv
o 3SI0 NsX*
<0 'T ' >
31dW VS=X •ijU6\7
o 3SIO NsX* ♦lOGNn
(O'T'X •nt'ONIl) 3Toki Vi. = X •♦706V
() 3bI0 ^ = x• i OGNfi
(O'T^X
310^ Ui. = X •£OdV
o 3SIU NsX* cUGMf)
(O'T'X •20QNn) 31aW BS=X •aadfl
() 3iI0 MX" luGNn
(D'T'X •TCGNn)
vs=x •TOd?
N OIlDSXdi S1Q IVWiiON oyvGN tiS JO i<OIi VdJN
,
TSb'/Sb e'/TEb*/ SZBVTSb •/geb /2Z8 VZBb' /ij&faVb ilBV £Zb' /cib *
0
ZbTbV 2«)8*/«jeZ VTOSVb ^bvb9b• /oaevzob* /8^b•/ c:9bVby 8 /»; 98'/ 8 99'/
ZEbVb eb'/goB* /oey/bs «•/T^b•/ ♦j^B'/sge •/ ObbVb TdVXZb •/9T b •/; co '/i.
b'/ngev EbbVTbb •/TZb'/g SbVoSb'/E bb'/cib■bVObb* /Ibb VOo t VnB
b'/bZb '/*)*tb'/l gb'/cgb* /btb'/gs b'/bBb'/Tb b'/gob '/TbbV sib' /8 Tb
Vteb* /Sbb'/Zb bVEbbV bgbVZbb VgbbVEbb •^bb' /Zbb'/i. ZbV ^Zb" /♦iZb'
/SbbV ZbbV£bb vsgb'/T ^b•/9Zb• /fagb'/SBb* /bib'/ ibb'/lo b'/Z 8 b " =■ iSdu
OOb'/Sb zv&gbv ObbVSBb •/gbb'/^bb V2feb• /ZJ.b'/V ZbV ZZB* /T28 *
/88bV abb'/Sbb •/2bb'/0 bb'/Obb' /Ebb'/bBb' /CSbV
B'/b gb v ebb'/
/ZS'/T Tb'/Z&b' /esbv^i bV9«78*/ B*Jb Vb^b*/ ♦igbve bbVTbb '/tb t vz 16 * / Z
bbV8b bVTbb*/ gbb'/Obb •/•JbbVb 8b,/2£b"/b sb'/gs bVCBb* /bbb vgg t '/cb
,
b'/SUb •/£9b /2 TbVSTb* Z&tb'/TZ b,/T2b,/b£ b'/bZZ ViTb*/ i^b" /bio vg3b
•/♦)5b' /gebv/g bva^ibv gzb'/zeb •/Tbb'/gQb vgrb* /t^b'/b bb '/ 986* /"■J-JC *
♦rebVZSb VZZbVZ 9b•/^9b• /gog'/scb' /^be*/ •»Zb VTb bVl Zo'* itaJ
128V/2 b'/gzav Z2bVTS6 •/Z£:b*/2T6 •/9*7b* /2<?b,/z ZbV 096* /8bb *
ncy vatb vzeuvo ♦rb'/Tgb* /ZBb'/aSb' /CbbV bBb VPb b'/»» •7b V t 8 b * /
bZb'/Z obv/ag* mbv^z b'/goo*/ Bzgvgge •/ OTbVb Zb'/gZb •/96 b'/J t b vg
,
,
Vb'/lS b'/aabv 9S&*/b*i8 •/♦lOBVS 2b /9b8 /X Sb'/Tg b'/^Tb* /Zb'B Vit t vt 9
0
l*/till •/Z98 /Z Te'/T+ib* /ggb'/BO bVTBBVSa 8'/2ib •/CZbV gwz* /8Zb vezb
,
°/£<ib' /♦)8bV98 b'/zebv 28b0/Z2b •/£28 /S5e •/gob* /♦rZbVg ♦)b V dkb* /♦!*7C •
0
/OnbV 98b /eZb •/szzvo TSVZSb* /EZbVSBb* /oyB*/ tBo V-JZ bVc *7b,= ILdo
sgbVte b'/^bb*/ ilbb'/abb •/bgb'/EBb •/9S8' /zebVb rJb V T*7t. * / Cbb *
c
/S£b0/ 8ZbV286 Vb96V0 Zb'/TSb' /♦jZbVeTb' /♦i^bV ttBb vcz bV j Zfe •/ ♦, 9 b ' /
g'/t S:Z Vt
CZBVT
vz;
b8bVT Zb'/bSb' /•igb'/^g b'/Tggv E-gu'/bozv
UU*/Ofb
eevTb bVSZbV S£b'/bZb vzgbvs 9b,/O0b,/Z SB'/*??! b'/t^b' /let, vgy t VSb
bVSbb VZZbVS BbVBbB' /T9bV2Z b'/^b'/gs bvogb •/gtb'/ 99 b' /uZb V^cb
V^bb' /Tbb'/bZ bV^BV gxy/zzb vabb'/gab VTbb /lib'/b 9b V •ibb* /•jgb *
/asev ^LbVZZb VfigbVD 8bVZSb' /^9b•/S^b• /*!lb' / •79b V/Z b v^ ZZ^ IbdC
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HL( BPOT, SFA.f, 1,90, 1)
CRn . <rTArl HL( CPOT, SfA.K, 1,91, 1)
ORP .■<=TA.T ML( PPOT, SFA.K, 1,90, 1)
AP or = .^'' 1/. 965/. 928/.8 72/.9 12/.964 /.916 /.96i/.g 30/.954/.872 /.77S/
. 71- f-/ .968 /.9 7!a/.9 54/.qs 2/.97 3/.984/ .954/ .666/.67 9/.959/.g82/ .993/.
9?e> /. "><*l/ .97 3/. 87 7/.9?2 /.915 /.854/. 944/. g24/.807 /.970/.955/. 991/.9
6i*/ ."171/. ^4? /.870 /.911/ .786/ .810/.9 31/.9 35/.959/ .874/.856/.9 05/.78
.64?/. 672/. 50?/.74 4/.43 7/.92g/. 929/.g20/.g4 4/.977
0/. 5-i5/.-' 81/
/.o P>7/. 76 7/. 941/. 975/.8 92/.8 4^/.94g /.96? /.g4i/.g 78/.964/.957 /.874/
a
. 58 1 / . . P 6 /.8 26/.6 36/.73 2/.g6 7/.939/ .984/ .986/.98 8/.967/.932
op n r r. H ^ 8-/. 764/. 161/. 7 3g/.g 69/.g47 /.916 /.706/.6 01/.956/.973 /.834/
. ^9 ?/.961 /.8 94/. 9 49/.82 1/.73 1/.677/ .858/ .964/.93 5/.977/.963/ .928/.
9S7 /.^56/ .6? ?/. 84 6/.907 /.631 /.776/. 824/. 934/.886 /.668/.751/. 201/.5
9C/ . U2/. SOS /.376 /.924/ .gos/ .803/.8 55/.6 46/.720/ .309/.963/.9 10/.93
if/. 9 ^ t / . 9 77/ .95"V .959/. 328/. 750/.46 0/.P2 0/.949/. 833/.684/.81 3/.833
7
/ .l ")/. ^9 3/. 981/. 976/.9 35/. 9 17/.g75 /.923 /.884/.7 87/.831/.646 /.942/
.91 7/.92? /.9 65/.8 87/.89 5/.83 l/.87g/ .724/ .859/.76 7/.859/.6gi
C nT = .9i. 8/. QS?/. 949/.8 01/.8 18/.430 /.926 /.g36/.9 55/.935/.969 /.925/
.91 4/.977 /.9 7 1 / . 3 90/.82 1/.82 l/.g33/ .974/ .953/.8g 9/.g34/.g73/ .910/.
/.92 0/ .8 5 2/. "3 6/.607 /.881 /.848/. 943/. 874/.838 /.831/.g27/. 948/.9
84/ .T72/. 991 /,96n /.914/ .919/ .868/.g 78/.9 88/.960/ .992/.983/.9 96/.99
0
7
4/. T 9 4 / . 3 g / .98?/ . 76/. 969/. goo/.ag 9/.71 5/.835/. 918/.916/.32 9/.770
7
/.9 6 3 / . 9 3 9/. 705/. ?q/.9 65/.9 78/.g86 /.98C /.97g/.9 85/.990/.984 /.977/
.S7 <f/. 769 /.9 56/.9 45/.9 3 4/.98 g/.gg2/ .g/e/ .g79/.93 2/.632/.811
OP
4/. 994/. g87/.g 78/.9 71/.g38 /.953 /.847/.9 31/.987/.9g4 /.ggn/
.94 9/.qi*9 /.9 47/.9 84/.gs 4/.98 7/.gg2/ .993/ .940/.98 5/.984/.991/ .928/.
94° /. si.?/ .84 2/.98 3/.991 /.981 /.g73/. 919/. 883/.922 /.936/.8gi/. 959/.g
6fl/ .181/. 98? /.9«1 /.985/ .g87/ .g20/.9 33/.9 43/.982/ .987/.968/.g 63/.78
T/. 848/.8 39/ .943/ .671/. g79/. 928/.71 2/.84 8/.738/. 462/.649/.86 3/.879
/.if 46/.""* 6/. 790/. 925/.8 62/.8 22/.672 /.939 /.863/.6 41/.615/.709 /.845/
. 8f: 8 / . Q 4 7 /.7 0 4 / . 7 ■jp/.g? 3/.76 0/.972/ .904/ .766/.86 7/.800/.905
YPI N1.KL= XP.I N.K
YRI Ml = n
YPI M. i<=YP INI.JK
N=l
nCWNSTPFAM MYDROLOCY
CHANNEL TN AT ALHAWY
CHANNEL INPUT - CEO
CTK,.<L= (CIM1.K) (864-10)
CIM1.I< = CLIP(FCIM2.K,0,FCIN2.K,0)
PEARSON Til OISTPIBUTION PLOW - CFS
FCIN1.K=-XP(LGCIN.K)
LOW PLOW ADJUSTMENT CONSTANT
CCrl.'< = CLIP(0,15,KCIN.K,0)
FCIN.?.K = FCIN5.K-(RIM. JK/3640 0 )-C ON. K
FriN5.K-CLir,(FCINl.K,FRIN3.K,FCINl.K,FRIN3.K)
LGCT'vl.< = MCINl.< + KC.K
KC.K=(KC1.<)(SCIN1.K)
PEARSON TII DEVIATE DIVIDED RY STREAM COEFFICIENT
KC1.I< = CLIP(KC2.<,KC^.<,KCIN.K,C)
OOWNSTPEAK COEFFICIENTS
<C2.I< = KCIN.K/1.??
KC7.,< = KCIN.K/1.45
DOWNSTREAM DAILY MEANS - LOG
MCIN1.K=CLIP(ACM.K,ACMX.K,90,DAY.K)
ACMX.KrCLIPtBCM.K.OCMX.K.lSO.DAY.O
9CMX.K=CLIP(nCM.K,nCM.K,?7 0,DAY.K)
A CM.< = TA9ML(ACMT,SFA.K,1,90,1)
9CM. < =T A RHLCCMT, SFA.K, 1,90, 1)
CCM.<=TARHL(CCMT,SFA.K,1,go,1)
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icy. < = T.V-U I. (or*T, sFa.K,i,90,i)
Ar'n=7.q<t8/3.9 3i«/?.9n/3.9''5/«..Q0 0/i».0 3 5/«..063/<4.0 7 7/<».13i«/<4.i9fl/
'♦.n^/i4.656M.96,/i*.S03/4.5nw<4.i»3i*/i*.<»65/'i.<»3 3/<4.<»91/i».572/<t.83 6/
r
'.."'9 )/6.'H r>/5.7?7/5.<f2 5/5.19 8/5. 052/1*. ^SU/S. 0 32/5. 06 9/5 . 29<*/5.13 9/
5. ?=; 7/5. -? H 1 /•;. 26? /5. 2^9/ 5. 257 75.2 81/5. 3 0 0/5. 266/5. 33 <»/5.50 ^/S. 67 7/
■^.9 ». ?/ 6.? 1*7/6. 367/6. 656/6. Su 2/6. 2 0 5/6.17 5/6. 0 59/6.11 8/6. 33 9/ 7. 18 9/
3.111/7.703/7.3*7/7.103/6.852/6.691/6.786/6.820/6.755/6.719/6.67 0/
6.61* ] /6. 6 3<*/6. 6H7/6. 6<*<♦/ 6. 79 5/7. 098/ 7.6 0 6/7. 332/7.13 0/6. 961/6. 796/
6.665/6.5 8n/6.6?i4/6.715/6.9^2/7.3T«9/7.995/8.<*63/8.2'*'*/7.871/7.56 3/
7.36^/7.204/7.3°0
:
'r"'T = 7.oaC;/6.9(,3/6.8 55/6.7<*2/6.65 3/6.7 7i*/6.953/7.221/7.52 3/7.75 7/
7 .5 7 1/7. 7 7o/7oG 95/f,, q 7 3/6. 321/6. 772/6.911/7.199/ 7. 66 0/8.15 2/ 3. «•! 2/
3. r «. ->/7 .75^ /7. 51,2/7. -557/7.169/7.0.19/6.8 96/6. 333/6.85 3/7.17 9/7.29 9/
'. 06 4 /f. .^18/6. 3^9/6. 936/7. 2 09/7. 60 6/3.152/8. 599/8. 396/3. 0 62/7. 811/
7.571/7. 35(./7. 061/ 7. 051/7. 066/7. 3 37/7. f50/7.1*73/7.257/7.11 3/ 6. 91 2/
S.7*^/f,.61'J/6.5 8?/fc.75<*/6.9«*3/6.921/6.fil3/6. 777/6. 81*2/7 . 01 8/7. 36'*/
7.2? -./7.n6b/6. ^6/6. 813/6. 68 6/ 6. 638/6. 62 9/6. 630/6. 72 9/6. 98 5/ 7. 28'./
7.71?/S.077/7. 376/7.6'7/7.373/7.202/7.C09/6.331/6.735/6.661/6.631/
6.700/6.992/7.29?
CCMT=7. 0 05/6. 31.9/6. 75376.6'*9/6. 736/6. 877/7. 115/7.318/7.156/6.96 0/
6.8 <♦ 3 / 6. 7 56/6.62 3/6. 512/6. '♦2 9/6. 3<*9/6. '♦8 0/6. 6 87/6.92 5/6. 79'*/6. f>U 9/
6.'.P)/6.316/f-.?.:3/6.192/6.16i*/6.213/6.26'*/6.36'*/6.31?/6.28'./6.26 2/
6.2i+4/6.'>i.9/6.39i*/6.6 85/6.935/6. 71*6/6. 50 7/6. 389/6.296/6.19'*/6.10 5/
6.1?l/6.r'li*/6.i*.JO/6.?78/6.137/6.05 7/5.°99/5.9 32/5.370/5.80 9/5.75 9/
5.7 7 -j/5. 7 rj?/5. 669 75.6 22/ 5.62 8/5. 70 6/5.7 3 3/5. 72 3/5.66 7/5.63 5/5.581/
5. ^6 "./5. 51*5/*>. 576/f. 726/ 5. 98 5/5. 8 3 6/5 .71 8/5. 625/5 .536/5 , «*69/5. «*0 <*/
5.35'-./5. 3 0 3/5. 3 Qi*/5. 38 1/5. 57 5/5. 1*58/5. 37 7/5. 315/5. 26 9/5. 22 8/5. 23 3/
5 .171/5.258/5.259
QC^T ^5.123/5.101/?. 3 66/5. 02 5/1*. 993/1*. 98 6/1.. 959/(.. 939/1*. 92 5/'*. 88 5/
i*.? 5 l/i*. 3 26/i*. an'*/'.. 795/1*. 78 3/1*. 755/1*. 727/1*. 692/'♦.655/'*. 621*/!*. 601*/
'♦.53 3/'*.^53/'*.5i*i*/<*.5?8/'*.5<*9/'».553/i».5'»«*/«».519/<*.'*93/'*.«»12/«».'*0«*/
U.?nu/u.. 1*05/1*. 3 90 /U. 3 32/'*. 38 k/k. 379/1*. 35 5/<*. 335/ «♦. 310/1.. 29 7/i*. 29 0/
i*.27?/'*.259/1..251/1..231*/i*.21 3/1*, ns/i*.170/1*. 151/1*.11*7/1*. 158/<f. 11*1/
i*.113/t*.03 7/i*. 0 33/3.980/3. 9i* i*/3. 898/3.828/3. 789/3.79 3/3.80 0/3. Si* 2/
3.7o6/3.737/3.8il0/3.793/3.77 9/3.770/3.79'./3.786/3.77'>/3.78 8/3.87 6/
3.o0 3/3.9 27/i..039/3.98i«/3.919/?.883/3.89'+/3.9^0/3.88 6/-3.85 3/3.800/
.•<.9^/3. 91*5/3. 9i*5
OOWNSTurftK oaiLY STANDARD DfTVIATIONS - LOG
Si~IfU.K = CLIF(ACS.K,AC5;x.K,90,DAY.K)
ACc;X.i<=CLIP(nCS.<,PCSX.K,18 0,DAY.K)
9rsX.i< = CLIP(nCS.K,nGS.K,27 0,DAY.K)
ACS.l<=TAnML(4CST,SE"A.K, 1,90,1)
9CS. < = T ABHL (flCST,SF A. K, 1,9.0,1)
CCS.^^TAIHKCCST.SFA.K.l^O,!)
nCS.< = TA9HL(OCST,Sf:A.K, 1,9 0, 1)
ACS T = . 1.9 0/. 1.75/. 51?/. 5 0 7/. 1.86/. 5 72/. 5a 5/. 621./. 6 8 8/. 735/. 8 30/I. 0 22
/ 1. 3 7 3/. 991/. 909/. 8 32/. 391/. 965/1.10 8/1.20 9/ 1,286/1. 366/1. 33<*/l.?9
3 /I. 2 03/ 1.152/1.126/1.128/1. 196/ 1. 37 1/1. 35 2/ 1. i*7i*/l. '♦'♦1/1. 266/1. 19
1/1. 171/1. 0 82/1.01*1/I. 0 07/1. 010/. 969/. 956/1.109/1.01.3/1.013/1.07 3/
1.l'*3/l.12 3/I.0 99/I.021/1.039/1.l^l/l.16 8/1.'♦05/1.19 7/1.29 3/1.3'* 7/
1.205/1.190/1.309/I.339/1.365/1.397/I.2^9/1.093/1.015/.939/.926/.9
l'(/.131/.964/.739/.77i,/.76i/.7't0/.7'tl/.713/.745/.803/.9'.a/1.0i.0/l.
0 7t./l. 0 3 5/1. C53/1. 0 37/. 96I /.P17U/ . 87 8/. 897 7.8 52
HCSTr.g^l/.gs^/. 8 71 /. 7 91/. 655/. 75 0/. 82 7/. 82 2/. 92<*/. 960/. 937/. 816/
. 7317. 692/. 68?/. 7 22/. 337/. 93 0/. 391/. 9'*7/.c"*2/. 90 5/. 8 30/. 7997.757/.
7 •'7/. 712/. 719/. 77 0/. 3 (.0/. 8 85/. 8? 3/. 669/. 590/.'♦9'*/. 512/. 556/. 51.1/. 6
5 0/.7ti/.7no/.6r>9/.5S9/.60 8/.628/.661/.65'./.570/.71'./.307/.781/.70
0/. 66 8/. 5 87/. 5 35/ . 531*/. 531./. 539/. 3 13/.6 9 7/.621/. 583/. 60 0/. 659/. 672
/.61*1/. 65 7/. 613/. 60 3/. 5 3 5/. 5 79/. 621/. 61. 8/. 75 3/. 769/. 797/. 8 78/. 69 0/
.675'.676/.677/.669/.652/.6D0/.567/.539/.571/.610/.805/.953
CCST = . 78 3/. 6 85/. 599/. 1*83/. 1*92/. 558/. b^O/. 659/. 658/. 591/. 561*/. 521/
. (.8 1'.1.75/. 50 9/. 1.90/. 592/. 667/. 751/. 707/. 652/. 6 01*/. 5 1.1./. i*76/. 1.52/.
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'♦6r/. 7(4/ .^.'7 /.5" 5/. '♦83 / .'♦S? /.532/ .528/. 551/. 73'^/.92 2/.950 /.8<^7/.6
TJ/.S 8/.560/ .557 /.520/ .572/ .62'+/. 689/.6 99/.6 17/.611 /.602/ .585/. 51*
n/. S} /.5',7/. 521/ .61.5/. 533/. 5<.2/.5 01/.59 6/.50 5/. I*I*Z/ .1*05/. 386/.379
/ . 7 3 2 .(♦C-o/.i* (.2/. 533/.6 09/.5 60/.1.9 9/.'♦'♦7 /.399 /.366/. 353/.3 37/.323/
. ',?U/ 36'/ , [,r, ?/."' 3<./. 3^ 6/.33 l/.31i» /.305/ .297/ .281/.i^ 63/.'f^ 0
npc, r ."'9'J/.3 57/. 3?^/.3 27/.3 03/.29 7/.306 /^Oi. /.311/. 313/.3 09/.310/
t
. 'O?' 30'»/." l 9/.3 12/.29 '■*/.Zt> 1/.273 /.26e/ .262/ .263/.2 53/.25 0/.272/.
3 ? I / . 9 1 / . (♦ f! 8 /.36 5/. 33<f /.287 /.289/ .287/. 293/. 289/.28 8/.298 /.3C9/.2
a 0. / . ? 7/.?3?/ .276 /.263/
.26'f/. 270/.2 81/.2 67/.263 /.259/ .257/.26
"</. ■?] /.327/. 330/ .337/. 319/. 286/.2 81/.30 0/.25 0/.292/ .300/. 339/.^53
/ . «• n <♦ .329/.3 61/. 37 0/. 5 (♦S/.S '♦0/.33 3/.362 /.361 /.'♦73/. (♦95/.5 93/.56 0/
(♦P 1/. ui^ ?/.<♦ 27/.5'. 9/. 50 7/.527 /.'f8it/ .'♦52/ .675/.6 12/.60 0
NSTPHAM OAT LY SKE !-) - L OG
G c i M ? K-GCIM1 .</6
r
. c T M l <=^LIP( ACG. !<,ACGX .K,9C ,OAY.K
ftcr.x. -CLTD(n CG.K ^CGX. <,180 ,OAY.K
9CGX. =CLIP(C CG.K ,nCG.K ,270, OAY.K)
TA^riL(A CGT, SEA.K, 1,90, 1)
f
!cr..'< TAOHL(n CRT, StA.K, 1,90, 1)
CCG.< TATHL(C CGT, SEA.K, 1,90, 1)
ncr-. < TA^HL(P CGT, SEA.K, 1.90, 1)
,,
flCGT l. 76/. <.6'5/ .7?3/. 525/. '♦05/.2 75/.'* 23 /.5 0 7/.59 8/,662/. '♦lQ/o'.30
.178/.2
33/. 22 0/. 5 36/.7 97/1.2 9 3/1. ifO 9/. W*/ .i* 02/-.l<f2 /-.075//.i«n
. afro/- . a 51 /. o 53/. (♦IW/.S 89/1. 587/1. 185/. 90 9/. 661/.8 77/.7'.8/ .3i^2/.'.5
7/-. I 7/-.230 /-.2 57/-.2 02/-. 60'./-! .013/ ™ » 200 /.17t*/ -.'♦10/-. 593/-.62
7 /-.-' '♦/-.556 /-.5 17/-.5 52/-. i*5t>/-. 595/- 1. 173 /-I.83 7/-1.^39 /-1.1*9'*/
-1.1? t-\.V*U /-.5 ??/-.5 85/-. 5i*l/-. 297/. 07 3/. 061/.0 99/.227/ .3t*e./. 06
3/-. 1 0/-.038 /-.2 68/-.3 '♦3/-. 389/-. '♦97/- .3 67/ -.0<f9/ .l'+7/.22 9/.l'^2/.106/ .("31/-. i. 0 0/ -.(.ig/ -.21.2 /-.092 /.208 /. Ikt /.t*l(>
^CGT 1.086/1 .087 /.6i.'f/ .^57/ -.121/ -.008 /- .03 8/-.20 3/-.<+98/ -.56i^/-.
3 96/- 2a5/.03 8/. 2 60/.57
7/.566 /.220 /- .29 1/-.20 0/-.658/ -.785/-.
bU7/-.k 1.7/- .223/- .028/ .162/. 199/. 59 1/. 263/-. 2'♦2/-.26 3/-.276/
. oes/ 25^/-.1 59/- .6'.6/- .966/ -.653/ -1.29 0/ -1. i*H5/-. 969/-.00 9/.323/.
53?/. '♦7/.195 /-.3 27/-. <♦ 88/-. 321/-. 310/- .2 08/ -.157/ .121/.22 8/.'♦52/.
366/. 93/.169 /. 19 9/.A89 /.283 /-.156 /-.50 8/ -.'. 5/-.5 19/-.719 /-.605/.105/ 187/.(.9 3/. 7 36/,72 7/.32 5/-.23 9/-.e 58 /-. (♦98/-. '.21/-»'.l 1/-.399/
-.186/- .128 /.122/ -.230 /-.152 /.099 /. 308 /.203
CCGT .056/.2 71/. 706/.l 12/-. 005/-. 115/- .1 97/ -.156/ -.173/-. i*13/-. 38
3/-.'f '♦/-.659 /-.if 16/.05 9/.52 0/.767 /.21C /- .26 9/-.28 8/-.277/ -.O'.S/-.
0=1/- 026/-.0 (.3/- .123/- .166/ .282/- .l<f8/ ** • 610 /-.509 /.239/.7 70/.609/
. 383/ 627/.27 3/.1 UP/.O? 1/-.1 53/0.0 19/.0 18 /-. 095/.1 81*/. '♦32/ .081/.08
9/-. 1 3/-.009 /-.0 06/.05 3/-.1 06/-.0 1*0/. C 52 /.I 16/.27 6/.291/. 335/.053
/ .62<* . i. 51 / . 5 50/. 5C6/.2 '.3/.3 78/.36 0/.52 6/ .32 6/.051 /.198/.1 89/.091./
-.C27 -.2U0/- .313 /-.''♦o / -. 19 SZ-.C 1/.02 5/ -.0 19/-.1 00/-.351 /-.373/. 366/ .337/-. 315/ -.197/ -.281 /2.132 /\.3t* 6
CCGT .857/.'. 53/. 250/.1 Ul/.l 05/-.0 06/.0 90 /.0 6 7/. 093/. 227/.'. 1.8/. 3 78
/.IS? -.1CU/. 035/ .265/. 528/. 360/.2 60/.2 27 /.2 3 5/.169/.309/.326/.220
/.663 1.35?/t .567 /.935/ 679/ .057/. 090/. 07 9/.0 05/-.081/-.113/-.0 37/
. 15/. 31/-.03 /-.0 15/.06 5/.12 8/.Ill /.058 /- .019/.21<+/.106/.06i/.0'^5/
-.051 -.07*/. 252/ .857/. 752/1 .kOS/1 .(♦16/ .9 3'*/.'*<)5/.<i6'*/.Zl<}/.9<ifi/l.
529/1 793/3.0 3't/2 .673/2 .(♦05/ 1.738/ 1.393 /I .'♦61/1.'♦77/. 38 0/. 633/1.10
2/1.1 7/1.561 /2.0 '♦6/1.8 52/1. 037/1. 11*7/1 .2 31/1.'♦71/2. 091/1. 370/1. 32
3/1.3 0/1.363 /2.3 23/1.9 G'./l. klk
CO VEPGION OF STANOA RO NO RMAL T O PEARSON Til DEVIATE
GCINT K=XCTH. K-GC IN2.K
GCIN<« Krl4-(GC IN?. K)(GCI N3.K)
GCIN5 K=(GCIM k.K) (GCIMi* .K> (GCIN<f.K
GCIN'j K=l/((3 ) (GC XV?.Kt )
KCN.K (GCIIJ6. K> (G CIN5.K 1)
PKCN. =-2/GCI Nl.K
p- RSOM II I OE VIATE
KCIN. ^SWIT^H (XCI N.K,KCNl.KjGCINl.K)
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KO?.K=KCN.K-PKrM.K

fl
fl

KfN-».< = r:LTD(KCN.K,PfCM.K,KCN2.K, 0)
Krroi*.< = ClID(KrN.K,P<CN.K,-i<CN2.K,-t)>
KCN1. Kr CLIP (KCN?.<,KCNit.K tGC INI. K,0)
SMNnAorj KIOR-IAL DEVIATE
X^IN.Ksd) (n?CIN.K) (YCIN.K)t(l)(B3CIN.K) (XRIN.K) +(1) (0CIN2 .<) (NftST
.l.K)
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OCIM''.K = l-nriMl.K
'~iCI,J?.K = l.*?QR'T(nr;iN3.K>
'"^.ESSinN COEFFICIENT PREVIOUS DOWNSTREAM
" IfTM.K = nLIP(flCB2.K,ACB2X.K,go,0 ftY.K)
1 C.° ■> < . K -CL10 ( 9.03? . K , 30^2 X. K, 18 G , DA Y. K)
«ro9y .K = CLIC,(CCP2.K,OCB2.K,270,OAY.K)
ACB2. K=TmHL (Ar;n2T,SEA.K,l,gO,l)
BC'. <=T ARM unC??!, SEfl.K, 1,9 0,1)
CCc'2.K = TAR'-lL{CCn2T,SEa.<-, 1,90,1)
H CP 2. K = 141^(00^21,SEA.K,1,90,1)
5C3»T=.77?/.<40a/„t)ia/.70?/.b'«5/.366/.B5 3/.870/.818/.707/.6'»8/.691
/.?<.' /. 6 66/. 71*9 /. 630/. 37 6/. 6 82/. 46 7/1. 0 18/. 7 82/. 5 81/. 162/. 696/. 7 33
/ .i.<n/.6<+?/.5 79/.304/.666/.18<t/.92 7/.62 2/.85a/.8 33/.826/.56'»/.59i«/
.71c;/.8??/.8i4Q/.706/.621/.710/.903/.20e/.99'»/.70?/.812/.i»5 0/.9'»0/.
3 49/.«92/.669/.764/n.Q52/.588/.680/.967/.778/.230/.674/.697/.764/.
5=l/.62 3/.?77/.76 0/.9C3/.9 05/.764/.551/.g84/.846/.75g/.766/.672/.8
5 6/.^g/.90 3/.327/.536/.64 0/.435/.894/,821/.941/.3 76/.g23/.743
HO32 T=. 559/. 76?/. P.95/. 849/. 724/. 796/. 634/. g35/. 528/. 792/. 976/. 8 23
/.774/.91-3/.gifl/.716/.826/.751/.532/.614/.703/.604/.681/.951/1.009
/I.039/.945/.323/.538/.654/.162/.298/.e23/.935/.g02/.876/.742/.652
/.5ol/.2R3/.9 37/,657/.8 94/.g8 0/.g07/.83 7/.852/.7 74/.471/.7 48/.97 3/
1.065/.g3n/.757/.676/.633/.55g/.656/.181/.363/.735/.662/.670/.863/
.566'.9 21/.90 4/.6 94/.692/.2gi/.926/.8 4g/.761/.g96/.8 22/.8 32/,6 94/„
5 6«/.94Q/.342/.638/.747/.708/.784/.820/.795/.761/.628/.487/.748
CO''"^ T-. 716/. 73 5/1.017/. 695/. 538/. 5g 8/. 4 75/. 516/. 886/.7g0/. 824/.8g
3/. 8? 5/, 7 3''/.OS 2/. 66 0/. 7 43/. 646/. 78 3/. 964/. 9 01/. 742/. 499/. 667/. 9 06
/.«52/.50 1/.703/.60 0/.82 0/.743/.858/.922/.842/.540/.4g4/.345/.804/
.783/.342/.773/..3 74/.893/.663/.807/.576/.941/.716/.773/.926/.g75/.
334/.87 0/.901/.969/.735/.952/.95 0/.713/.510/.235/.587/.-766/.857/.8
6 0/.656/.621/.«25/.540/.140/.480/.789/1.0 65/.865/«83 4/.948/.92 3/1.
134/.791/,622/.?63/.601/.52 0/.996/1.0g4/1.017/.939/.734/.579/.38 0
OC?T-.683/.962/.990/1.014/.908/.893/.867/.723/.951/.864/.906/1.0
19/.342/.958/.851/.378/.991/1.038/1.033/I.040/1.017/1.0 0 4/.960/.99
3/.79 3/.8 41/1.0 04/1.0 26/.942/.g6 5/.736/.g64/.g61/.869/1.0 42/.866/.
8 28/.9S0/.9 74/1.0 38/1.0 3 9/1.0 0 7/.992/.9 96/l.Q21/.960/.g82/.g96/.98
7/.999/l.C0 4/.913/.748/.850/.890/.871/.gg5/.g80/.84g/.g53/1.016/.7
g6/.853/.839/.016/.397/.602/.723/.85g/.60 2/.617/.384/.817/.825/.99
2/.5T7/.664/.511/.632/.615/.810/.812/.529/.0 62/.94 0/.g22/.684/.320
/.28S/.555
R-^RFS^TON COEFFICIENT TOOAY*S UPSTREAM
«30I -l.K = CLIP(ACci3.K,AC93X.K,90,nAY.K)
ftCP3X.K=CLIP(nCR3.<,BCQ3X.K,180,DAY.K)
9CP3X.K=CLIP(0033.K,DCB3.K,270,OAY.K)
ACPI.K=TARHL(A0F3T,SEA.K,1,9U,1)
9CB?.K=TAeHL(BCD3T,SEA.K,l,g0,l)
CCn3.'< = TA3ML(CC?"»T-,SEA.K,l,9 0,l)
OCP3.K=TAqHL(OCR3T,SFA.K,l,90,l)
A09 3T=.105/.60 6/.56 3/.26a/.356/.63 0/.14 9/.124/.179/.2g6/.344/.3 02
/.742/.322/.247/.363/.62 8/.317/.522/-.C31/.220/.394/.833/.303/.268
/. 516/.361/.424/.615/.228/.836/.061/.399/.165/.175/.145/.476/.415/
.293/.183/.13?/.?46/.297/.283/.0 83/.737/-.0 02/.281/.13g/.5 45/.03 8/
. l?g/.0 54/.237/.61/-.084/.4G7/.202/-.001/.233/.762/.33g/.311/.245/
.418/.362/.10 9/.263/.095/.067/.206/.454/-.0 03/.153/.235/.242/.307/
.149/.595/.068/.135/.380/.296/.577/.100/.150/.055/.129/.063/.259
60 331=.450/.186/.111/.152/.281/.165/.343/-.001/.471/.166/.019/.18
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3/.1 < 3/.PS3/.05'4/.?^7/. 10 8/.170/.'444 8/.37 2/.2 9g/.(4l3/.298/.037/-.02
7/-. ) 6.8/. 34 6/. 182/. U 9 0/. 359/. 809/. 70 0/. 0 80/-. 010/-. 0 00/. 052/. 025/.
31'/. "^71/.6qi/-.0 0(4/.?10/.0'45/-.0 23/.lCl/-.Otfl/.166/.158/.<»86/.2 33
/ .nni /-. 13.2/.f.6 3/.?5 3/.328/. 351/ . 435/ . 237/.717/ . 5g3/ . 236/. 30 g/ .2 60
/ . C 9 1 /.^?l/.C.c"4/.lC3/.325/.3 2'4/.701/.067/.14 3/.221/-.016/.154/,ig5
/.n7 /.^9'/.0?7/. li4?/.3 79/.262/.29<4/.196/.161/.16g/.211/.3<4i4/.44 4/
.143
CC' * = .?. 9/.2
/-.a?. 5/.2 88/.493/ .373/.5 55/.4 77/.117/ .ig6/. 177/.112
/ .1614 .27 6/.0
/. *?.? /.24 7/.384/. 176/.03 3/.06 4/.273/. 516/.3 22/.077/
. 151 / 494 /.2 7
.397/ .208 /.271/.1 43/.079 /.151 /.474/.5 02/.66 0/.203/.
7
12 5/. 112/ .292/.18 4/.316/ . 064/ .312/.23 7/.075 /.018/.1
?.?<)/. 6 / ..228
7 1. / . I o/. 10 4/
30/.? 68/. 048/.045 /.282/. 500/. 780/.413 /.236/ .156/.13
9/.37
76/.
1/ .49 9/.8 58/.517/ .205/-. 073/. 134/.170 /.048/ .080/-.1
6?/..-' 1/. 364/
> 1 / . 3 96/. 469/-.01 5/-.105 /-.02 6/.065/. 2g5/.3 44/.679
ora3 ^.3 27/.
9/. 03 2/-. 024/.071 /.101/. 126/. 289/.027 /.1'46/ .094/-.0
49/.1 22/- .006/-.0 54/-.04 7/-.C 56/-.028 /-.013 /.042/-.
2 3/. ) 3/. 151/
n 37/. 22/ .169
.021/ -. J3 9/.058/. 026/.18 0/.03 6/.030/. 154/-. 070/.145
/ .1 37 . 01 b/.O
/-.0 5 3/-. 061/-.01 4/.008/ . 003/ -.048/.0 43/.01 9/.002/.
315/- 000 /-.0
/. 1G G /.2 6 6/.134/. 112/.13 9/-.0 19/.025/ .173/. 051/-.04
G/.77 5/.0 92/.471/ .273/.1 45/.4 29/.373/ .3g2/. 192/.147
3/.21 /.o 26/.
/-.Q5 /.' 54/.
8/. 56 0/.3 32/.426/ .I8I4/. 2 31/.4 65/.907/ .056/. 071/.276
/.713 .71 9/.4
m NST
0=?Rf"LA TION CO EFFICI ENT
OCIMl KrC LTP(
n.K.AC 0X.K,9n ,DAY.K )
A COX. = CL IPO
.K.PCD X.K,18C ,DAY.K )
^c^y. = CL Ip(C
.K'.OCO .K,270, OAY.K)
T,SPA. K»l,90» 1)
A CO. < TA-3 HLtA
TA3 HUB
T,SFA. K,l,90, 1)
TAB HL(C
T.SrA. K,l,90, 1)
nrn.< TA3 HL(0
T,SFA. K.i.ga, 1)
AC IT .71 3/. 8
/.9G1./ .394/.9 15/.93 1/.98 4/.96 5/.g66/. 963/.9 26/.879/
.965/ 963 /.97
.962/. 932/.98 5/.963 /.977 /.927 /.836/.g 61/.98 2/.991/.
981/. 8 6/ .979
980/.7 31/.978 /.964/ .965/ .987/ .948/.90 0/.963 /.973/.g
82/.3 9/. 933/
45/.76 3/.335/ .93g/. 830/. 983/. 930/.g72 /.gi4/ .gso/.g?
5 /. 3 3 /.7 36/.
2/.e09 /.863/. 706/.9 34/.9 63/.g 34/.975/ .g76/. g86/.g79
/.g^j .9.3 6/. 9
/.96g/ .918/.8 41/.87 0/.96 2/.95 6/.939/. g64/.g 05/.973/
.923' 932 /.38
.880/. 830/.95 3/.972 /.g2i /.982 /.984/.9 68/.95 2
Rror .93 9/. 8
/.g76/ .937/.9 25/.88 0/.87 6/.87 3/.851/. 870/.9 61/.g70/
.871/ 973 /.92
866/. 842/.76 0/.783 /.885 /.938 /.965/.9 23/.96 g/.g6g/.
878/.9 27/.885 /.916/ .301/ .g56/ .813/.82 8/.572 /.674/.7
963/. 68/ .907
13/.3 1/. 873/
29/.86 '*/.927/ .947/. 663/. 93?/. 717/.78g /.903/ .948/.g3
6/.95 /.8 83/.
4/.902 /.928/. 728/.g 20/.8 83/.g 04/.856/ .782/. 862/.638
/ . 9 7 3 .96 9/.9
/.980/ .953/.9 77/.g6 i/.g? 4/.g6 6/.881/. 954/.9 0g/.832/
.941./. 932/.g2 5/.913 /.866 /.370 /.966/.7 82/.76 5
.96?/ 9?^ /.95
CC^T .06 9/.9
/.9°0/ .371/.8 84/.77 0/.92 5/.92 2/.g87/. 95g/.9 76/.991/
.957/ 953 /.95
.878/. 9ig/.95 0/.883 /.985 /.915 /,937/.9 30/.93 3/.950/.
979/. 26/ .905
894/.9 33/.951 /.950/ .g74/ .951/ .912/.90 1/.964 /.993/.9
83/.3 6/. 977/
79/.gg 3/.375/ .g27/. 747/. 987/. 933/.ggi /.ggo/ .994/.98
6/.93 /.9 97/.
5/.970 /.992/. g76/.9 28/.e 70/.9 46/.96g/ .977/. 984/.g76
/.965 .95 0/.9
/.901/ .g66/.9 80/.98 2/.gp 7/.98 4/.gag/. g87/.g 93/.g84/
.918/ 844 /.95
.961/. 959/.96 4/.990 /.987 /.9g2 /.g83/.7 05/.98 3
CCOT .96 9/.9
/.983/ .994/.9 47/.96 3/.g5 4/.g3 2/.949/. g67/.g 70/.ggo/
.g64/. 973/.98 3/.990 /.99C /.gg3 /.98g/.9 8?/.g7 6/.947/.
.981/ 96? /.95
956/. 79/ .990
980/.9 72/.781 /.984/ .967/ .geg/ .985/.g4 7/.937 /.985/.9
97/.99 7/.997/ .980/. 990/. ggo/. 995/.gg3 /.g97/ .9g5/.94
63/o9 9/. qq7/
5/.910 /.969/. gsg/.g 26/.9 67/.g 56/.917/ .749/. 947/.621
3/093 /.9 06/.
/.873 .88 3/.8
/.956/ .gi7/.8 68/.55 3/.90 9/.88 1/.914/. 672/.6 34/.857/
.957/. 8gi/.9i 9/.g86 /.978 /.846 /.g20/.9 55/.92 7
.79?/ 954 /.90
YCIN1 Kl = XCIN
YCIN1 0
YCIN. = YC INI.JK
YCIN =
/

.■»
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R

NGSTl.KL=nnSTl.K

N

NDS"''lrO

NOTT
A

mWNST!?'rAM RANQOM STANDARD NORMAL DEVIATE:
NAST1 .K = MBST1.JK

H

Mas;Tl = l

R
M
A

FRIN^.KL = FR.TN1.K
FRIM^C
FRTNl.KrFRIMit.JK

MOTE

NOT"
NOTF
NOTE
L
X
M

R^F'.VOIR AND CHANMt'L LEVEL
AJTljflL RESFRVOIP LEVEL - AF
RI.VA.K=RLVA.J+(OT) (1/143560) ( RIN. JK-ROUT . JK-TROUT . JK-EVAPO. JK-^IOUT
. JK)
RLVA^IO^.T^O

NOT'
L
N
R
NOTE
A
A
NOTE
A

ACTUAL CHANNEL LEVEL - CFO
CLVA.K=CLVA.J+(OT)(LROUT.JK+CIN.JK+IRRIN.JK-COUT.JK+LMIOUT.JK)
CLVArll23?c;-j
FVAPO.KL=EVAPl.K
EVAPORATION - CFO
EVADL .<= (FVAP'.K) <i<356G)
PVAo».K=(rVAP3.K) (RSA1.K>/(1000)
EVAPORATION PrRIOO
o
eVA 3.K = CLTP(0,FVAPit.K,181,DAYS.K)

A
T
NOTE
A
T
NOTE

EVAP.+ „K = TA8HL<EVAD,0AYS.K,ie2,37 7,15)
EVAP = i*/?,/?/10/11/12/16/17. 2/16/114/12/9. 2/6.14/5
^^S^RVOI' SURFACE - ACRES
RSA1.K = TABMHPS A,RLVA.K,0,200000,20000)
RSA=]/'<a0/l?25/15 9f,/1875/215 0/2"400/262r./2825/3 00 0/32 00

NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
R
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
NOTE
R
N
NOTE
A
NOTE
A

RESERVOIR RELEASES
LAGGED RELEASE - CED
LCOUT.KL=ROUT.JK
RULE RELEASE Qa SPILL CAPACITY - CFC
ROUT1.K=CLIP(S0ICR.K,RWOPC.K,RWOPC.K,SPICP.K)
CHANNEL LEVEL CHECK
ROUT?.K=CLIP(0,ROUT3.K,CLVAS.K,CCAP.K)
RESERVOIR LEVEL CHECK
R0UT!4.K=CLID(RIM, JK , ROUT2. K, RL VA . K ,RCAP. K)
""LEASE - CEO
RCUT.KL = CLIP(R0UT<4.K,i432EU,R0UT<..K,<432F'4)
RC(.IT=11232E"'
MAX CHANNEL RELFASE - CFO
RWOPC.K=CLIP(RWOP.K,CDLC.K,CDLC.K,RWOP.K)
ACTUAL CHANNEL CAPACITY - CFO
COLO.K=CLIP(CCPLA.K,0,DCHLV.K,CLVA.K)

NOTE
A

S^ACE IN CHANNEL - CFO
CCPH.K = DCHLV.K-CLVA.K

NOTE
A
C
NOTE
A
C
NOTE
A

CHANNEL SAFETY FACTOR - CFD
SAFNO,K=SAFNU
SAFf>i'Jri2q6E-(-05
S^ILL o0RT CAPACITY - CFO
SPIC^.KrSPICA
SPTCA^SSOlftF+O^
OESIOEO DAILY CHANNEL CAPACITY - CFO
DCHLV.K=CCAPO.K-SAFNO.K

NOTE
A
T

R'JLE CURVE PROPORTION
RhOPa.KrTA1HL(W0PT,OAYS.K,l,361,15)
WCPT= .7 5'4/.656/.5 53/.i4'49/.3'4 8/.3'4B/.3«46/.3i48/.3<4fl/.<4i49/.553/.6(45/.

X
NOTE

7 5*4/. 855/. 960/. 96 0/. 960/. 96 0/. 96 0/. 960/. 960/. 96 0/. 96 0/. 855/. 75 <4
OTSIREO RESERVOIR LEVEL - AF
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MOTF
A
MOTH

a
MOTE
A
A
MOTF
A
T
X
NOT'7
NOTE
NOT17
MOTF
A
N'OTF
A
T
A
NOTF

ft
NOTE
MOTE
NOTE
A
A
A
NOTE
T
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
A
A
NOTE
A
T
NOTE
R
L
N
p
A

NOTE
R
NOTE
L
N

R

RWO"'. .K=< RCAP.K) ( PWOPP. K)
ntFFERENCF OF ACTUAL RES LEVEL AND DESIRED RVIOPi ,K= (PLVA.K) {'*75&0) +(-RWOPL.K) ik3Si 0)
v1 JLF Rc:LrASE - CFD
RWflP.K-sCLIPIRWOPA.K.Q.RLVA.K.RWOPL.K)
MAX =t.lLr RELEASE OP FISH REOUIREMFNT - CFO
RCUT^.KrMftxfPOUTl.K,HTNXX.K)
MIMXX.K=(RMFF.io Oft^OO)
CM
FISH RC.OHTP.
ENT - CFS
OMFF. i< = TAnHL(RMFT,PAYS.K,lf361,15)

R•'FT-.to0/130/170/13 V13 0/130/75/75/itO/'.0/70/70/10 5/1 05/130/130/160
/ lf>0/1.60/If. 1/1<>0/160/1 3 0/130/130
ANAT

-ISH

RES

REARING

S'IRFACE AREA - ACRES
RSA;?. K'=TATML(t?SA, RLVA.K, 0,200000, 20000)
STOCKINf-, ROTE
STnCK.K^TARHL (ST< , RSA2 . K , l'*2 5 , ?<»0 0 , 975)
STKr^qi/lSOO'
STOC<^.K = PlJLSF(STOC^. K, 195,360)
SJ0VIVAL OF FRY TO S^OLTS
SMf. '<= (SJC'R.K) (STOCKR.K) (RSA1.K)
FRY

SURVIVAL

Rt.KrNOIS'7 ()
R.KrCLIPtS.'Rl.K.-S.'Rl.KtRl.KfO*
SUPR.KrTARHLJSURTtR.K.O,!,!)
S'J^VIVAL PATF OF Fpy TO SIOLTS
SURT=3/.22
SfOL'f

SURVIVAL

P.R1 .< = NOISE() .
RSf.K-CLID(2.»RRl.K,-2.»RRl.K,RR.l.K,0)
S'JRVIVAL PATF OF SMOLTS TO RETURNEES
SUSR..K = TAB'-IL f SUST ,PR. K, 0 , 1,1)
SUST-a/.Ol"
POTENTIAL SPAWNFRS
FSAO<.KL = SUSR.K*SHS.i<
F°Ar;<l.K = FnACKl.Jt(DT) ( F3 AC K. JK-FB ACKO. JK)
FPACKlrf)
FBAC<O.<L=;:"JLSE(F?ACKi.K,555,360)

Fnpr<?.K=FnacKi.K/360
DELAYED RETURNEES
ESC.<L=OELAY?(FBACK2.K,10 80)
ANNUAL ESGAPEMFMT
AF^r;, Krapsc.JMDT) ( FSC. JK-ESCO. JK)
AE^C=0
ESC0.KL=oULSE(AFSn.K,^6 0,360)

NOTE

MOTE
NOTE

NOTF
A
A
MOTE
A
NOTE

R
NOTE

CFD

PROJ ESCAPEMENT AND BENEFITS
PROJECT FSCADEMFNT
PESCl.K = CLID(AFSC.K-3 0 0,Q,n.AYS.K,360)
o
FSC.K = CLI,5(PrSCl.K,Ci,PESCl.K,0)
RESERVOIR SDRIMG CHINOOK BEMFFITS
SCHR;3.K=(^F«;c.K) ( 99.3B5)
BENEFITS OISCOUNTFD
°VALSC.KL = (PVF.K) (SCHRB.K)
A^CUM ANNUAL BENEFITS DISCOUNTED
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I
N
NOTE
NOTE
MOTP

MOTr
6
T
X
o

aasc H.K^aasCHn.jMriT) (PVALSC.JK + O)
a fls!":sr,r p
Rr?r i\ini?

=ESIDrMT

FISH

n.MLY R-SERVnT1? ANGLER DAYS
(?«TMl.K = TAP.HL(RATNnT,LNr»CH.K,0,8030,'»00)
R AT'MTzT/PH,/20 3/to?/i31/17 0/159/lU 3/13 7/126/115/10^/9 3/82/7 l/60/i*
r

v.7:8/^7/i<;>/r;

oxhT-otKL-RaTM0.<

UOTc
L
M
R

a^MUAL R^SFRVOIP AMGLFR OBYS
aPFUl . < = aPPUC. J+ (DT> (RRATfc".2. JK-RRATE'*. JO
aPfijTr]

c

';,RaTT<».KL=P!M.SF(ARFUn.K,361,36C>
'FIPl.<= (flPCUP.O {VALRF.K)
A-JVUAL VALUE Rrc-RVOIR ANGLER
RFIR.< = PULSr([:,FT:U.<,7;81,360)
VAL'^.^=VAL1
VALUE PF--' ANGLES TAY
VALlr?

NOT17
NOT^

OCWNSTorAM

a
NOTT
A

a

1

NOT :

NOTF
MOTE

a
T
R
NOTE
L
N
R
NOTr

^ESTH-NT

DAYS

C

TSM

0^ I Y STREAM ANr-LER OAYS
SATNO .K rTAPHL(SATMPT.CLVAS.K.OjSOOO.fiSE)
SATKO T = 0/10/2 0/16.6/13.3/10/6.7/3.3/0
S'AT:
KL-SATNO.K
r
AM ML) AL STPFAM AN .LER OAYS
a^Fin .K = ASFUn.J+(DT) (SRATE2. JK-SRAT^it.JK)
ASFUl = n

NOTE

l
<♦. KL-° ILSE(aSFin.K,361,360)
. a i NU AL VaLUE STREaM ANGLER HAYS
srim • K =<ASFUO.K)(VALSF.K)
SPIB •< = PULSE(SFigi.<,361,360)
VALSP
-VAL2 •
VA LU E PEP INGLEP DAY

c

VAL2 =

a
a
a

SPAT:£

T
NOTE
0 TA L RESIPENT FISHING VALUE
= RFIR.K4-SFIR.<
a
TRPTl
NOTE
NOTE ACCUM oR^TnEMT FISH nFMEFITS
NOTE
NOTE
PRESENT VALUE OF RtSIDFNT FISHING BENEFITS
R
PVfiRFI8.KL=(TRFI9.K)(PVFl.JK)
AOCUM ANNUAL PESTOENT FISHING BENEFITS
NOTE
AARFIS.KrAARFIB.J^CTT)(PVARFIB.JK+0)
L
N
AaRPIB=0
NOTE
MOTE PRESENT VALUE FACTOR
MOTE
NOTE
IMTEPEST RATE
IKTRA = . 0'+R7l5
C
INT1. i<=IMTRaA
a
INT?.<-l+INTl.K
a
PV1.<=YFARS.K*LOGN<INT2.<)
A
PV2.<=1.*CXP(PV1.K>
P?ESFNT VALUE FACTOR
NOTE
D
VF.< = 1/DVP.I<
a
0
R
VF1.<L=DVF.K
A-tMORTI7ATIOM PACTOR
MOTE
a
INT7,K=('->0)LOGN(INT?.K)
A
IMS. < = CXP(INT7.K)
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M

T

a OR . K-( IMTl .K) ( If'TB.K) /(INT8.K-1)
NOT^
NOTE
k
)OTr
NOTE
a
T
MOTE
a
MOTE
P
MOTE
p
a
T
R
a
NOTE
c
kJOTP

L
N
P
a
NOTE
R
NOTr
L
N
NOT^
R
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
a
MOTE
R
NOTE
NOTF
NOTE
NOTE
R
NOTE
A
A
T
NOTE
R
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
A
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
MOTE
a
T
NOTE
A

•"HJt.'niPAL ANO IMOUSTRTAL WATER RELEASES
■■n
MTDT-

P-:

"lO'JT
•n
^IFT.
MIFTT
"TfTT
v( T n . <
\) n L

MT

\l\
vai^A-l
AwiP,
AMjqr
AMJ^.

ft'J
PVY^I
a:
a a en
A AMI"'
L1*
LwIO'J

FLOW->

HLY MEFn - AE
Ta PHUMIOT, YEA RS.K, 1,121, 30)

/q?/n?/9?/q?
Y NFfO - AF
(ril^.K)(^IFT.JK)/(30)
ASE - CEO
L= (n«in.<) ((4^560)
HLY niSTOTIUTION FACTOR
=SaM^LE(MIFTT.K,3 0,.79)
= TAT-IL (MIFTn.O AYS. K, 0,360, 30)

7o/.76/.7if/.71/.68/.69/.7,;/1.05/1.66/1.91/1.38/.fl9/.79
(n^Ti.K)(VAL^T.K)
= v a L i*
r p,v? - flp
AL r'E^'^FITS
A'lIP.J+CIT) (^TH. JK-AMIO.JK)
= PiJL«F(AMIR.K,3ol,360)
P!ILS=-(AMT3.K,361,36Q)

AL OISCOUNT^O "ENEFITS
KL^fY^TB.K)(OVEl,JK)
M ANNUAL niSCOUNTEO BENEFITS
=AAMIR.J+(OT)(PVYMIB.JK+0)
EO RELEASE KL=^IOUT.JK

CFO

INTO WILLAMETTE RIVER

CCUTS.K=CLvaS.K
O'JT at aLPANY - CED
CClJT.KL=(COUTS.K> (161.00)
I^RT'jATION

RELEASES

I ROIGA TTON RET URN FLOW - CFO
IR"! 'UKL = (PFP PF.K ) (IROUT.JK)
P ERCEN T RE TURN FLOW
PERR ^^ = 5 AMPL E(PE RET.K,3 0,0)
PERF T.K = T aHHL (PFR ETT.OAYS.K,0,360,30)
"EPF TT=0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/.15/.12/.16/.21/.29/0
I ^IGA TTON REL EASE - CFO
IROIJ T.KL = CLIP (IRR Nn.K,IRRA.K,MRLVA.K,I*'RNA.K>
ONTHL Y IP RIGA TION NEED GROWN - AF
IRPN l.K=( IR MM .K) ( IRRMT)(IPRG.K)
*! 1NTHL Y IP "IGA TION WATER AVAILABLE GROWN - AF
IRR.N ?.K=( IRNM .K) ( MPLVA.K)(IRRG.K)
MRLV a.K=c LTP< RLVA .K-51E3,0,RLVA.K-51E3,0)
n MLY TRRI GATI Of MEEO - CFD
IRPN ).K=( I PPM l.O (i*3560)/3C
p RORAT rQ 0 AILY NEED - CFO
I PR a . K-d RRN2 .K) ( '♦?^60) /(NOYCT.K)
G nwTH IN DEVE LOPMENT
r
TRRG . K = Ta 'HL( IRC, YEARS.K, 1,21,10)
TRG = . 35/1 .0/1 .0
T ITAL riFFD FOP PEST OF YEAR GROWN
AF
IRRN A . K = ( TORN n.K) (IRRG.K)
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NOT

a
T
NOTI
C
MflTF

a
fl
T

'lOTe

fl
T
X
NOTc
MOTP
NOTF
MOTF
L
N
MOTF
f?

a
D

NOTf:
L
NOTF
P
a
R
N
NOTF
NOTF
NOTF
NOTF
A
T
X
X
A
MOTF
R
N
NOTF

fl
T
X
NOTF
a
NOTF
a
T
X
NOTE
a
NOTE
a
a
NOTE
R
N
NOTE

I-^IGaTTON PFRTOn
IR R M l. K r T ft <■( M L < IR N T , D a Y S . K, 210 , 3 6 0 , 3 0)
TRMT = ?G3AC,/lfli»60/13000/7180/2i*10/0

TnraL v-^aRtY IRRIGATION NEEO - aF
I^pSITrJO.T^n
MTV,THLY niSTP.nilTtON OF TOTAL YEARLY NEEO
IDNMok' = s'\yr>LF(IRNMT.K,30,0)
IQNMT.K = TAnHL(IRNMTR,DAYS.K,0,360 , 30)
IRMMT'?=n/0/0/r./1/i]/0/.09<»/.268/.286/.23'»/.119/0
O^Y OF MONTH FOR ORORATION
NnYCT.x = saMPLF.(NnYCTT.K,l,30)

NnvrrT„K'rTa?HL(NOYm,OAM.K,l,3lj,l)
NnYC''l = 2q/?^/27/2 6/?5/2^/23/2 2/21/2 0/19/18/17/16/15/l'«/13/12/ll/10
/9/fl/7/6/5/i»/3/?/l/3n
ORAI'JAGF
VFRA •3r RPGULATFO CHANNEL LEVEL AT ALBANY
ACLV \.K = aCLVA.J+fOT)((RCLVA.JK/120)-CLVaO.JK)
acLv ^ = 0
o ■'« a I N aGr PFRIOO
PCL.V ^.Kl. = CLTP(CLVAA.!<,0,OAYS.K,150)
CLva a„K = CLTP(0,CLVA.K,OaYS.K,270)
CLVA T.KL =PUL?F(ACLVa.K,361,360)
a VFRA 3S UNRFGULATFO CHANNEL LEVEL AT ALBANY
URO. < = UR D.J+(DT)((nRCH.JK/12 0)-UROO.JK)
n "?aiN AG': PFRTOn
UTM .KL = CLIP(URCHl.K,0,DAYS.K,150)
l.K- CLTP<n,FCIN10.K,OAYS.K,270)
U3PO .KL = PULt::F(URn,K,3(M,360)

uRn =

9EGULATFO AMP UNRFG.

FLOODS

UN RFGULflTFD.PFAKFLOW AT ALBANY
c
TRCI-: ,K = Ta lHL<PKFLO,FCIN5.K,0,105000,5r00)
OKFL1

= 0/51*. 6/ 1122 6/173 3 6/233 8 7/2 9'. 6 7/355'' 8/i< 152 8/1.77 09/5 37 39/5 9370
0/7?T'0/7Blll/3i.l91/9 0 2 72/96352/lC2i.33/108513/ll'»59'»/12067(»/l

2^755
MTIM. K=MaX(MIN.JK,TRCIS.K)
^a X YFJRLY UNREGULATED PEAKFLOW
MIN.K L = CLIP(0,MTIN.K,DAYS.K,360)
MIN=3
^L OOD DAMAGES - DOLLARS
FLCL3 .K = T A^HL(FLnLT,FLOSH.<,13.5,18.25,.25)
FLDLT = 0/3 33/667/10C0/1333/1667/2 000/25 00/5 000/650 0/8000/17000/5315
0/151 0J0/ 27 S50 0 /7 75 010/2179000/3 '♦81.000/530200 3/6 397 000
UN REGU LATCD DAMAGES
POLD^ .K = C LIP(FLOLP.K,0,DAYS.K,360)
UN REGU LATFD FLOOD STAGE AT SHEOD - FT
FLP^H .K = T anHL(FLO ST,MTIN.K,0,105000,5000)
FLOST = 13. 95/15. 75/16. 35/16. 6/16. 75/16. 92/17. 0 5/17.11./17. 2 3/17. 32/I

7.'♦9 /17.53/17.66/17.75/17.8 3/17.92/13.C/18.0 8/18.16/13.25
HZ TUAL CHANNFL LEVEL - CFS
CLvas .K = C Lva.K/se'.oo
RF GULa TFO PEaKFLOW AT aLBaNY
CLVAI .< = T AOHL(PKFLO.CLVAS.K,0,105 00 0,500 0)
MCLVl .K = M AXfMCLV.JK,CLVAI.K>
M\ X YE A'LY REGULATED PEAKFLOW
M
MCLV. KL = C LIP(G, CLVA.K,DAYS.K,36 0)
MCLV = 3
RF Guua TED FLOOD STAGE AT SHEDD - FT
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MOT"

A
a
MOT-:
MOT"
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NOTF
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MOTP
A
NOTE
MOTE
MOTE
NOTE
C
NOTE
A
NOT^
L
N
R
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
C
A
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
R
MOTE
A
A
NOTE
A
NOTE
L
N
R
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
A
T
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
A
T
NOTE

AFLO'.K-TA'^HL (FDSTl , MCL V A . K, 0 ,1 0 5 0 0 0 , 50 0 0 )
FCST1 = 1-'.9E/15.75/1<:).?5/16.6/16.75/16.C)2/17.0 5/17.1<«/17.23/17.32/1
7. U/l 7. it<V17.5^/17. 66/17. 75/17. 83/17. 92/18. 0/18. 08/18.16/18. 25
''"•"ULATEO DAMftfjFS
PrL4?.K = TA'T-tL(FLOLT, AFLOS. K, 13. 5 ,18 .25, .25)
FniR.'<=CLIrMFoL4R.>',0,0AYS.K,360)
FinOT nr^rcjj CALCULATION
llcF Oc UNPEG ANO REG DAMAGES - OISCOUNTED
DVACTi.KL=(FDLt3R.<-FQLR.K) (PVF.K) (GR.K)
ACCOM ANNUAL "BEFITS CALAPOOTA REACH DTSCOUMTEO
A/\FrH.K = aAir"SR.J + (m)(r,VAFD9.JK + 0>
AAF?S=0
GROWT'-t OEVELOPHCMT FACTOR
GH.K = ^.XD( (YrAPS.K-1 .) »LOGN( 1. + .0 36) )
WILL^^cTTE PLOO" ^fNEFTTS
WILLAMETTE REACHES 1 IN 100 BENEFITS
WILFT = .')0'*75
A-JM1JAL OENEPITS GROWN ANO DISCOUNTED
WTLPM .Kr (WILF1) CVF.K) (GR.K)
A>";UM ANNUAL BCNEETTS
AWTL;r1.K = AWILFR.J+(OT)(WILFB2.JK + 0)
AWTL^^-O
WILE9?.<L=PULSE(WILFOl.K,360,360)
"ESIVJAL FLOOD EENEFITS
WILLAMETTE REACHES GTEATER THAN 1 IN 100
CWILC '3 = 1^125
RESIrI.K = RWIL<rP.K*CWILFn
A-JNUAL MINIMUM KEOUCTION RATIO
RWIL^l.K=MTM(RATIO.K.RATl.JK)
ANNUAL REOUC'TION RATIO
RATn.K = RWOPL.K/(RWOPL. K-HNSUF.K)
RaTl.KL=CLTP(lE6,RWIL'rB.K,DAYS.K,360)
OIFF OF ACTUAL AND OESIREO RESERVOIR
DIFAO.K=(RLVA.K-RWO:-L.K)
TNSUP.K=CLIP(nirAO.K,0,OIFAD.K,0)
ANNUAL ^EN^FITS TOWN ANO OISCOUNTFT)
RESni.K= (R^SIO.K) (PVF.K) (GR.K)
ACCUM ANNUAL BENTFITS
ARrsin.K=aRESIO.J»-(OT) ( RES 102 . JK + 0 )
ARESIO^O
RESIO?.KL=°ULSE(RESini.K,360,360)
RECP'ATIOM FUNCTION AM'J BENEFITS
POOL LEVEL - FT MSL
PLFVL.K = TABHL (PLEV,RLVA.K,0,200000,20000 )
D
LF V = 560/60 5/e>25/e'^/^S 1/661/669/677/6P5/692/699
P)OL LEVI"L AT MAX POOL - FT MSL
MXDL.K=TaOHL(PLEV,PCAP.K,0,20 0000,20000)
DIEF OF MAX POOL AND ACTUAL pOOL
PLOIP.K-MVPL.K-PLEVL.K
LENGTH OF DEACH
LNBC 1.<=(PLDIF.K) (^LP.K)
SLP.'< = TARHL(SLOPE, PC AP.K, 97000, l<t5 0 0 0,^8000)
SL0P- = 1'»8/176
ATT-NOANCE USER OAYS
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ATfni.K^T.VlML ( ATT NH,LN3CH.K, 0,15 0 0,150 0)
\TT,'n = 6000/0
nrTEMDANCE WITH GROWTH
ATKO„<=(ATND?.K)(RECG^.K)
ATrTi?.K:r:LI0( ATNOl.K, ATND3.K,RCAP.K,9S0Q0)

NTTf7
A
MOTc
A
T

ATTr^iAMCE AT 97000 AF
ATMO,!.K= (ATMPl.K) (.65)
G'.TWTH IN REC UCFR DAYS
R-rG<.X = TiriHL (Rr.R,YEA9S.K,l,101,2F>
RGP=. 18/.i*^/.71/1.0/1.0

NOT^

'ir-RFATIOM PPRIDO

A
A
R
MOTE
L
N
R
NOTE
A
A
NOTE
C
A
R

RATr)i.K-CLTD(ATMO.K,0,DAYS.K,2i<P)
P ATn!.<.-CLIP (CRATDl.l^, DAYS. K, 350)
RATT1t.<L = ,'ATO?.K
A\|VUAL USER DAYS
A^FC. K = fl9FC.j + (0T) (oAT0 3.JK-RATD(t. JK)
Aijcr = 0
f?ATD>.KL = PULSE(AR::c.K,3 61,3f:>n>
YEARLY USER DAY VALUE
RECP.K=(APFC.K)(VALRC.K)
VALR"/ .K = VALP
V'\LlJE,DrR USER PAY
VALR=1
ANi'rCg.K-PULSE(PcCP.i<,3 61,36 0)
o\/AP-£CB.l<L= (ANR-CT.O (PVF1.JK)

NOTE
L
H
MOTE
MOTE
NOTE
MOTE
P
NOTE
C
NOTE
A
NOTE
R
NOTE
L
N
R

ACCUM ANNUAL RECREATION BENEFITS DISCOUNTED
AAP^T.^AARccn. Jf (DT) (PVARECB.JK+O)
AflPEr;T=0

PTTENTIAL ANNUAL IRRIGATION BENEFITS
AKT9.'<L=(IRCON) (IRRG.K)
AMNUAL BENEFIT FSTIMATE
TRCO'I = 601000 .
ANNUAL IRRIGATION BENEFITS
ANIOH.K=(PERTM.JK)(ANIB.JK)
PERCENT OF TARGET N'ET
DEPT'1.KL=(TIP0.1<)/(IRh!NT»IRRG.K)
ACCUM 0? DAILY RELEASES - CFD
TTR0T.K = TIR0T.J4-(0T) (IROUT . JK-AC IRO . JK)
TIPOTrO
ACTR1.KL=PULSE(TIRCT.K,361,360)

NOTE
A
A

AINUAL IRRIGATION RELEASES - AF
TIRO. I'=TIR0T.K/U3560
ANIRT.i< = PULSE(ANI3H.K,361,360)

NOTE
L
N
R
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTF
A
T
A
A
A

ATCUM ANNUAL IRRIGATION BENEFITS DISCOUNTED
AANn.K=AANIO.J+(nT) (PVAIRI. JK + 0)
ASNT1=0
PVAIRR.KL=(ANIRB.K)(PVF1.JK)

NOTE
A
T

RESERVOIP CAP-ITAL
OACC. K = TAPHL ( RE SCT,RCAP.K, 97000, IkS 000, '♦8000
PESCT=17?7«:>3?f,/23152500

ISPI^MIOM BENEFITS

RESERVOIR COSTS
RTSEPVOIR OMR
OAOM^.K = TARHL(DAOM,RCAP.K,97 0 0 0,1'*50 0C,'»8 000)
DAOM = 1336e9/l791ci0
O AOM.:i.K = CLIF(OAOMC2.K,DAOMC.K, YEARS. X, 10)
r)AOMC2.K = nAOMC.<+7000
oVDA9H.K=(DAOHCl.K) tPVF.K)
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ftrjAO-l. KL = OLIP<PVnAOM.Kt;i .DAYS.K,360)
aAn5-)M<!<=flflOAOu.J + (OT) (AOAOM. JK+0)
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A

a
NOTc
'IOTr
NOTE'
MOTT

a
T
A
A
MOTF
T
D

L
N

a
a
NOTE
MOTE
*10TE
MOTE
NOTE
A
T
A
NOTE
A
T
R
L
M
A
A
NOTc
NOTE
NOTF
NOTE
a
T
a
NOTE
A
T
R
L
M
A
A
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
ft
T
ft
NOTE
A
T
R

K na^. K = CLT0(!3ACC.K,C,TI IE. K, 18001)
TCAC.<=AaoanM.KfKoar.K
TRPT ;ATTOM COSTS

nr SIP TRUTION AND STORAGE OMR
TPOMi .K = TARHL(IROM,^CAP.K,97 0 0 0,1<»5 3 0 0,«»8000)
IPO^.35 0 OO/ft^OOQ
PVIRT ^.K = (TROMCK) (0VF.K)
K = T ,»nHL(IRC>Rr.ftO.K,970 0 0,l«»5C0 0,'»fl0 0 0)
nt ST" T^UTIOM ANO STORAGE CAPITAL
ipr = i 134 7000/113«*70J0
a IPO-i ."L = CLIP (PVIRO'I.K, U,DAYS.K,360)
a a IPO '•«. K = AflTPOM.J*(OT) (AIROM.JK+0)
a AIR~) v = n
KIT.. K^r L ID (IR C C. <, n , TIM Z. K, 18 0 0 1)
TTPC. KrA aTPOM.K+KiPr.K
R-rP-aTTO^! COSTS
o-r^RFaTION 0MR
RCMC. K = Ta8HL (POM, Rrao.K, 9700 0,1^5000,1«fl0 00)
RCM=~^931/38100
PVRO'l.K.r (ROMf .K) (PVF.K)
"^.^RFATION CAPITAL
RCC.< = TA.34L (PC, PC A^. K, 97 00 0, 1«»50 00,480CC)
PC-g^'t'.^u/iitceaoo
aRO,1.KL=CLIP(PV1>OM.K,0,DftyS.K,3fi0)
aapoH.K=aaPCM.jf(OT)(nRoi.jK+0)
a ap o-i = o
KRC.<=CLIP(RCC.K,0,TIME.K,18001)
TPr.<=aflP0M.K+KRC.K
FISH ENHftMC^ENT COSTS
a^anROMOus ANO TROUT OVR
PCMC. K = Ta 0HL(FOM,RCAP.K, 97 000, !<♦ 5000,48000)
FCM = '5ii000/54000
PVFO't.K=(FOMC.K) (0VF.K)
ANAn^OMOUS ANO TROUT CAPITAL
FCC.< = TAc>HL(FC, PC AP.K,97000, 114 5C 00,48000)
FC = 9V?000/<:sOnOOO
AFO«.KL = CLIP(PVFO^.<,0,DAYS . K,36 0)
AaFO I.K^AATQM.jf (rjT) (AFOM.JK + 0)
aaFOH=o
KFC.KrCLIPf^CC.K,OtTIME.K,18001)
TPC.'< = AaFOM.K + KFC.K
CHANMFL COSTS
CHANNEL OMR
C«OMC.K = TAf HL (CHO-i, CCAP.K,5ti 00, ?5U 00,50 0 0)
CMO 4 = 23991/70000/65191/118000/160000
PVCHI'I.K^ (CHOMC.K) (PVF.K)
CHANNEL CAPITAL
CMCC.K = TaBHL(CMC,CCAO.K,50 00,25000, 5000
CHC=3012000/410003C/960 0000/15100001/20600000
aCHn'1.KL = CLIP(0VCHOM.K,0,naYS.K,36 0)
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A
A
N0T=NOTF

AArHT-'.<=AACHO«.Jf(DT)<AOHOM.JK+0)
A lCHV1=n
i
K rHC.K=niiP<CHCc. <,n, TIME, K, isoon
TCH-r. K = AACHOK.K + KCHC. K
MET

"iTMC^ix^

NOT11"

A

T,= .K = AfiP!:"TT.K + AaMI',.< + 4AFnB.K*AflRECn.K+AANIP.K + awiLFO.K*AA,5CHn.'<",A
Rf^I1.y*ATVFr.K
T'-.K:=TOA':.K«-TIPC.K + TRC.KtTFC.K + TCHC.K
N?.K-T3.<-TC.K
A'/'-PA'-;.;; ANNUAL NET BENEFITS
T<r. <T<riAC.< + KIRC .f + KDCK+KFCK + KCHCK
A^K.KrA^n^T.K^TKC.K
aCM:'.1<=AAOA0''l.<«-AAIR0,'!.k; + AAROr'.K + AAFOK.K + aACHOM.K
ir!r.'< = A^i'.<,'rncR

C

I*XR=.l

A

avA':.i<=(aM!<,K+I0r.K)*A0MR.K/(YEaRS.K-l))
AVTT. '(-n.K/CYEARS.K-l )

A
X
A
A
NOTE
A
A
A

A
MOTE
NOTF

STRM'TIJPE SIZE^

MOTE
C
A
A
A
r

CMCAor50')?
Cr.APT.K- (CCAP.O ( <?F.i»QQ)
CCAP.KsCHCA0
RCAP.< = R tcaP
RFCA 'rit-sono

NOTE
NOTE
NOTc
NOTF
A
NOTE
A
R
N
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
A
NOTE
C
A

NOTE
A
A
T
A
A
A
T
A
T
NOTE
NOTr
NOTE
A
NOTE
A
T
A
NOTE

aNAORCMOUS

C

ISH OONMSTREAM FROM THE OAH

PLOW T^LOW 'lA^ - CFO
TCUT. K= (ROUT. JK +IRO'JT . JK + MI OUT. JK+ (.2i»»CIN.JK))/8 6<»00
FIRST MALE Oc YEAR MAX FLOW "ELOW OAM - CFO
MXRO.K^axtTOUT.K.f-'XROl. JK)
MXPOl.KL=rLIP(-1.0,^XRO.K,OaYS.K,180)
MXR01=-1.0
NCR^'^L

SURVIVAL

NEGG. K = DilLSP(FCrG'., 18 0,360)
F-'VLL CHINOOK EG^-S PER SPAWNER
FCFG'".=2F0n
PFRY.Kr(MSPMP.<)(NFGG.K)(NSUR.K)(EXSUR.K)
■KNSTTY "•FPENOENT SPAWNERS
NSUR. '< = CLIo(RSUR3.K,RSUR.K,NSPNR.K,3',20)
ULS'J'. .K^TATML (ULT , MSPNR . *, S'* 2 0 , 2 0 0 0 0 , lf>5 8 0 )
iJLT = .70/.n'
RSUP3.K=(ULSUR.K)(P.K>
RS'IR. '< = CLIc>(RSiJP?.K,RSURl.)<,NSPNR.K,950)
RS1]R?.K = TA'1ML(S'JR.2,R.K,C,1,1)
SUP?-. 55/. St?
RSUR1.K = TA-'(HL (SURl.R.K, 0,1,1)
SURl=.60/.7=5 .
EXTPE^E

COMOITinN

SURVIVAL

EXSIJR.K = CLIP((EXSUPl.K,,l,MXRO.K,350n)
EXTRFMf SURVIVAL RATE
ULEXS.K = TAquL (ULE T , wyPQ . K, 31; 0 0 ,1 75 0 C , 1<< 0 0 ?)
ULFT=1.0/0.0
EXSU'sl .K= (ULEXS.K) (RR.K)

POTENTIAL SPAWNF.RS
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M
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NOT:
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T
MOT<:
9
R

NOTF
L
M
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A
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N
R
NOT^

ft
R
i
M
SPEC
RUM
PRINT
X

T.KL = (SUPF1?. JK) (OFRY.K)
\^ = 0
ON9P IR.K = r>(ISP NR.Jf(OT)(PNSPI.JK-PNSPO.JK)
•|<?VIV AL 0 F FRY TO RETURNEES
'?.<L- TftBH L(^FR,RR.K,0,1,1)
SFP.= •) / . J P
n ■: L A Y <•" n RE TLIPMEFS
MSPN 'J.K'L rOTL AY^C (PNSPNR.K/3 60),1080)
3.KL =
r(PfJSPNR.K,5^Q,3^0)
A INUAL "SC AP1TMFNT
.J+(OT)(NSPNRI.JK-NSPNRO.JK)
'.. K = M
? = 19 j n

s

M«:f!M 10. ^L = 0UL SF(NSPNR.K,5<»0,360)
SPMR
LID( NSPNR.K-l'JOO, O.OAYS.K.S'tO)
. < = r,L IP'S PNR1.K,n,SPNR1.K,0)
R2.J*(OT)(NSPNR3.JK-NSPN30.JK)
?'.^ =
M';DM .••;> = n
NSF'I 1 7 . K L rpuLsctNSPMR.K^sg^ieo)
NSTN 10. KL = PI.JLSr (NSPNR?.K,7 2 0,36G)
0 VWNST craM FALL CHINOOK BENEFITS
OFrq . |<=(c:; "MR.K)(37.S^)
D
HCVF ~.<L = ( VF.K)(OFCT.K)
1
AMNUAL I^N^^ITS OISCOUNTEO
anvF
IVFC.J+COT)(OPVFC.JK+O)
Anvc 'IrO
nT=i

FC/J

TH = 18ai'5/FRTDFR = 36 0/PLTPFR=0
/')TC/1)TD/'4) 4VTR/5) AVAC/6) NSPMR2/7 ) AESC/8) ASFUO/9) ARFUO/10) AR
I)ACLVA/12)UR0/13)A FLOS

